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Army won't say whether Calley
pulled trigger or gave orders

JUBILATION IN ISOLATION . . . Happy
to be back, Apollo 12 astronauts exhibited
wide grins Monday as they peered from window o£ thdr quarantine trailer aboard the
USS Hornet. They are, from left, Charles Con-

rad, Richard Gordon, and Alan Bean. They
will live in the trailer until it is transported
to Houston's Manned Spaceflight Center Saturday. Bean's bandage over eye covers cut
he.received during landing. (AP Photofax )

By BOB HORTON
WASHINGTON (AP) — Army
spokesmen say regulations prevent them from clarifying
whether 1st Lt. William L. Calley Jr. is accused of pulling the
trigger or issuing the orders in
the alleged murder of 109 Vietnamese civilians.
But while the Pentagon was
being vague on the specifics of
its case, a man identified as a
former soldier said in a television interview Monday night
that lie killed ,10 to 15 of the
Vietnamese under Galley 's orders and that the officer also

shot a group of villagers. The
former Army private's name
was given as Paul Meadlo, 22,
of Terre Haute, Ind.
And as the furor over the alleged massacre grew, members
of Congress began moving toward their own investigatioa of
the incident.
The Army said Monday Calley
would be court martialed on
charges of premeditated murder in the 1968 raid on the village of My Lai .
The specifications were explicit in saying that Calley did
"with premeditation murder ,-.V.

Oriental human beings . . . by
means of shooting them with a
rifle." The six specifications
listed a total of 109 victims including a two-year-old child.
Pressed by newsmen, the
Army finally issued a legalistic
statement saying:
"Whether Lt. Calley is alleged
to be the actual perpetrator of
each of the murders charged in
the specification, or whether he
is charged as an aider and abettor, or as one who counseled,
commanded or procured the
commission of the offenses
would require a rather detailed

Astronauts said
healthy/ relaxed
clared sound after initial physical examinations.
They arrive at Pearl Harbor
about 4:30 p.m. CST Friday,
then fly nonstop to the Manned
Spacecraft
Center—-MSC—at
Houston, Tey.
They will be slightly behind
their two boxes of moon rocks,
brought back from the Ocean of
Storms. The treasure chests arrive today at Ellington Air
Force Base near MSC.
Officials said a C141 Starlifter
carrying the first box arrives at
Ellington about 2:45 p.m., with
the second due about 10:05 p.m.
The schedule calls for both
boxes to be put in i vacuum

The bubbly

flows again

SPACE CENTER, Houston (fl . — Splash went the
capsule. Bang went the fireworks,. Pop went the champagne.
Apollo 12 was down and
astronauts Charles Conrad
Jr., Richard F. Gordon Jr.,
and Alan L. Bean were safe.
At the Bean home, t h e
splashdown was greeted
with firecrackers and champagne.
At the Conrad's cheers
and champagne.
. At the Gordon's whoops
and hollers. And champagne.
What was there for Barbara Gordon to say? "Wild ,
delighted , proud , happy. "
Apollo 12 had drifted down
through a cloudy sky in the
South Pacific and made a
pinpoint landing.
"The sight of the spacecraft or the parachutes was
the prettiest sight I've ever
seen in my life," said Sue

Bea'a.I^V
For Jane Conrad , it was
"wonderful . . . fabulous
. . . great. "
"Real neat," suggested
Chris Conrad, who will be
lfl Wednesday.
The two Bean children,
Clay, 13, and Amy, 6, touched off fireworks while their
mother joined house guests
in a swinging rendition of
"The Eyes of Texas."
Both Sue and Alan Bean
are Texans.
"Break out the champagne!" shouted Mrs. Gordon , normally the most reserved of the Apollo 12
wives ,
The famines watched the
dramatic final moments of
the moon mission with
friends and relatives on
home television sets , cheering at the sight of the chutes
and laughing as the astronauts tumbled from the capsule.

chamber at MSC's Lunar Receiving Labora tory, the first
box to be opened Wednesday
morning and the second later
the same day.
Promoted by President Nixon
from Navy commanders to captains after their bull's-eye
splashdown Monday, Conrad,
Gordon and Bean had a relatively easy schedule today.
Medical
checkups—including
blood tests—and telling highlights of their mission into tape
recorders were the only events
planned.
The three are untouchables to
the outside world until their
quarantine period ends at 3:44
a.m. Dec. .11. Taking precautions against the remote possibility that they brought back lunar organisms which could
harm life on earth , the space
heroes are¦ isolated in the trailer. ;"- . - ¦ . "' .
The only people with them are
a physician- Dr. Clarence Jerniga, and a technician , Brock R.
"Randy'.' Stone, who keeps systems operating.
After arriving at Hawaii , the
astronauts—trailer and—all will
be transferred to a cargo aircraft and flown directly to Ellington , where they are due at
6:40 a.m. Saturday. At the lunar
laboratory, the astronauts, doctor and technician will move to
more spacious quarantine quarters.
Making Apollo 12's second
bull's-eye landing in a week, the
three astronauts safely parachuted to tropic Pacific waters
Monday afternoon , landing just
3.1 miles from the recovery ship
and in full view of television
cameras which beamed the
event to millions of viewers.
They were hoisted aboard a
helicopter and were on the deck
of the carrier an hour later , saluting smartly as they walked
into the trailer . As part of the
quarantine precautions, their
faces were covered with masks
that filtered the breath they
exhaled.

at Ft. Benning, Ga., around the
first of the year , may be unprecedented for the Army as far
as numbers of alleged civilian
murders are concerned.
The South Vietnamese defense Ministry issued a statement last Saturday saying there
had been no massacre in the
raid. '¦In the CBS television interview, Meadlo said he was a
member of Galley 's company, at
the time of the My Lai operation. The man said both he and
Calley participated in the killings. . .

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
senators have called _ for a
congressional investigation into
the alleged massacre of South
Vietnamese civilians by U.S.
soldiers, and Majority Leader
Mike Mansfield says there must
be a government inquiry because "there's been so much
smoke."
But Mansfield said any Senate
investigation should , wait until
after the court martial ordered
by the Army in the case of 1st
Lt. William L. Calley Jr., accused of premeditated murder
of 109 South Vietnamese -villagers.
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill.,
urged investigations by both the
Pentagon and the Senate, while
Sen. Stephen Young, D-Ohio,
said he has asked for an
immediate investigation by the
Senate Armed Services Committee. It seemed unlikely the panel would take up the alleged
mass killings while a c o u r t
martial inquiry is in progress.
"You .can 't have more than
one operation at a time," Mansfield said. "I think the Army
ou ght to have the opportunity to
conduct its own inquiry .1'
Mansfield said after that process is complete, the Senate panel should decide whether further
investigation is needed.
Calley was the first American

soldier formally charged in connection with the reported mass
slayings at My Lai village. Another Army man has been accused of assault with intent to
murder Vietnamese villagers,
and the Army is investigating 24
other men.
In the House, Chairman L.
Mendell Rivers of the Armed
Services Committee said Monday he has asked the Army for
its files on the incident to see if
his panel should investigate.
"We'll be sitting as a kind of
quasi-grand jury," said the
South Carolina Democrat.
In a Senate speech . Young
said he already has asked fox
"an immediate investigation of
this sordid affair .
He said the case is evidence
of "the brutalization of a generation of Americans by our involvement in any immoral, undeclared war ," and likened It to
the conduct of Nazi storm troopers.'
Percy said Ihe Pentagon had
sacrificed public confidence "by
incredibly hiding the facts'" of
the a Ueged massacre at the
time it occurred 20 months ago.
The Army announced: Monday
that Lt. Gen. William R. Peers
has been assigned to determina
whether the brigade involved in
the March 1968, incident had
tried to cover it up in an earlier,
lower level investigation.

Percy> roung
request^ probe
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ABOARD USS HORNET (AP)
— Healthy and relaxed in their
quarantine trailer, America's
untouchable astronauts sailed
toward Hawaii today while eager scientists prepred to open
their moon-rock treasure cfcuests.
Charles Conrad Jr.,, Richard
F. Gordon Jr. and Alan L. Bean
showed no ill effects from their
10-day lunar expedition—except
for a knot on Bean's head.
He hit it during splashdown
and appealed at the back window of the quarantine quarters
wearing a bandage.
Otherwise the three were de-

discussion of the evidence in the
case. "- ' - . ' -'
Regulations prohibit this, the
Army said.
Nevertheless, the Army said
that under the Uniform Code of
Military Justice, Calley would
be liable for conviction on
charges of premeditated murder "under any of the three
theories mentioned , above. "
If convicted, the Waynesville,
N.C, man would : be sentenced
either to death or life imprisonment since the case is being
treated as a capital offense , the
Pentagon said.
• The court martial , to be held

DESCRIBES VIETNAM MASSACRE . . .
Paul Meadlo, an ex-serviceman, is shown
Monday evening as he appeared on CBS-TV
on the Walter Cronkite program. Interviewed
by CBS newsman Mike Wallace, Meadlo

Germ warfare
stockpiles to
be destroyed

WASHINGTON (AP ) - President Nixon renounced today any
resort to chemical or germ warfare and promised to destroy
existing stockpiles of bacteriological weapons .
Nixon told newsmen the United States would never employ
germ warfare even if an enemy
were tb do so.
He also announced that future
government research in the biological field will be limited to
defensive measures such as a
search for immunization serums
against germ weapons others
might use.

described his own actions and those of others
during the alleged massacre in th. Vietnamese village of My Lai last year. Photo from
CBS News, as monitored on television in New
York. (AP Photofax)

Army veteran tells of
killing Viet civilians

NEW YORK CAP) - A
22-year-old Army veteran
says in a CBS television interview that he killed "10
or 15" Vietnamese civilians
on orders from Lt. William
L. Calley Jr. during the alleged massacre at My Lai
in March 19G8.
The Army announced
Monday that Calley would
be. given a general courtmartial on charges of premeditated murder in the
deaths of 109 men , women
and children in thc village
of My Lai.
"Why did you do it?" the
veteran, Paul Meadlo of
Terre Haute , Ind., was asked by interviewer Mike Wallace on the CBS Evening

News with Walter Cronkite .
"Why did I do it? Because I felt like I was ordered to do it. And it seemed like I realized — at the
time I fel t like I was doing
Hue right thing, " Meadlo
said.
"Because like I said ," he
continued , "I last buddies ,
1 lost a damn good buddy,
Bobby Wilson, and it wa.s
on my conscience. So after
I done it I felt good , but
later on that day, it was
gettin ' to me."
Meadlo said in the interview that he estimated "just
by looking " that 370 men ,
women , children and babies
were killed that day in My
Lai.

He said the company
commander , Capt, Ernest
Medina , "was right there.
Why didn 't he put a stop to
it? He knew what was going
on . . . he was right there
. . . he could of put a stop to
it anytime he wanted to."
Medina was Galley 's immediate superior.
Galley 's attorney, George
W. Latimer , said in Salt
Lake City :
"I' m not sure why he
(Meadlo ) is talking. And I
don 't know anythin g about
his credibility or the circumstances of the interview. I think it's not good
ethics for a witness to he
telling things in the press
before the trial. "

The President , in a formal
statement , said he was taking a
series of moves in the chemical ,
bacteriological area as "an initiative toward pence."
Talking briefly to reporters,
he said he believes his actions
will sharply reduce the possibility that any chemical or germ
weapons ever will be used by
any nation.
Mixon reaffirmed longstanding U.S. renunciation of the first
use of lethal chemical weapons
and , for the first time , extended
this renunciation to first use ol
chemicals which incapacita te
without killing.
The President asked thc Senate to promptly ratify a 1925 Geneva protocol prohibiting the
firs t use in war of "asphyxiating, poisonous or other gases
and of bacteriolo gical method s
of warfare "

THE GORDONS ARE HAPPY . . . Mrs.
Barba ra Gordon , wife of Apollo 12 command module pilot , Richard F. Gordon Jr.,
and three of the ir children , Larry 11; Carlrien ,
15 and James , 9, make a happy group as

they talked with newsmen at their home
i>car the Manned Spacecraft Center , Houston ,
Tex., aftcV completion of the moon flight.
The other three children remained indoors,
(AP Photofax)

Sen. Mike Mansfield , D-Mont. ,
the majority lender , said he will
seek to have tin; agreement ratified by the Sen ale this year ,
That would add pas and germ
warfare to an already dogged
Senate .schedule, with less than
one month of lhe session remaining.

KITCHEN CHECK . . . Pat Nixon , the
First I.ndy, stops hy to make n check in thc
White House kitchen ns chefs Henry Haller,
lt'ft , nnd Heinz Bender prepare a meal, On

Thanksgiving Day the White House will entertain 270 senior citizens nt thc traditional
holiday fare. (AP Photofax )

North Vietnam
renews attack
on outpost

SAIGON (AP) - North Vietnamese artillerymen renewed
their attacks on the Bu Praj ig
Special Forces camp today, killing the first American inside tho
camp since it came under heavy
pressure four weeks ago. Six
other Americans were wounded.
Fifteen to 20 mortar and recoilless rifle shells hit the carnp
near the Cambodian border 110
miles northeast of Saigon. Some
of them landed in an area where
the camp's American artillerymen were cooking breakfast.
No American Infantrymen
hnve been committed to the liu
Prang region and only a small
contingent of artillerymen and
Green Beret advisers are nt tho
camp. South Vietnamese forces
have suffered some heavy casualties in fightin g in the region ,
but their performance is considered a test of President Nixon ' s
policy of Victnamizing the war ,
I*css than 50 miles farther
south , North Vietnamese troops
shelled five American base
camps and clashed with U.S.
patrols along the Cambodian
border In an arc 75 to !K) miles
j uirth of Saigon, Six Americans
and 2,*i North Vietnamese soldiers were reported killed and
31 Americans wounded . Enemy
mines damaged nn American
tank and two armored personnel
carriers.
In the same region , American
stout helicopters were sent up
as bait ami drew fire' from
North Vietnamese machine-gu n
positions . The chopper pilots
called in U.S. fighter-bombers
and artillery, and the U.S. Command said 42 North Vietnamese
were killed and half a dor.cn
antiaircraft machine guns wero
destroyed.
Three American helicopter! *
were hit , the allies said , but all
returned safely to their bases.

Does moon have
huge echo chamber?
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Indians ypw to
continue protest

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) They have risked drowning,
shivered from the cold, suffered
shortages of¦ food
and fresh wa¦
ter. ' . '. - .
When boats get close, they
riiout "What . have you got?"
But more ' than 100 American
Indians, including women and
infants, vow to remain on Alcatraz Island until federal or state
officials meet their demands.
They want h elp in reconstructing a burned out San
Francisco Indian Center and increased aid to 10-0,000 Indians in
California.
So far, the landlord of the former federal prison, the General
Services Administration, has
given them no deadline in which
to get off. Interior Secretary
Walter Hickel has agreed to
meet with them, but no arrangements for the talks have been
made.
Today, the sixth day of their
occupation , the Indians appealed for money and Thanksgiving Day provisions through
their "Alcatraz Belief Fund."
Fresh water, food, blankets
and medicine come by boat. A
call went but Monday for tetanus vaccine after several
youngsters cut their feet on
rusty nails.
There is no heat except from
firewood ripped off the ramshackle cellblocks, and dozens
of Indians have colds and , sore
throats.
They have no refrigeration for
food.
They cook food on a broken
fireplace grating.
Above the dining area hangs a
sign: "This land is my land. "
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The Indians are serious about
claiming the island. As a precedent they cite an 1868 treaty
that returned abandoned federal
property to the Sioux nation.
"Alaska Is next,',' says 26year-old Richard Oakes, a Mohawk who is called "president
of Alcatraz."
Why take Alcatraz, which is
hardly habitable?
"When you see. most of the
reservations in this country, Alcatraz looks pretty good," says
Adam Nordwall, 40, a Chippewa
who heads the Indians' United
Bay Area Council.
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y MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Two
state legislators and the chairmen of the Metropolitan Council and the Metropolitan Transit Commission say they will ask
the state Public Service Commission for authority to provide
temporary partial bus service
for the Twin Cities.
Conservative Sen. William
Kirchner of Richfield, Conservative Rep. William Frenzel of
Golden Valley, Chairman James
L. Hetland of the Metropolitan
Council and MTC Chairman Lester M. Bolstad Jr. said Monday
they will "ask the PSC for temporary authority for private suburban carriers" unless progress
is made to end the strike.
The four said . they would ask
the transit commission to operate a limited bus system and
that the commission may acquire buses to provide the service.
Meanwhile, state and federal
mediators met again with representatives of Twin City Lines,
Inc., and a transit workers union as the strike by bus drivers
£
¦
entered its ninth day.
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Winoria, Goodview coun<yIs
discuss joint sewage plant

Congressman
to attend
Conrad fete

A . California congressman,
Rep. Don H. Clausen, San
Francisco, will be among
guests at a Saturday night sendoff banquet for Max Conrad ,
Winona aviator .
Conrad will leave next Sunday on an attempt to fly around
the world over both poles in his
twin-engine Piper Aztec airplane.
Rep. Clausen, a Republican ,
Is president of the Congressional Aviation Association, a group
of congressional aviation enthusiasts. He is a pilot. He will
arrive Saturday afternoon in
Winona and leave Sunday.
Chamber of Commerce sponsors of the dinner at the Park
Plaza Hotel said today that
tickets still are available.
National publicity is expected to be given the flight by
news media. Conrad will be interviewed by telephone on the
Joe Garagiola television show,
originating in New York , chamber sources said.

Area services
listed for
Thanksgiving

TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Special) — A special Thanksgiving
Day Mass will be held at 10
a.m. at St. Bartholomew 's Catholic Church.
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
— St. John's Lutheran Church
will conduct Thanksgiving Day
services at 8, 9:15 and 11 a.m.,
the latter being in the German
language.
HARMONY, Minn. . (Special)
— The following Harmony
churches have s c h e d u 1 e .1
Thanksgiving services: Greenfield Lutheran Church will have
a worship service Thursday at
10 a.m.; Nativity Catholic
Church, Thursday at 9 a.m.,
and Harmony United Methodist
Church, Wednesday at 8 p.m.,
with special music by the choir.
DURAND, Wis. (Special) —
Thanksgiving services for the
Durand , Arkansaw and Eau
Galle United Methodist churches will be held Thursday at 10
a.m. at the Durand Methodist
Church.

Student Union
fee to double at
Winona State

Winona State College students
probably will be paying $5 more
a quarter for their college union
starting in the winter quarter
in January.
Acting on a recommendation
from the college's student union
board and student senate , the
State College Board Monday approved an increase in the mandatory fee from $5 to $10 a
quarter for full-time students.
Dr. Robert A . DuFresne, college president, said that the
boost probably will be effective
with the winter quarter.
The increase will finance a
future addition to the union ; it
would be phase III. The most
recent addition was occupied
about a year ago.
In addition to the $10 charge,
students pay $15 n quarter activity fee , a smnir portion of
which is used to finance union
operation .
¦

Car-truck crash
checked by police
Police investigate d one accident this morninfi. There were
no imurios.
A 1(169 model tractor - semitrailer owned by Ruan Transport Co , Des Moines . Iowa , and
driven bv Harold W. Daubenberger , Des Moines, collided
wilh a ' 1905 model two-door sedan , driven by Donna J. Kammuollcr , 19, Founlain City. Wis.,
al Main and West 4th streets
al 7:<10 a.m.
Police said that, the Ruan
vehicle was on West 4th Street
facing east nnd turning south
into Main Street when tho
wheels on the right side of the
trailer sideswiped the left side
of the car , which also was turning south. Damage was $200 to
the car.

By FRANK R. UHLIG
Daily News Staff Writer
Exploratory talks on a regional, single :-¦ plant sewage
treatment system were held
Monday night at City Hall by
Village of Goodview and City of
Winona councils.
By common consent , no pressure for final decisions was exerted. Indications are that such
a decision will await the completion of engineering re- I ,. •
ports on costs
City
of construct-

SL "J 9 mt 1 Council

GIVE THANKS . . . Mr . and Mrs.; Gulick .
Arnbrosen- deaf mutes, read the Bible daily
in their room at Sauer Memorial Home. They
maintain they are thankful for their faith in
God and their bountiful blessings. Thanks-;
giving decorations on all of the windows at

the honie and in the dining rooms center on.
the theme, "Let Us Be Thankful." The lettering and other art work was done by the
Luther League of St. Matthew's Lutheran
Church , under the direction of Kenneth
Pahnke. '(Daily News photo)

S a u e r Memorial Home
since A p r i l . The Central
Lutheran Church , of which
they are members, sponsors
silent church services at
the home each month .
Many attend regularly from
the area.
The Ambrosens watch
their color television set almost constantly . Gulick is
well informed on many subjects since he reads a lot.
His wife, an arthritic in a
wheelchair, enjoys sewing
and crocheting.
Gulick was born in Norway and came to Winona
with his parents at the age
of six months. He lost his
hearing after suffering severe sea sickness while
crossing the ocean. His wife
was born deaf on a farm
near Rochester. Both are
mute since they were never

BRF hunter
suffers
heart attack

Oppose 4-laner
at Bluff Siding

will entertain
senior citizens

Goodview Council

BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis. BLUFF SIDING, Wis. - Some
(Special ) — Vern Hendrickson, 75 people vvhose property would
area resource agent with the be taken by the four-lane highUniversity of Extension Divis: way planned for Highway 35-54
ion suffered a heart attack late from the Y at Winont to MarshSunday afternoon while hunting land , have signed a petition
deer near Osceola , Wis. He is stating the present two-laner
confined to the Ladd Memorial over the four-mile stretch would
be adequate with modifications
Hospital, Osceola.
As resource agent he is as- such as widenin g and taking out
signed to Jackson , Trempealeau some of the curves.
Copies of the petition will be
and Buffalo countries.
He and his wife moved to sent to Gov. Warren Xnowles,
Black River Falls last sum- the state Department of Highmer. Osceola is his home town ways, and legislators representand he has a brother there. Ac- ing this area.
cording to a call his wife made The Buffalo Town Board is
to the Extension Division at arranging a meeting with engiBlack River Falls Monday Hen- neers from the La Cr osse disdrickson had shot a deer and trict office in the n^ar future
shortly afterward suffered the to which the public will be inattack. He is under oxygen at vited.
Residents suggest that t h e
the hospital. .
four-laner be postponed until
such time as the Northwestern
Winona Jaycges and Milwaukee railroads merge,
which has be"en in the talking

The Winona Area Jaycees
will once again sponsor the an- opens bids for
nual senior citizens banquet
Dec. 10 at 3:30 p.m. at First police vehicle
Congregational Church. AttendThe Goodvi(*w Village Council
ance at this banquet is by reservation only.
opened bids on a police car at
Reservations may be made at a special Monday evening meetthe Winona Older Adult Center ing.
Four bids were received :
in Valley View Towers.

Board won 't comment
on Mankato State grant

ST. PAUL (AP ) - State College Board officers and employes were under orders today
not to comment on a state public examiner 's report criticizing
the handling of a federal giant
by Mankato State College .
Robert Dunlap, Rochester ,
board chairman , snid board
members lind agreed Monday
prior to a public meeting, to orrier a review of the case and to
impose a "nr» comment" order
ra college officials. Dunlap told
Sef zoning hearing
newsmen he did nol. regard the
Winona County zoning admin- order as a "gag rule. "
istrator , Vernold Boynton , will
Thc report hy Robert A. Whitconduct a public henring at the
Zoning Office , 20,** W. aid St,, aker, public examiner , snld a
$l!i!), :i54 federal grant wa.s chanDoc , it nt 7*.no p.m .
Tho hearin g is concerned wilh neled through a private foundathe application of the Rusert Oil tion headed bv .lames F. NickerCo., Lew islon , for the construc- son , Manknlo Slate College prestion nf a hulk oil p lant lo be lo- ident ,
caled approximately l!i miles Atty, Gen. Douglas Head said
smith of Lewislon on County in a weekend ruling that a foun.Slate Aid road 29 In Uticn dation ha s no authority lo appl y for or accept a federal grant
township.

on behalf of a state college , All
such grant applications must, be
channeled through the College
Board or the governor , Head declared , adding that law requires
the money be deposited in the
state treasury.
The college board , meeting
Monday afternoon , discussed the
matter only briefly at the public portion of its meeting.
Dunlap proposed a res olution
asking th rit the matter be reviewed by the slate college
chancellor , Dr. (I . Theodore
Milan , and thnt Mita u report
back on or before Dec. 10,
The resolution wn s adopted
without discussion. Dunlap said
he felt it was a proper course
to avoid public discussion until
nil facts are known .
Whitaker s report said Nickcrson and Hie former vice president of the college, Merlin G.
Duncan , incorporated in lflfiR as

REPLYING TO A question
by Mayor Callahan , McDonald
said agreements reached recently between federa l and Minnesota agencies would provide
clear, guidelines in this area.
Minnesota actually is well
ahead of most states in its
anti-pollution effort , he said,
but the pressure in c o m i n g
years will be toward progressively cleaner waters.
Johnson said this confirmed
a ':. Goodview suspicion that it
would be forced lo help upgrade
a Winona plant within a few
years, whereas a Goodview
plant would be designed for 90
percent BOD removal.
Raising treatment efficiency
without rebuilding plants may
be possible within a few years
as the result of intensive research now under way, commented Winona City Engineer
Robert J. Bollant. He said efforts are now being made , to
develop products that can be
added . at such plants that will
help neutralize toxic substance
in sewage.

ject be handled as a community venture1, operated under a
special district , and thus owned
by the area. Such districts are
not always practical , Fry replied, and if the project were
reorganized along those lines,
the whole long process of grant
applications would have to bd
repeated. The city already has
received $938,130, he said, and
it would, be unwise to forfeit it.
Formation of a sewer district
also might require special legislative action , Fry said, which
sets the matter back at least
until 1971. On the other hand,
joint action by municipalities is
possible at any time, he continued.
Fry told Smith that after 20
yea rs the $9,800 Goodview obligation would be ended because
debts would be retired. Goodview Councilman Lester Berg
said he doubted the plant would
operate for more than 10 years
without facing revised construction requirements . Governments
seem to. operate . that way, he
said. .

The manager said he was
glad of the chance to deny publicly that he instigated the pressure. Fry told the group he has
appeared at various PCA meetings because he was ordered
and that he didn't particularly
enjoy the experience.
Ginner confirmed that the
agency's preference for a single plan t was responsible for
keeping the matter alive.
McDonald asked Goodview
councilmen to consider that
building a village plant would
mean the necessity to maintain a far more sophisticated
facility than the existing plant.
The present plant, by comparison, is in the dark ages, he
said , and can be run by almost
anyone.
Designing a plant for 90 percent BOD removal doesn't mean
it automatically operates at
that rate of efficiency, McDonald said , particularly in the
contemplated size range. In order to maintain such efficiency,
he said, "you will be hiring one
of the paid city officials anywhere" to assure seven days
a week of skillful operation.
For such a plant to achieve the
planned rate is an extreme rarity, McDonald cautioned.

PRESENT FOR the meeting
in advisory capacities were
James . McDonald , Chicago,. regional construction grants proFRY SAID he hoped the valgram director, for the Federal
's population growth would
ley
Water Pollution Control Adjustif
y such changes within 10
ministration , Dale Bryson, diyears. He added that while
rector of the Minneapolis office
Goodview would be charged
of FWPCA, and Gary Ginner,
fees under a joint plan , 'Winona
acting chief of the PCA sewage
would not be concerned about
works section, St. Paul. Both
the village's interior adminis- McDONALD said he doesn 't
federal and state agencies
tration.
In fact , if the village hold a brief for any particular
urged, the councils to give carebought more capacity than or- location except that it should
ful thought to building a comiginally planned; it would be a be the best available, whether
bination plant,
, Goodview or elsefavorable indication of growth , at Winona
taught to speak.
All sizing and costs for the
¦ '• ' ¦ '
where.
he
added
.
The A m b r o s e n s have
proposed Winona plant, to be GINNER, speaking unofficialBollant told Johnson that if
been married 57 years.
in. operation by 1972* are drawn ly for PGA , agreed .that all per- It would be possible , said McThey met at the Minnesoto .- include requirements for a mits are subjec t to review and Donald in answer to Council- Goodview connected to the Wita School for the Deaf , FarGoodview population reaching possible revision. But the Wi- man Berg's question , to attain non a system , it would have to
ibault , and were married in
3,000 within 20 years, explain- nona plant will conform to con- a 98 percent treatment level install a 1,650-foot force main.
Rochester in 1911.. He worked Paul Moritz , a member of ditions the state will require but costs would be triple those Previous Goodview estimates
had envisioned a 3,000-foot line.
ed at the former Leicht
the city 's engineering consultant under interstate water stand- for present plans.
Fry told Carl Opsahl, village
firm, Henningson , Durham and ards it will adopt jointly with
press:for 48 years, retiring
"We are sympathetic with
treasurer
, that the present
Richardson.
in 1954. .
the federal government, he ad- Goodview 's desire to retain its
Annual costs of operating the ded. Therefore , no changes are own identity, " said McDonald , Goodview plant , under a comTheir son, Edwin , is a
plant and debt retirement will likely ih the foreseeable future , "but the future trend is toward bined system , would continue
colonel at Dobbins Air
be about $190,150, Moritz said, he said.
Force Base, Georgia. He
regionalization of these facili- to operate as a pumping station since it is the collection
was a student of Winona 's based on 20-year bonding of the Concern abou t .possible expan- ties for many reasons.
net amount (after federa l sion costs, if heavy suburban
Max Conrad before World
"One point to consider is (hat point for Goodview mains.
grants are deducted) at 6V4 per- development occurs , was raised here is a way for the village . Smith asked Ginner "what
War II.
cent interest. The Goodview ap- by City Attorney George "M. to get rid of the headache of happens if we decide not to go
Another son, Lloyd, died
portionment of fixed debt costs Robertson Jr . Ginner said PCA constant supervision . We find for a single plant."
in 1967. He was principal at
would be $9,800, Moritz said. Op- policy is to push for regional that the smaller the plant the
The PCA has never, yet been
the Minnesota School for
eration alone would cost an av- solutions to such problems,
the Deaf in Faribault for
more problems encountered. required to force such a comerage of $146,000 a year, accordsix ' years and at another
The basic reason is the srnalN bination , Ginner replied , but
ing to current population and Stating that the city is op- ness. Looking '
such school in Florida for
erating under PCA directives ,
eyond the obvi- statutes enacted by recent legtwo years. He then was su- growth projections. The Good- Fry said the plant is well lo- ous reasons of cheaper opera- islatures give it that power. The
view share of this amount would
perintendent of a school for
cated as a possible central fa- tion and maintenance . (in a basis would be a legal finding
the deaf in Frederick , Md., be about $3,750, Moritz said.
cilit
y for various outlying areas combined venture ) you should by the PCA thatT e ato combined
If a joint contract were conseparate
plant is preferab
for 12 years.
cluded, said Moritz , it should between Homer and Minnesota pass the headaches on lo some- installations , he explained.
one
else."
City.
It
is
capable
of
expansion
be subject to review at fiveMayor Indall said he hopes
year intervals in fairness to the to handle increased loads and MAYOR Callahan observed for another meeting Dec. 29 beparties. Noting that debt re- if Homer, for example, was re- that Goodview still faces 10 tween the two councils. Meandemption would be the only fix- sponsible for an increase, it years of headaches in paying while, he said , the Winona
ed portion of costs, City Man- would pay the costs , thereof. off debts for the present plant. council will be asked to act on
ager Carroll J. Fry observed It is Winona 's destiny to be a Goodview Councilman Her- drafting a written offer of a
that other parts of an agree- growth center and therefore it bert Kleya wondered "where contract to Goodview. The city
ment could Tbe reviewed at any has a responsibility to its arca , all this pressure to join up is was directed to make such an
time. Mayor Norman E. Indall he said.
coming from. " He asked Fry if offer by the PCA at its Nov. 10
later said he would propose at SMITH proposed that the pro- he was responsible.
meeting.
stage for some time , and then least an annual conference of
two councils if. an agreeput the extra lane alon g the the
ment
were reached.
Northwestern
right - of - way,
which is just south of Bluff Sid- LEADING OFF a question
ing.
period, Goodview Mayor E. G,
Latest plans for the high- Callahan asked whether the proway department are to bring posed Winona plant could hanthe northbound lane onto the dle the discharge from a meat
present highway at Louisas packing plant , if Goodview
Tavern. If that plan is used it were joined to the system and
would take the tavern , now acquired such an industry. The
plant's trickling - filter design
owned by George Lipinski .
One resident commented , permits easy expansion to meet
"The present plans will take increased loads, replied Moritz,
everything we are out.here for But such an industry should be
—elbow room , and gardens." located as close as possible to
He said he has. 400 feet of front- the treatment plant so as to
age on the present highway, shorten the distance its disand of his \xh acres stretch- charge must travel through
ing back , toward the bill, 2.9 mains, he added.
In a regional plant , added
acres will be taken , including
his water pump, cesspool and Fry, any locality whose needs
forced an expansion would have
garden.
The petition is being circu- to pay for the expansion . The
lated by Benjamin Kaiser , Bluff principle is that whoever creSiding resident who is a printer ates the load pays for it , he
at Watkins Products , Winona. said.
ASKED BY Goodview CounQuality Chevrolet Co., $2,499.95; cilman Charles Smith whether
Winona Auto Sales , $2,634.05 ; population actually determines
Nystrom Motors Inc., $2,606.65, costs and fees, Moritz replied
and Tousley Ford Co., $2,688.74. that it provides a yardstick by
Delivery dates varied from 30 which to fashion estimates.
If costs should outrun estito 60 days .
EARTHWORK BEGINS . . . Putting a
at thc airport Industrial park. Standing clear
Action on the bids was tabled mates, asked Winon a Councilfoot
to the ceremonial first shovel are Mayor
of dirt about to fly are, from left , William
man
Earl
Laufenburger
could
,
for the Dec. 1 meeting.
Norman E. Indall , right , and Harold Doere r ,
P . Theurer , WAIDA member , Keith Schwab ,
¦
city get a proportionately largpresident of Winona Area Industrial Developproject contractor , W. Wayne Smith , archier federal grant? The standard
Americans now own about 100 share is 30 percent. Moritz said
ment Association. They partici pated in
tect , and , at rear , Gene Meeker , Chamber
million automobiles .
he expects the estimates to
groundbreaking activities for the $200,000 of Commerce manager . (Dail y News photo )
stand up for a contract letting
speculative building to be erected by WAIDA
by next spring.
Smith asked about the Winoprove a site and to construct ,
na plant' s proposed treatment
furnish and equip throughout a
rate of 75 percent removal ol
biological o x y g e n demand
new elementary school build( BOD). Moritz said the plant
ing . . ."
actu ally will treat to well above
• "Shall the School Board
this level , especially in*-early
. . . acquire and designate as a
years. He said the plant can ho
site for school purposes " . . .
the Research and Development expected to attain an 85 percent
Residents if Goodview School , gineering Services, architects (a 10-ncre site between the exFoundation of Mankato State level, It could be raised higher District 2fi0f> vote today
on a for the purposed building, and tension of !tlh Street and fllh
by adding more rock fillers , lie
College , Inc.
$1 million bond issue to finance Robert D. Langford*, board attor- Street south of the Sky Vu OutCreated to assist the college , said,
door Theatre. )
construction of a new elemen- ney.
the foundation became the rest
• "Shall the School Board .. .
LAUFENBKIUiKR
reminded
tary school in Ihe villag e of
Smith will discuss and answer dispose
ing place for federal funds reof the school site " (n
questions regarding physical as- presently - owned approximately
ceived under a grant for an cd- the group that while the city Goodview , '
had
a
variance
for
the
BOD
reThe polls in the village hall pects of the project and Langucalion management institution
moval , the plant still is requir- (in the basement of thc Good- ford will answer questions on 2-ncre tract south of Valley
at the college.
Nursery? )
Whitokor 's report said founda- ed to remove 90 percent of sus- view municipal liquor store ) will legal matters .
pended
solids,
Moritz
agreed
,
open no Inter than fi p,m, folThe three questions on llie ARCHITECTS have complettion expenditures included an
.¦Jfi.OOO down payment on an air- adding that the remaining BOD lowing an informational meet - referendum ballot are:
ed preliminary plans for the
plane and purchase oi two other in the plant' s discharge would ing scheduled to begin at f>:i r > • "Shall Ihe School Roard of one-story building lo house
planes for use by the college in be negligible in comparison lo p.m. for discussion of all as- Common School District i'f iOf i be r I n s s c s for kindergarten
the volume of water in the riv- pects of Ihe proposed -school authorized to borrow money by through sixth grade students
an air science program.
er al. discharge point.
building project . The polls will the Issuance of general obliga- nnd a rendering, in color , of
Ten years ago, the Goodview close nl !) p,m,
Whitaker snld the grant wns
tion bonds of tlio school district the exterior of the building ns
applied for in Ihe name of Man- primary I real ment plant nut
in Ihe amount of $1 million lo
TIIK Hireling p.eroding the provide funds tn acquire nnd im- now planned will bo on display
kato Stale College Foimdalion , stale heallh department regunl Iho Informational meeting,
Inc ., a separate organization. lations satisfactorily, observ- referendum also will he hold
This foundation deals mainly in ed Rex Johnson , Goodview in Ihe village hall. Tho members
clerk . Today the si ale requires of Ihe School Board — Mrs. Flloans and scholarships.
Dunlap (old Ihe college Board (he village to apply a 90 per- mer Roller , chairman; Frank
that the public examiner 's re- cent ti'ontmonl level al ils Tultle , clerk , and Sylvester Anport "raises some questions of plant. He wondered whnl would derson , (ror'iMiror — will he nt ^JMRB Wed.—8 p.m. in the Aerie Room i
procedure " bill "dors nol con- happen if Goodview jo ined Wi Ihe meeting as will W , Wayne
Jnmci Si won , W. P.
lain any allegati on of personal nona , operating at 75 percent Smith of ||>e architectural firm ?5-lS^T
level , and standards were rais- I of W-Smith Architectura l k Enwrongdoing. "

ThisWinQna coup le
gives thanks silently

A Winon a couple has
much to be thankful for ,
even though both are deaf
and mute. ' y
Mr. arid Mrs. Gulick Ambrosen , Sauer Memorial
Home, have been blessed
with long lives, f a i t h in
God ,, two sons and seven
grandchildren.
"We are thankful that we
have a nice place to stay
where we receive a loti of
love and care," agree the
gracious pair..
Heaven has already begun for the elderly couple
because they recognize
their blessings from God.
"Take Thou My Hands and
Lead Me" is their daily
prayer.
Gulick, 86, arid Florence,
87, lived at 316 "Vine St. all
of their married lives. They
have been residents of the

ondary treatment plant' by the village at its
existing plant location. The repor t, required by the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
(PCA ) is due by Jan. 18, 1970.
A 30-day extension from the
original Dec. 18 deadline was
granted this month by PCA.

ed within a few years.
Before this plant can be considered a major polluter, many
others will have to come up to
ils standard , Moritz replied.
Under an agreement whereby
the village would contribute 5
percent of costs, Fry pointed
out , it would bear a like percentage of the expense of increased capacity .

Goodview votes
on school issue

.JMJF Eagles Regular Meeting :

9t Jwppj m&cL,'; ii^'iii^At'- - ' ' . ' . -' : '

By Ed Dodd

MARK TRAIL

Dropp ing out from
marriage wor/cs
By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — How about a one-ye*ar dropout from the old
lady every 7 years?
Beautiful Elisabeth Ashley says she and George Peppard
took a sabbatical in their marriage . . . she also retired for 5
years from p ictures . . . and now they and their son Christian ,
lVi , are a happy group and she is a better-eq uipped , adjusted
person and not like some of those Hollywood actresses who "are
great people" but lousy women." '
Liz says that if a husband complained to an actress wife
about an overdone roast beef ,
she might hit him in the teeth into the Agnew argument, Mike
with : '
and Joey Adams, a guest, say^
"YOU say THAT to me. The ing they resented networks "exvery fact that I entered the" plaining" a speech they'd just
kitchen is enough for me to heard.
get a gold star,"
"You made me cry, v they told
"Actresses are petted , pam- Earl Warren after he addressed
pered , spoiled children who read 2,500 Urban Leaguers at the Hilhow wonderful they are and if ton (he said there are still areas
they're under 30, they believe where Negroes can't attend the
it. They're funny , gorgeous, en- church of their choice). Earlier,
tertaining and love to be / the Warren was with Toots Shor.
center of attention — but they're "We each had one beer," he
unable to sustain . a relationship said.^.
with a man."
THE MIDNIGHT EARL .- . .
Elizabeth Peppard — as she
Canadian movies exhibitors,
proudly calls herself now — is alert to Barbra Streisand's
much removed from battling for. friendship with Prime Minister
"a major career " — she choos- Trudeau, will urge her to ates what she wants. They 'll be tend their premiere of "Hello,
off to visit what she calls "my Dolly!" And if they should nod
cows'' at Peppard's 13,500-acre in tbe night, how nice .- .¦.; .
cattle ranch in northern Califor- Good-looking Leonard Goldennia for Thanksgiving.
son, ABC boss, is a TrudeauLiz asked me, "Have you ever lookalike.. ' . . Popular Hal Boyle
heard of any marriage that of the AP is having leg surgery
wasn't improved by the couple '.- . . 4 Seasons mgr. Paul Kovi
taking a year off after 7 years?" gave Brerida Vaccaro a birth3 replied that I hadn 't heard day cake of caviar and smoked
of any to start with. However*. salmon . . ' .. Hugh Hefner 's $5
I remember broaching this 7- million "house jet" will have 10
year dropout idea once to my bunnies trained as "personal
Beautiful Wife. The B.W.'s ans- stewardesses. One girl, who
''
wer was: "How about every won the assignment,
declined.
five years?"
She's getting married.
; Engelbert Humperdinck revealed a secret of his success Lynda Bird Johnson Robb
at an ABC & Faberge party for said on the David Frost show
their future TV star at 21. Look- (to be aired Dec. 4) she's exing deeply into a girl' s eye , he pecting another baby in the
would squeeze her little finger. spring . . . Charlotte Ford NiGloria DeHaven , looking spul- archos' walk-on in "Owl & Pusfully at him, explained ; "We're sycat" will be shot at Doubleday's 5th Av. and 52d St. . ' .....
on the same network."
Bishop Sheen on TV said, Rodney Dangerfield did two
4<This has been a great week shows at his own club, Dangerfor news: Good news, bad news field's, plus two shows at the
and Agnews.' • . . . Durward Kir- Rainbow Grill (subbing for the
by on Carol Burnett's. CBS TV ailing Sandpipers).
show will portray Agnew in a Danring barefoot at Nepentha:
"Face the Press'" spoof ,: being Faye Dunaway . . . Secret
neiedled by Garry Moore . "." . Stuff: Employes of a major film
The Mike Douglas show got company are nervous about the
third quarter financial report
.. . . Igor Cassini, who shuttered
the Nuniero Uno private club in
Manhattan , opened one in Rome
.. .. An enormously wealthy New
Yorker's daughter-in-law was
'0t MS W. Sth St.
refused more credit at a major
Manhattan shop — she's already
run up hefty bills . . . Helen
Gallagher may leave "Mame"
for a top role in another musiNITES ONCE AT 7:45
cal, "Cry For Us All." ,
$2.00 - $1.50 - $1.00
TODAY'S B E S T LAUGH:
NO PASSES
Larry Mathews admits he's part
of the silent majority : "I'm
NOW SHOWING
I married."
j
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
"Speak when you're angry —
and you'll make the best speech
you'll ever regret."
EARL'S PEARLS: It's getting
to the point , sadly , where anyWINNER 6
I body killed in a traffic accident
is considered to have died a na, ACADEMY AWARDS! & tural death.
A driver noted that he's not
comfortable in his new car: "It
came equipped with bucket
seats — and I'm equipped with
a barrel seat." . . . That' s earl,
brother.

CINEMA

BEST PICTURE
OF THE YEAR !
i

LENGTHENING THE SEASON
NEW YORK (AP) — Gas
fueled infrared heaters will convert patios, swimming pools and
tennis courts into comfortable
entertainroent centers on many
days and evenings when those
areaa would be too cold for comfort if they were cheated , the
Gas Appliance Manufacturers

Association points out. In several sections of the country infrared heaters enable outdoor
enthusiasts to engage in openair activity all year long. According to GAM A, permanently
installed models fueled by
natural gas are available, and
portable units are .offered that
operate on bottled gas.

BASS CAMP RESTAURANT
^<fe^^ ^tbcc/ ^tyir

Give courts
authority to
take custody

ST. PAUL (AP) - Atty. Gen.
Douglas Head , In art opinion issued Monday, declared that juvenile courts may take immediate custody of a child in need
of medical treatm ent if the parents are unable to act on the
children's behalf.
Pine County Atty . Howard
Ledin requested the opinion regarding two children injured in
a car-train accident in Pine
County Sunday.
SILVER LAKE HONKERS . . . T h r e e
Winona hunters hit the "jack pot" Friday
"when they got their limit of giant Canada .
geese! The hunters left to right are Robert
Ramer .y 112 Chatfield Street; George Hen-

thorne, 956 W&t Mark Street, and Addison
R. (Sonny ) Ehlers, 415 Grand Street. They
hunted the rim of the refuge there at Silver
Lake. (Daily News Photo )
r
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¥oice of the Outdoors
Wisconsin results

shoulder fishing off the dock
at Mertes Harbor. They
were taking fair size crappies. Walleye fishing was
generally slow. There was
a report that a visiting fisherman got ari 11-pounder at
Buffalo City.

Judging by the number of cars
on nearby Wisconsin highways
with deer aboard Sunday afternoon, and the registration at
the various locations ,, it was an
average opening in the two day
deer zone. The total will not
be known until midweek beHere and there
cause a deer taken during the
two days could be legally regis- Checks totaling $81,735.87 have
been delivered to 2s Minnesota
tered through Monday:
counties, the U.S. Department
The fact that several of the Interior has announced.
The funds represent 25 percent
checking stations ran out of
tags Sunday afternoon and of the net receipts of national
the long line of cars often wildlife refuge and federal wawaiting, were telltale evi- terfowl production areas in
dence that there was a good those counties or •% of 1 percent
kill.- There were, however , of the adjusted cost of these
lands. . ' . '
red clad hunters still lookr
ing for deer up to sundown.
. The payments : are made
There is still nearly a week annually to the counties by
left to get a deer but after the the federal Bureau of Sport
first two days, it is bucks only Fisheries and Wildlife. The
money must be used for
with an antler three or more
inches long. Slug shot-gun is schools and public roads.
the weapon in Buffalo, and Pep- All or parts of five major nain counties. Rifles ' may he tional wildlife refuges or fedused in other counties of the eral waterfowl production areas
river zone. There are still a lot are located in the . 25 counties.
of wise old bucks concealed in The refuges are Rice Lake,
the coulees and border woods Tamarac , Upper Mississippi,
of the river zone.
Sherburne and Agassiz National
Wildlife Refuges . The waterIce still unsafe
fowl production areas are conAlthough fishermen were
centrated in 14 western Minneon the ice at Sam Gordics , sota counties.
Spring Lake and some of
Counties receiving the
the other protected backchecks.were Aitkin , Becker,
waters over the weekend the
Big Stone , Clay, Cottonwood,
warming trend prevailing
Douglas, Grant , Houston,
Monday and prediction for
Jackson, Kandiyohi , Lac qui
the next couple of days
Parle , Mahnomen , Marshall ,
makes fishing through ice
Otter Tail , Polk , Pope, Sheron the backwaters a bit
burne , Stearns , Stevens ,
risky. We heard of no one
Swift , Traverse , Wabash a,
getting wet feet, however.
Wilkin , Winona and Yellow
The fishing was mostly over
Medicine .
shallow water , where the danger of drowning was at a mini- Governor Harol d LeVander
mum. Only the most venture- will welcome those attending the
some moved over deep water , 31st Midwest Fish and Wildlife
and they tested as they moved Conference when the four-day
on the ice
session gets under way Dec.
7, in St. Paul , the Minnesota
Crappies made up the bulk
Conservation Department reof the early catch although
ported.
the fishermen on Sam Gor<lie did get a few good sunThe conference , scheduled
Ics. There was shoulder to
for the Hilton Hotel , Dec.

7-10 is being co-sopnsored
by the Minnesota Conservation Department, University
of Minnesota and the U.S.
Bureau of Sport Fisheries
: and Wildlife.
Specialists from most of the
Midwestern states will be on
hand to report on the results
of latest research and management findings in the game and
fisheries field. In all, over 65
presentations are scheduled by
experts from across the U.S.
and Canada. .

Ledin said the children 's
mother, who was driving the
car, was in critical condition
and "unable to act on behalf of
her children with regard to
their immediate medical treatment.'-' . . . ¦
The attorney said whereabouts
of the father were unknown and
attempts to locate him had been
futile. : . - ' .-¦
Ledin asked if there were statuatory provisions which would
permit medical treatment of the
children in the absence of parental consent.
"Where the facts indicate that
a child; is dependent to the extent that his welfare requires
immediate action," said Head,
"the juvenile court has the right
to take immediate custody of
the child without first conducting a hearing for the purpose of
making a determination that the
child is dependent or neglected."

Head said tlie children in this
case were considered dependent
"by virtue of being in need of
special care and treatment required by their physical condition aind which their parent is
unable to provide. " :
ETTRICK , Wis. (Special) —
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Runnestrand have heard from JeanEthel Rajaoharisama, Madagascar youth who spent several weeks in their home in 1963
as an orientation period prior
to studying at universities here.
WASHINGTON l/Fii/Fi - PresiJean-Ethel wrote that he had dent Nixon, exercising " my prebeen in the hospital for 12 days rogative as commander in chief
with paludism , a tropical le- of the armed forces," has prover. '- ,. .
moted the three Apollo 12 astro"Here things have changed nauts from Navy commanders
quite a bit since I left for the to captains.
states; the towns are. growing
The President.broke the news
very fast. Cities have changed to astronauts Charles Conrad
their fa ces; new streets, new Jr. Richard F. Gordon Jr., and
buildings and even new dis- Alan L. Bean during a telephone
tricts," he wrote. "Only the link between the White House
weather hasn't changed; right and the splashdown recovery
now the hot and rainy season is ship USS Hornet in the South
coming up. It' s very hot until Pacific.
around 3 p.m., and t h e n it
"I think I left them speechless
pours, "You wouldn 't go out in about their promotions ," Nixon
the afternoon without an um- told newsmen after the call. The
brella or a raincoat. "
President , who told the astroJean-Ethel lives in the larg- nauts he had watched them on
est city in Madagascar , Tanan- television , said he found them
arive. He is a civil engineer an "effervescent crew " and
with a degree from the Univer- "bouncy. "
sity of Connecticut where he
spent five years. His education
in this country was sponsored
by tlie Africa-American Institute. Besides Malagasy he
spoke French. He learned English in this country . His father
is a policeman.

Tells of changes
on Madagascar

Nixon promotes
three astronauts
to Navy captains

THANKSGIVINGDINNER
Serving 12 Noon to 8 p.m. Thanksgiving Day

TURKEY
fP #v •WithROAST
0*
All fh» Trimming!
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¦ ¦• PRIM* MBS
¦
l^fflj^^W^ Plus
Regular Dinner
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BASS CAMP RESTAURANT
OB Highway 41 —10 Miles.North of Winona

LAST CHANCE TOMORROW
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McDonald's ^SSL
Open Year 'Round on Highway 61
Just 2 Blocks West of Junction 14

NOTICE

We will be CLOSED all day Thursday, THANKSGIVING, to
allow our employees a holiday with family and friends. . Wa
wish you a happy holiday for your family, too.
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THANKSGIVING
NOTICE

Our BAR and DINING ROOM will both be
CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY , THANKSGIVING DAY , to allow employes a Holiday
with friends and family.
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Fountain City, Wis.
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Winona Daily News

We Will Be

• ENDS TONITE •
51.50 - $1.25 - R.B
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"ON MY WAY TO
THE CRUSADES I

MET A

GIRL WHO "

NO ONE UNDER 16 ADMITTED
UNLESS WITH AN ADULT.

Starts WED.
JpT
WW »

Rock Hudson
Undefeated
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CLOSED W
ALL DAY
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THANKSGIVING
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TAKE HOME STORE
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Appetizer • Soup
Tender Roast Turkey • Dressing
^»
Vegetables • Salad
*$m
Delicious Desserts • Choice of Beverage
Jii
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DELICIOUS

SPECIAL HOLIDAY KIDDIE MATINEES

FRI. and SAT. at 1:15
ALL SEATS 35r
SEE . . .

"SON OF ROBIN HOOD"
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I" WHILE YOU VACAT ION J

LOVING CARE BY DAY , WEE K
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•
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Safranek's CEDARHAVEN Kennels
Hlflhway 61 at Homer — Phone 9259

OYSTER
STEW
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SHOP
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City Councilmen
prove they won't
play 'Scrooge '

It was a little early but the
ghosts of Christmases past rustled through the chambers of
City Hall Monday night .
City Council members, pondering whether to release city
building employes early the day
before Christmas, summoned up
recollections of the past. Caught
up in the spirit of the occasion
at one point , Councilman Howard Hoveland cried out: "We
don 't want to he Scrooges!"

AND SCROOGES they were
not , it turned out. .
City personnel not involved- in
essential protective service will
most likely be released from
work at 3 p.m. Dec. 24. City
Manager Carroll J. Fry was
given permission to grant the
quarter-day off at his discretion. Indications are that this
will be done in the absence of
an emergency situation. Police
and fire personnel are not included.
Fry had asked the. council
whether building personnel
could be given the half-day prior to Christmas since it is not
among the holidays stipulated
by uniform working schedules.
The manager said he considered
such a release beyond his authority unless permitted by the
council.
COUNCILMEN w o n d' e r e d
whether it would be fair to dismiss some employes when others would have to remain on
duty. Some compensatory time
off might be given these individuals, suggested Hoveland .
The council recalled that it

Inspector will
issue permits
for canopies

Another venerable custom of
years past was put gently aside
by the City Council Monday
night.
Councilmen agreed to discontinue the practice of adopting
ordinance amendments to authorize construction of canopies
¦
at downtown . ¦ yy . '
. ;
b u s in e s s I
_,
buildings. It
CltV
never really
was n e c e s- _ "%_n»_#«;|
sary, the city H-OUnCl1
a t t o r hey,
George M. Robertson Jr., advised councilmen, since the
subject of canopy permits is
exhaustively dealt with in the
city building code.
Asked by City Manager Carroll J. Fiy for an opinion on
the matter, Robertson agreed
that custom alone, not necessity, had dictated the ordinance
procedure, Under the building
code, the city building / inspector is empowered to issue a
canopy permit after all conditions for its construction are
met.
An application by Winona
Construction Co. for permission
to erect a canopy for the new
Executive Building, 2nd and
Market streets, was p 1 a ced on file "without action. The
matter will be left to (he building inspector.
Among other tilings , this will
reduce city costs, since all ordinances or amendments must
be published at city expense to
become effective. The ordinance process requires two
weeks under ordinary conditions.
Councilmen Gaylord Fox and
Howard Hoveland proposed that
the topic also be brought to the
attention of the Levee Plaza
Advisory Committee. The committee , composed of downtown
business and city government
representatives , makes recommendations to the council and
cily administration on subjects
involving tlie plaza and vicinity.

has been the practice in other
years for the mayor to appear
at the city building shortly before noon and dismiss all who
could be spared.
However , Councilman Earl
Laufenburger p o i n t e d out ,
"we're running things new" and
the precedent isn't necessarily
going to be honored.
The motion giving Fry discretionary authority to dismiss employes at 3 p.m. on Christmas
Eve was adopted unanimously.
Commented one anonymous city
employe: "God bless them
every one..''

Consider joint
action on
tennis courts

Joint action to construct new
tennis courts on public school
grounds is being considered by
a committee of city and school
officials , the City Council was
t o l d Monday i . ' . ' ' . . ., ,
night. :
rV
C ouncilman - . - . '" v. IFy . -'. - .
Earl Laufen- _
..
burger report- COUhCIl
ed results of
-.
t h e committee meeting to his colleagues.
Under proposals being advanced,, he said, the city would
provide labor and equipment to
construct the" courts while the
school district would furnish
sites and materials; The courts
could be on the grounds of Winona Senior High School, he
said.
The courts: would be available
for school use in spring and fall
and for city recreation program
use in the summer, Laufenburger said. This would be separate from the city's plan to
build more Lake Park courts
in collaboration with Winona.
State College, Laufenburger
said.
Councilmen adopted a motion
directing the city administration to work out details of city
contributions under the proposal and to report at a forthcoming session.
RED CROSS AT HARMONY
HARMONY, Minn. (Special)
— The weekly standard and advanced Red Cross first aid
classes for Harmony ambulance volunteers will be held
Wednesday at 7 p.m. instead of
Thursday, announces Ken. Abraham.

ST. CHARLES, Minn. (Special) — St. Charles City Council has adopted a budget of
$314,870 for the year ending
Feb. 20, 1971, a drop of $74,004
from the budget for this year ,
ending Feb. 28, 1970.
Tlie taxes will be higher by
$3,776, For the general fund $28,870 will be raised in the 1970
tax roll and for bond reduction
and interest , $84,280 or a total
of $113,150 compared with $109,
374 in this year 's tax roll.

ADMINISTRATION is estimated at $38,070 for the new fiscal
year compared with $35,910 for
the current year. Mayor and
council salaries will be $1,370,
an increase of $700. The city recorder 's departrhent was raised
from $7,400 to $8,200,
Police salaries were raised
from $14,000 to $15,500 and police expenses from $3,500 to $5,500, Street salaries were raised
from $19,000 to $20,000. Library
salaries went up in the new
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DEDICATION . . . Attending dedication
ceremonies of the new facilities of GittensLeidel Post 595, American Legion, La Crescent , were, from left : Charles Gavin, master
of ceremonies; Mrs. Seymore Kraft/ state
auxiliary president; the Rev. William Curtis,

1

LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special) Some 200 persons attended the dedication banquet of
Gittens-Leidel American Legion Post .595 of their new clubrooms, Saturday night, An open
house was held Nov. 16.
The Rev. William Curtis , Alber t Lea, national chaplain of
the American Legion, spoke of
the Legion's attitude toward religion and the .meaning of freedom,
Lyle Mikelson , department
commander talked on the role
of the American Legion in the
community and of the programs of the organization.
Mrs. Seymore Kraft , Cannon
Falls, department president of
the auxiliary, also spoke.
Charles Gavin, La Crescent,
a past Commander of the Department of Minnesota, was
master of ceremonies for the
dinner. In his brief history of
the La Crescent Post he said
that the first year, 1946, $98.52
was spent for the child welfare in La Crescent. The post
the report showed a total of
$6,758!S2 spent for child welfare in La Crescent. The post
was awarded the State Child
Welfare trophy this year . Gavin
said that when they committed
themselves to a building program, they pledged they would
not let this interfere with any
of their other programs. He
said the post made this pledge
on the first building also and
have been able to honor thi s
pledge and increase their- pro-

ALL CHRISTMAS RECORDS

STEREO-LP'S
99C Up
.
45 S

. . .

budget from $2,200 to $2,900 and
park department salaries dropped from $3,900 to $3,300.
Estimate for electric current
is up $3,000 for next year , to
$125,000. Utility department salaries are estimated at $24,200,
an increase over $22 ,000 in this
year 's budget.
ANTICIPATED receipts from
utilities were placed at $245,000,
an increase of $5,000 anticipated for this year, Dispensary receipts are anticipated the same
a s last year , at $15,000.
Total anticipated receipts other than tax levy are $286,000 in
next year 's budget compared
with $279,500 for the current
year.
Raised for interest and bonds
will be the following amounts :
$3,300, fire hall ; $77,280, street ,
curb and gutter , and $19,700,
sewer improvement .
At the council meeting when
the budget was adopted aldermen raised a majority of city
employes lo percent and raised dispensary wages from $1 ,75
to $2 an hour. The new hourly
rate for city helpers will be
$2.50 instead of $2. Starting salaries in the utility department
will be $500 a month,
Mel Brownell is presiding as
acting mayor in the absence of
Mayor Joe Stevens, who has
been hospitalized for leg surgery.

Radio Havana
rips U,S. for
dirtying moon

CAROLS, HYMNS ,

29C

The City Council Monday
night voted to grant an easement for construction of a new
power line by Northern States
Power Co, across city-owned
lands downstream from the
Burlington-Green Bay railroad
bridge.
The council's resolution also
asks the firm
¦
for a letter of ,.
intent stating
/*!+%#
t h a t NSP
VT Y
would consid- -,
•¦
er giving free COUnCll
*"~" ~~
river s h o r e
easements for permanent flood
dikes or sea walls built across
its generating plant property
at the foot of Liberty street. .
NSP's letter asked for rights
to a strip 120 feet wide passing through city-owned properties about 1,400 - ' .'feet . ' . d o w n stream f r o m the railroad
bridge. The city land is part
of a large tract of marsh and
sandbar area deeded many
years ago by the late John A.
Latsch for park purposes.
City Attorney George M. Robertson Jir. suggested that the
time also is ripe for the city
to approach other landowners
along the river for similar letters of intent. He predicted this
would require several months
and that negotiations in some
instances would be extended.
The city must furnish all site,
access and maintenance easements for permanen t dikes to

national Legion chaplain; Lyle Mikelson,
state Legion commander ; Mrs . Robert Johnson, La Crescent auxiliary president, and
. Kenneth Johnson , Post 595 commander. (Mrs.
Robert Boehm photo)

La Crescent dedicates
new Legion facilities

St. Char les budget
down, taxes higher

y ^iiitiK^- \
I

Easement granted
for power line

MIAMI (AP) - The care thc
Apollo 12 astronauts took not to
contaminate the moon is "a
gruesome jo ke, " Radio Havana
said Monday night.
Havana Radio , voice of thc
Fidel Castro regime , said thc
Apollo 12 crew "took great care
(o sterilize all the objects they
left on the moon . . .
"The result is a macabre
joke, this preoccupation of thc
Imperialist Yankees not to conlaminate the moon — a satellite
probably uninhabited — when
Ihey spend hundreds of millions
of dollars on the most sinister
arsenal of chemical and bacteriological -weapons thnt is
known to (he human race, "

grams.
Post Commander , Kenneth
Johnson gave the welcome and,
with Father Curtis, officially
dedicated the building. Members of the post color guard ahd
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(AP ) MINNEAPOLIS
James P. McFarland , president
of: General Mills, was elected
board chairman Monday to succeed Gen. Edwin W. Rawlings,
who retired Jan. 2.
Named president and chief operating off' cer to succeed McF arland was James A. Summer,
curnect executive vice president.
Newly named to the board
were company Vice Presidents
Donald F. Swanson and E. Robert Kinney .
McFarland , 57, was elected
president and chief operating officer in 19B7 and chief executive
officer in 1968. He has been a
board member since 1963.
Summer, 46, joined General
Mills in 1960 as coordinator of
planning in the commercial development. He was elected to
the board in 1968 and became
executive vice president and
chief operating officer last December.

OPTOMETRIC OFFICES
117 WEST THIRD STREET

WINONA ,-' -MINNESOTA 55987
;
TELEPHONE 8-4648
DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
9 a.m. through 5 p.m.
DR. y' M. L. DeBOLT
'
DR. R; C. McMAHON
Saturday 9 to 12:30
OPTOMETRISTS
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ABOARD USS HORNET (AP)
—Lt. (j.g. ) Ernest Lee Jahncke,
a Navy frogman who was first
to greet the Apollo 12 astronauts , said the, recovery went
exceptionally wetf despite high
seas and winds.
"It was the smoothest, quickest pickup I've ever seen," Jahncke said , looking back over
weeks of rehearsals with standin spacemen. ."Everything is
tickety boo. "
After the astronauts were out
of the spaceship, they had to
help Jahncke close the hatch ,
and all got soaked in the splashing seas.
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Frogman reports
recovery went
exceotionaliv well
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firing squad presented the colors. Father Curtis gave the invocation and benediction. Decorations were by the auxiliary
and members of the junior auxiliary were waitresses.

be built by the Army Corps of
Engineers. Councilmen ha:ve
indicated they would ask owners of the parcels involved for
free easements.

General Mills
elects new
board chairman
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Agnew discusses yoMng pepple
The vice presidenland the media; No. 2

Vice President Agnew, following up his criticism of television network commentators , has singled out two newspapers. As in his criticism of the
general
networks, the vice president said that his
York
New
.
In
monopoly
concerns
dissatisfaction
once-great
of
several
death
the
lamented
he
City
he
newspapers, resulting in Mess competition or
the
cited
he
Washington
:
and
in
New York Times,
, a telecommon ownership of the Washington Star
Newsweek
and
station
^agvision station , a radio
hne.
editorial
same
the
out
grinding
r
azine, "all
New
But he also commented critically on the
items. He onnews
two
of
handling
Times
York
support
iected to putting a story about the pope 's
it had
that
11
and
Page
on
Nixon
of President
59 senaand
congressmen
300
that
report
to
failed
President s
tors had written a letter supporting the
Vietnam policy.
THE NEW YORK TIMES publisher respondthe Times had reported the pope 's statethat
ed
As for
ment but not inr all editions , of the day.
page
this
on
appears
reply
its
,
Star
the Washington
¦
today. '¦' ." • '•'. ¦'. ' '•".
Although the vice president' s criticism was prisaid ,
marily directed at two newspapers, he also
:
more broadly
"The day when the network commentators and
even gentlemen of the New York Times enjoyed a
form of diplomatic immunity from comment and
criticism of what they said is over, . Just as a politician's words — wise and foolish — are dutifully
recorded by the press and television to be thrown
up to him at the appropriate time, so their words
should likewise be recorded and likewise recalled.
When they go beyond fair comment and criticism
they will be called upon to defend their statements
and their positions just as we must defend ours."

When Vice President Spiro
7. Agnew discussed the press
in Montgomery, Ala., last
week : he also expanded his
views on street and campus
demonstrations. Here are those
remarks:

A few weeks ago here in the South ,
I expressed my views about street
and campus demonstrations. Here is
how the New York Times responded:- A /y / ¦ .'
"He"—that' s me— '•lambasted the
nation 's youth in sweeping and ignorant generalizations, when it is
clear to all perceptive observers that
American youth today is far more
imbued with idealism, a sense of
service and a deep humanitarianism
than any generation in recent history , including particularly Mr. Agnew 's generation."
THAT SEEMS a peculiar slur on

a generation that brought America
out of the great Depression ', without
resorting to the extremes of either
fascism or communism. That seems
a strange thing to say about an
entire generation that helped to provide greater material blessings and
personal freedom — out of that Depression — for more people than
any other nation in history. We have
hot . finished the task by any means
— but we are still on the job.
Just as millions of young Americans in this generation have shown
valor and courage and heroism in

¦
* . . . Er .. • ,. ¦ . and friend !'

fighting the longest and least popular war in our history — so it was
the young men of my generation
who went ashore at Normandy under (Gen. Dwight D.) Eisenhower
and with (Gen. Douglas) MacArthur
into the Philippines.
Yes, my generation, like the current generation, made its own share
of great mistakes and blunders.
Among other things, we put too
much confidence in (Josef) Stalin
and not enough in Winston Churchill.
But whatever freedom exists today in Western Europe and Japan
exists because hundreds of thousands of young men in my generation are lying in graves in North
Africa and France and Korea and
a score of islands in the western
Pacific.
This might not be considered
enough of a "sense of service" or
a "'deep humanitarianism " for the
"perceptive critics " who write editorials for the New York Times, but
it' s good enough for me; and I am
content to let history be the judge .
NOW, LET me talk briefly .about

this younger generation. I have not
and do not condemn this generation
of young Americans. Like Edmund
Burke , I would not know how to
"draw up an indictment against a
whole people." they are our sons
and daughters. They contain ' in
their numbers many gifted , idealistd
ic and courageous young men and
women.
But they also list in their num-

bers an arrogant few who march
under the flags and portraits of dictators, who intimidate and harass
university professors, who use gutter obscenities to shout down speakers with whom they disagree, who
openly profess their belief in the efficacy of violence in a democratic
society.
The preceding generation had its
own breed of losers — and our generation dealt with them through our
courts,; our laws and our system.
The challenge how is for the neW
generation to put their own house in
order.
Today, Dr. Sydney Hook writes of
"Storm Troopers" on the campus;
that "fanaticism seems to be in the
saddle," Arnold Beichman writes of
"young Jacobins" in our schools who
"have cut down university administrators, forced curriculum changes,
halted classes; closed campuses and
sent a nationwide chill of fear
through the university establishment. " Walter Laqueur writes in
Commentary that "the cultural and
political idiocies perpetrated with
impunity in- this permissive age have
gone clearly beyond the borders of
what is acceptable for any society,
however liberally it may be constructed."
y
George Kennan has devoted a
brief ,. cogent and alarming book to
the inherent dangers of what is taking place in our society and in our
universities. Irving Kristol writes
that our "radical students . . . find

IN RESPONSE to his criticism of the television

network handling of news, we replied 1. That what
television and radio needs is more, not less, editorial comment, but it should come from the individual radio and TV stations not from the staffs of
their network affiliates, and 2. News and opinion
must be carefully separated.
The television and radio stations and the newspapers have a common and principal source of
news — the Associated Press and United Press
Internaitional - although the electronic media like
to pretend they originate all the news from their
own resources. Inevitably and regrettably the news
that is heard on the electronic media tends to be
associated with individuals. In addition , many, of
them have not made the conscious and continuing
effort to separate news from opinion in their presentations,¦ which is a hallmark of American journalism.- ¦'¦
YOU ARE reading a daily newspaper which
last week began its 115th year of publication, during which we aim to continue our long-standing policy of making the maximum efforts to separate the
news, secured from numerous sources, from our
opinion of the news. In addition to that we will
continue to give readers maximum opportunity in
Letters to the Editor to comment on the news and
our opinions, as well as those of others presented
on this page.
You are reading one o i l ,750 daily newspapers
in the United States. The vice president says he is
not trying to intimidate or censor them. Good. It's
an impossible and unworthy task. — A.B.

Do high achievers
in college drop out?
A University of Iowa alumni survey has revealed that those most involved in community activities had the lowest grades in college and the
lowest scores on academic aptitude tests. The
"smart" ones, as a rule , sit on the sidelines, while
the "C" students get involved.
The survey of the classes of '48, '55 and '60
showed that a third of the "C" students were active in five or more community activities , while
fewer than 10 percent of the "smart" ones were
involved in that many community activities. Onefifth of the alumni in the high academic group said
they were not active in any community activity ;
in contrast , only about one-tenth of the low academic graduates were so inactive.
It will require additional study to ' learn why
such a situation should persist, but the loss of leadership to a community certainly is great . — A.B.

Wrong again; good
Hang on just one more clay : The Old Farmers
Almanac predicted a major snowstorm for the period of Nov, 22 to 2(i . Thai 's from last Saturday
through tomorrow. Instead of a snowstorm we 've
hnd about the best weather in a month , Maybe Uie
ahtwivtc also is wrong about its other major snowstorm periods: Dec, 23-26 (its editor must bolieve
in Santa Claus and reindeer); Jan. 7-!) and 20-22;
March 13-15 and 21-28, and April 2-fi. Cross vour
fingers. — A.B.
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it possible to be. genuinely heartsick
at the injv&ice and brutalities of
American society, while blandly approving of injustice and ¦ '' brutality
committed in the name of the 'revolution/ "

THESE ARE not names drawn at
random from the letterhead of an
Agnew - for - Vice President Committee.
These are men more eloquent and
erudite than I. They raise questions
that I have tried to raise.
For among this generation *of
Americans there are hundreds who
have burned their draft cards and
scores who have, deserted to Canada
and Sweden to. sit out the war. To
some Americans, a small minority,
these are the true young men of conscience, in the coming generation.
Voices are and will be raised in the
Congress and beyond asking that
amnesty should be provided for
"these young and misguided American boys." And they will be coming home one day from Sweden and
Canada , and from a small minority
they will get a heroes ' welcome.
They are riot our heroes. Many of
our heroes will not be coming
home;.some are coming back in hospital ships, without limbs or eyes,
with scars they shall carry the rest
of their lives.
Having witnessed firsthand the
quiet courage of wives and parents
receiving posthumously for their
heroes Congressional Medals of Honor, how am I to react when people
say, '-Stop speaking out, Mr. Agnew,
stop raising your: voice. "
Should I remain silent while what
these heroes have done is vilified by
some as "a dirty and* immoral war"
and criticized by others as ho more
than a war brought on by the chauvinistic anticommunisrri of Presidents Kennedy Johnson^ and Nixon ?
. These.young men made heavy sacrifices so that a developing people
on the rim of Asia might have a
chance for freedom that they . will
not have if: the ruthless men who
rule in Hanoi should ever rule over
Saigon. What is dirty or immoral
about that?
• ¦ ->
ONE MAGAZINE this week said

that I will go down as the "great
polarizer " in American politics. Yet,
when that large group of young
Americans marched up Pennsylvania and Constitution avenues last
week, they sought to polarize the
American people against the President's policy in Vietnam. And that
was their right.
And so it is my right , and my duty,
to stand up and speak out for the*
values in which I believe. How can
you ask the man in the 1 street in
this country to stand up 1 for what
he believes if his own elected leaders weasel and cringe?

A reply on the press to the vice president
WASHINGTON - In his speech
to the Montgomery, Ala. Chamber
of Commerce, Vice President Agnew said his criticism of network
and newspaper commentators had
two objectives: (1) to make (he
American people aware of "the
growing monopolization of the voices
of public opinion on which we all
depend . . . " and (2) to encourage
a "thorough self-examination by the
networks (and presumably the newspapers) of their own policies — and,
perhaps, prejudices."
If this were all he had in mind , it
is fair enough. The number of daily
newspapers in this country has declined from 3,944 in 1929 to 1,782
in 1969 and the number of cities with
newspapers owned by one company
has greatly increased in these 40
years. So that it is accurate to say
that a great many more Americans
have fewer sources of daily newspaper information now than then.
IT IS ALSO a fair generalization

that a majority of the nationally
syndicated columnists and netwoi k
commentators are more for progressive domestic legislation and more
critical of the Vietnam war lhan
Agnew , but these generalizations
have to be qualified.
Actually, with the rise of television and radio broadcasting stations , the sources of information in
the United States have dramatically increased in recent decades,
breaking the monopoly of (lie printing press. There were only 69 television stations in 1949 and 869 today, and tlio number of radio stations has increased from 2,777 in 1949
to (> ,717 in 19f>9.
Out of this vast network of stations and newspapers now pours
night and day the greatest flow of
information and the loudest clash
of divergent opinion ever inflicted on
a long-suffering people in the history of the written and spoken word.
But the vice president has a point:
Most of the national commentary by
individuals and national columnists
i.s more "liberal ," if Agnmv will permit the word , thnn the vice president .
And Ihls is interesting . Not so long
ago, Adlni Stevenson was complaining, as Truman and Roosevelt bad
before him , about the development
of what he willed "a one-party press
(meaning Republican) in a twoparly country. " What Lyndon Johnson had to say about the owners
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of the papers made Agnew sound
like the president of the American
Society of Newspaper Editors.
THE VICE president says tlie day

when commentators enjoyed "a form
of diplomatic immunity from comment and criticism — that day is
over!"
But when did that day ever dawn
in America? '"We have some infamous papers ," President Washing-

ton complained, "calculated for disturbing, if not absolutely intended
to disturb, the peace."
Jefferson wrote Thomas McKean
in 1803 that "even the least informed of the people have learrtt that
nothing in a newspaper is to be believed."
Andrew Jackson criticized in 1837
some editors "who appear to fa tten
on slandering their neighbors, and
hire writers to lie for them." And
Woodrow Wilson actually considered setting up a federal publicity bureau to give the people "the real
facts. " Playing up differences of

Washington Post replies
An editorial in
Washington Post

The vice presiden t mentioned us
yesterday in a speech, which was
nice, and we would like to say something about it , under the rubric , For
Your Information , which seems appropriate because we employ it ourselves from time to time to talk
about our business,
It was a temperate and thoughtprovoking speech and in no way
menancing on its face , it seemed to
u.s, "Before my thoughts are obliterated in the .smoking typewriters of
my friends in Washington and New
York ," Mr. Agnew said , "let me
emphasize I am not recommending
the dismemberment of The Washington Post Company. " We have absolutely no wish to obliterate that
thought , because frankly, we think
the present arrangement , wllh a
newspaper , a news magazine , a television station and an all-news radio
station all under one corporate roof ,
produces better products all around
than would otherwise be possible given the economics of our business
these davs,
That' s arguable , of course, and no
harm will come if people think about
the implications of "(lie growing
monopolization of the voices of public opinion on which we «U depend ," as the vice, president suggested. We think about it a good deal
ourselves , worry about Ihe trend ,
and oppose, for one example , efforts in Congress to favor newspapers with special consideration under the antitrust laws. It' s <i problem. But like the vice preside nt , we
don 't hnve a solution , though wc
might note in passing that none of

thc news outlets of The Washington
Post Co., and least of all ourselves ,
are exactly unopposed.
One other point in the vice president's speech needs a little attention — where he talks about "four
powerful voices (that) harken to
the same master " and about them
"grinding out Ihe same editorial
line, " You might not believe it , but
there are people in this building,
mentioning no names , who think
there is entirely too little harkening.
As for a common editorial line ,
you will note our view, that Judge
Haynsworth , while not a first rate
choice should have been confirmed
by the Senate. You will note to the
right of it the (opposite) opinion of
Herblock. How 's that for harkening?
Similarly, ¦ our television cousin ,
WTOP, does not agree with us on
this issue. We advised Justice Fortas to resign from the court; WTOP
left that decision up to him. We support the Three Sisters Bridge;
WTOP does not. The two of us take
d ifferent views on the kind of representation we would like thc District of Columbia to have in Congress. And so It goes. Our editorial
views on certain matters affecting
the television business — public television , for example — are directly
contrary to those of most people in
tlmt Industry. And wc did not see
exactly eye to eye with Newsweek
on the one rare occasion when that
magazine resorted to an editorial
format to express its opposition to
the Vietnam war.
So our typewriter Isn 't smoking,
Mr, Vice President. Thero is nothing here to got "polarized" about.

opinion and predicting difficulties, he
said , impede "the public business."
It is a very long story. Watchful
commentators from the beginning
pf the Republic have tended to Be
critical of the party in power, and
the greater the power in the presidency, particularly the power to
make war , the greater the skepticism and the harder the criticism.
HOW ODD of a Republican vie*

president to miss that point It has,
of course, often been abused , but it
is at the very heart of the First
Amendment. Agnew is right that we
tend to play up the unusual and the
contentious, which , incidentally, ia
why he is being played up now.
It is strange , however, that he
should argue his case in high moral
tones, as if continuing the war were
somehow more "moral" than speeding its end , as if his critics were
indifferent to the "heavy sacrifices"
of the young soldiers and the suffering of the Vietnamese when , in fact ,
his critics are crying out in pity for
them.
Agnew invited us all to a debate.
We should , he suggested , follow him
in repeating William Lloyd Garrison 's motto ; "I am in earnest. I will
not equivocate. I will not excuse.
I will not retreat a .single-inch.And
I will be heard. "
We 're right behind you Mr. Vice
President. This is the best, offer
we've had since (he Newspaper
Guild got us up to $2(1 a week bark
in 193.1,

Rockefeller
a realist
WASHINGTON - Gov. Nelson
Rockefeller of New York has now
earned a medal for .responsible and
courageous political action well
above and beyond; the call of selfpreservation .
Up for re-election next year and
already under pitiless siege from the
New Left, in which the profoundly
un-Republican Republican Mayor
John Lindsay of New York City and
the equally un-Republican Republican Sen. Charles Goodell are potentially hostile participants, Rockefeller is stolidly telling it like it
is in Latin America.
THIS MAN, who for years was

the acknowledged leader of the rationally liberal faction of the Republican party, will now draw escalated
fire from the ultra-liberals. Already, he had enough trouble on his
plate in New York for steadfastly
refusing to join the Vietnam bug-out
forces. Now he has compounded
heresy by rejecting lhat cardinal
article of faith of the New Left which
holds that "military dictators," real
or only fancied , in La'in America —
and not, of course , 1ne existing and
potential Fidel Castros — are the
real perils to this . hemisphere and
must be smashed by the United
States at. '.-.dl cost.
This little-noticed crisis of confrontation and of conscience : has occurred before a Senate Foreign Relations Committee headed by the tirelessly isolationist and pacifist Sen.
Frank Church of Idaho Rockefeller, whose knowledge of- and experience in the facts of life below the
Rio Grande goes back nearly three
decades where Church's, by generous estimate, is thin and Johnnycome-lately indeed, could understandably have fuzzed up the issue.
Instead , he collided .head-bn with
the Church doctrine that any and
every military force or military man
is inevi tabl y bad — and in this country, too, for that matter. This is the
ultra-liberal dogma thaty produced
Castro y in Cuba and, ' before the
ultra-liberal dogma that produced
Castro in Cuba and , before the whole
melancholy business had run its
course, found Soviet rockets embedded 90 miles from Florida and the
world brought to the brink of nuclear war. '
FOR CASTRO was helped to pow-

er precisely on the characteristically simplistic reasoning of the . Flew
Left that his predecessor, Fulgencio
Batista , was a bad , right-wing semidictator. And so he was, This being the case/it necessarily followed
that Fidel Castro was a good and
splendid democrat.
Yes, Rockefeller said to Church ,
It was indeed important to see free
elections everywhere in the hemisphere. But , no, it would not be wise
to attempt to achieve this through a
kind of Sunday school American imperialism which would decide from
sainted Washington who was and was
not suitable for leadership in nations
to the south.
This was nn extraordinary episode
altogether. For before the Foreign
Relations Committee , a part of the
required drill for years had been to
say "Yes, sir " to the Churches , who
remain impenetra bly unaware that
"the military " in Latin America are
not and for years have not been
drawn exclusively or even mainly
from "the rich aristocracy." Instead , as Rockefeller tried to tell
Church , the authentically progressive working class is increasingly
powerful in military circles.
AND WHILE ALL sensible men

could wish that no dictator or semidictator existed anywhere , the central reality is lhat an authoritarian regime not seeking the destruction of the United States is infinitely preferable to a Castro-communist regime precisely so dedicated.
Indeed , there is a striking oddity
in a new isolationist philosophy that
demands both the abandonment of
American commitments of honor to
South Vietnam , on thc ground that
"we cannot be the world's policeman ," and an ideological policing
of Lalin America that is based upon
a total misunderstanding of elementary reality — and also sometimes
impeaches as "dictators " leaders
who are nothing of the sort.
(United Feature Syndicate)
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To your good health

No additional connector
to Highway 61 needed
I believe along with many others that there Is no
need for another access road from Highways 61 & 14. "We
have ample enough access to the mall, high school and dowr>
town plaza. If the people using these entries have the alert. , ness expected of thern , there would be no problem of gettiiij;
in wrong lanes or missing turns.
Our city managet type government, which we were called
upon to !vote for, is hot doing the job of cutting down on taxes;,
as we were led to believe it would do. Modernization alonewill not strengthen the city. Beauty is where the heart in,
that is to say cleanliness of our fair city from the smalteist
of properties to the largest, and most of all crime. Theii
add some congeniality along with a few large department
. stores. . '
Remember city manager
and
you are working
so let
us officials,
have a little to say about
for us small people also^
our tax dollars that you like to spend. If you can't be fair to
rich and poor alike, then let us vote on implant matt ers
¦ ' '/ r "- / X in our city.
Thanks, too, to the truckers, salesmen, patrolmen and
drivers of Stockton Hill. You are the ones to be pralised
for finally getting us our creeper lane—the increased tra ffic
and your constant complaints, not because of city management or Chamber of Commerce.
MRS. MAYNARD SCATTUM

Labor unions win
in Haynsworth vote

The sinister influence of the "hierarchy " of organized
labor—not the rank and file union man—bore fruit witli the
rejection of the Haynsworth nomination.
There were those who voted against confirmation from
sincere convictions. But, also, there were those who had
nothing except a desire to thwart President Nixon and
further their own personal political aspirations. This small
left-wing group pin their hopes on re-election to Congress on
of and by labor—not on their personal qualifica¦ the backing
tions. '
LABOR'S attilnde? A leader said, "Haynsworth is nentral, we do not want a neutral, we want a justice* with
opinions"; in other words, a justice favorable to lata*.
What this country does not need is a court dominated
by labor or any other group.
Senators Hart and Kennedy suggested that Haymsworth
might not have the stature to deal with trancend'ental national problems.
Where was Ted Kennedy's "stature" when he successfully blocked an autopsy and investigation into the death of
a companion he left to die in a submerged car?
It
is
These above* mentioned senators are pro-labca^
the backing of such as these.including Fulbright, McCarthy,
McGovern and Mondale that permits labor to organize and
carry on crippling strikes to brow-beat and Miiyiidate . industry and employes into submission. Fear of retaliation
or reprisal allows labor's attitude of "the public be>.damned"
to continue. .
Another quote— Nov. 21 "On Aug. 20, the AFL-CIO
opened up oh Haynsworth. Its president, Georgo Meany,
said the jud ge's record was "hostile to workers and Negroes and the federation would fight confirmation." By the
way, just what have Negroes got from labor? N othing.
ON THE OTHER SIDE of the union picture, thi s: "Police
Group Adopts Ban on Striking." In organizing, their proposed constitution would have to be approved lby the executive committee of the AFL-CIO which would bj ir the new
union from recruiting members from local police (groups now
represented by other AFL-CIO unions such as . the Statd,
County, and Municipal Employe Union.—" This is nothing
but union power and effort to control.
What does this country have to fear from communism
outside the U.S.A. when we have the above situation?
It is self-evident that this nation needs organized labor*
unions. However ,it does . not need a power-drunk and unscrupulous "labor hierarchy " seeking to dominate and control our Congress and Supreme Court and by the same token
we do not need the above named un-AmeriCc'im senators.
THOMAS F, RICHARDS
tray in his office if a press of official business, developed.
Mrs. Nixon is honorary chairman of a project sponsored by
the General federation of Womens Clubs to invite the elderly
and the lonely to private homes
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi- for the holidays.
¦
dent and Mrs. Nixon will be
hosts to 235 senior citizens, in- Hang man convicted
cluding 73-year-old Mamie Ei- of murdferinq Mboya
senhower, at Thanksgiving dinNAIROBI; .Kenya (AP) - The
ner in the White House.
convicied of murdering
Mrs. Eisenhower and her un- man
former
Cnbinet member Tom
cle, Joel Carlson, 89, of Boone , Mboya has. been hanged , prison
Iowa , will arrive Wednesday
authorities said today. They did
and spend the night.
not
say wha.3 the execution took
The Nixon family, including
son-in-law David Eisenhower , place.
Mrs. Eisenhower's grandson , Reports published last week
and his sister Susan planned to said Natyishon Isaac Njenga
Njoroge , 32, a member of the
eat with the crowd .
However, a Wliite House Kikuyu tribe, was executed two
spokesman said Nixon might weeks ago. A prison official said
have to have his dinner from a Saturday lie was still alive.

Nixons to host
senior citizens
on Thanksgiving
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Diabetes
Insipidus
is different

By G. C. THOSTESON, M.D.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: Our son,
21, has diabetes insipidus. His
only treatment is insulin which
he injects himself each morning.
He is sTigar free, but he does
not maintain proper water balance, and always has a terrible
thirst. What treatment other
than insulin would help him?
— Mrs. C:G.

The U.S. government policy of
sending military advisers to Laos
to aid the forces there resisting a
communist take-over is supported
nationally by a 57-30 percent margin.

However, in a showdown situation
In which it appeared that only by U.S.
troop intervention could Laos be
kept from going communist, only 19
percent of the public would favor
sending in American fighting men.
L&os, which borders on Vietnam,
has been the scene of heightened
guerrilla warfare in recent months,
with an estimated 50,000 North Vietnamese troops reported to have been
Infiltrated there. The United States
is believed to have an undercover
network there of military advisers
to assist the government resistance.
Congressional committees have recently been holding secret hearings to determine if U.S. "advisers"
activity in Laos might not be: a prelude to American involvement in another Vietnam.

Check again. Are you sure it
is insulin and not something
else? For diabetes mellitus
("sugar diabetes") is quite different from diabetes insipidus,
and results from a totally different condition.
The two diseases are alike in
that, unless controlled, they
cause excessive urination and
thirst as a consequence. They
are totally unlike in that diabetes mellitus involves inability
to utilize sugar, so sugar piles
up in the blood. There is no
sugar problem in diabetes insipidus, nor is there the threat to
health and life that sugar diabetes poses.
Insulin is used to let the patient make use of his sugar; it
is pointless to give it with diaFundamentally, the set of public
betes insipidus.
opinion on sending military advisTherefore, I wonder whether
your son isn't really injecting
ers to Laos is not dissimilar to what
posterior pituitary material —
it
was about South Vietnam in 1963.
as insipidus is caused by a deThe
public wants to see as much
fect in the posterior pituitary
gland , and the suitable hormone
help as possible given to the forces .
is needed. In your son's case,
resisting a communist take-over..
since his thirst continues, he
But ,, in the wake of the Vietnam
may need two doses of ihe pituitary material a day instead
experience, no more than one in five
of one. Better discuss with the
Americans are prepared to commit
doctor about achieving better . fighting troops. A relatively higher
control of the condition.
37 percent want the United States
In addition, chlorothiazide, a
to "stay out of Laos altogether."
diuretic, also has been found
The crucial middle ground, which
effective. This is a paradox,
holds the balance, is equally oppossince the drug is designed to
ed to sending troops or of pulling out
stimulate the body to lose excess water. But it helps control
entirely.
diabetes insipidus, even though
Between Get. 16 and 22, a crosswe don't know how or why. •
( Chlorothiazide can be taken by
mouth.)
The posterior pituitary material can be taken in the form of
snuff , but taking it toy injection
is usually preferable:.
Dear Dr. Thosteson : Have you
ever heard of another set of
nipples beginning to grow beneath the breasts? Is this rare
or does it occur frequently? Can
anything be prescribed to correct this? — A.N.O.
It's possible — It happens occasionally. These are called accessory nipples, and are in line
with, hut¦ below,
¦ the normal nipples. ' ' ¦ ' . . '
They are small, may merely
somewhat resemble a mole.
They are an aberration in development , but do no harm and
nothing need be done about
them.
Dear Dr. Thosteson: My brother is 23 and has a very sparse
beard. He shaves only two or
three times a week. After trying
to raise a mustache, which was
so straggly he gave up, he wonders if he should take male hormones. Or is this hereditary? —
E.B.
Density of beard will vary
considerably, and heredity is a
factor. However , it can be based
on a glandular deficiency.
This may mean the pituitary ,
thyroid , or gonadal (sex) glands
— the last-named produce the
male hormone but are influenced by the other glands.
Rather than expecting to improve the situation jus t by taking male hormone, your brother
should be thoroughly studied to
discover at what level the deficiency exists. If your family
physician is not equipped to
handle such a study, it would
be in order to ask him to refer
your brother to an endocrinol<£
gist.

Missing hunter found
dead near Virginia
VIRGINIA , Minn, (AP) - A
72-year-old Angora , Minn., man
missing for more han a week
while hunting, was found dead
Monday 10 miles north of here,
St. Louis County sheriff' s deputies identified the victim as
Roy Saarl and said the man apparently died of natural causes,
A search had been under way
since a week ago Suaday.
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are now, or staying out of Laos
altogether?"

"North Vietnam has recently
sent a large number of troops
into Laos which is right next to
South Vietnam. The United
States has sent military advisers
into Laos to help prevent that
country front being taken over
by the communists. Do you favor
or oppose the U.S. sending in military advisers to Laos?"

IF LAOS WERE THREATENED

PHOENIX, Arix (AP) —- A
Minnesota man charged with
the slaying of a St. Cloud State
College coed waived extradition
and his right : to preliminary
hearing here Monday and
agreed to return to Minnesota.
Frank Kampa, 41, was arrested here Sunday on a federal
w a r r a n t charging unlawful
flight to avoid prosecution for
murder.
Kampa is charged in the
death of Linda Tembreull, 22,
Pierz, Minn., a junior at St.
Cloud State.
Her body was found in a Rice
County cornfield near Northfield, Minn., Nov. 3. She had
been shot twice in the head.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation said Kampa also is
accused of violating parole
terms of his release from Stillwater, Minn., State Prison on
Oct. 27.
Stillwater warden Jack Young
said Kampa , who formerly lived
near Avon, Minn., had a prison
record dating back to 1954. He
had been on a work-release
from Stillwater where he was
serving a term for aggravated
robbery.
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THE MORE affluent sectors of tho
population, who have been most in
favor of a compromise settlement, in
Vietnam and who supported the
anti-Vietnam protests more than other parts of the public, are nonetheless more in support of sending
advisers to Laos.
To test just how far beyond the
adviser stage in assistance public
opinion would go, this question was
also put tp the cross-section :
"If it appeared that the communists were going to take over
the government of Laos, would
you favor sending in American
troops to keep the communists
from taking over, continuing to
send in military advisers as we

1»

%¦

%
>

By Education

% .

Under 8th grade
educated
50
High school
educated
58
College educated
61

Just Stay Net

¦
.-

¦

Why Send U.S. Troops
(19 Percent)

"Must prevent spread of communist aggression" (9 percent)
• bend m troops to win, get it over
with" (4 percent)
"Finish what we started in Asia"
(3 percent)
"Stop communists there, instead
of in U.S." (3 percent)
Not Sure (-U^Percent)

Here the more educated people
are least favorable toward making
troop commitments in Laos. However, they are far and away most
in favor of continuing to send advisers. The lower income, less well
educated parts of the country tend :
THESE ANSWERS reveal that the
to take a more "either, go in to win
37
percent who are for the U.S.
or stay out altogether " attitude.
pulling
out of Laos altogether are
When asked their reasons for fafor the most part people who 'are
voring commitment of troops, ad"fed up" with the Vietnam experivisers, or staying out of Laos altogether, the thinking of the public ,' ence and want to avoid another such
war at all costs. Those who want to
was significant . Here is a summary
send troops take the traditional stand
of their volunteered reasons:
that the U.S. must meet aggression
Why Stay Out Altogether
head-on or it will spread to other
parts cf the world, and ultimately
(37 Percent)
to this country.
But the middle ground , which
"We don't need another Vietnam"
(15 percent)
might have gone along with the advocates of sending in troops a few
"Leave Asia to Asians" (6 percent)
years ago, now has pulled back as
"Bring home all our troops from
a result of Vietnam. These people
Asia" (5 percent)
still recognize the dangers of com"Let them decide their future"
munist guerrilla tactics to the se¦-,/ ";& percent)
curity of countries such as Laos,
"Mind our own problems at home"
but they want that aggression met
short of U.S. troop commitments.
<3 percent)
"We can't win a war in Asia"
In many ways, this .is what Ameri(3 percent)
can public opinion feels it has learned from the Vietnam experience.
"I'm tired of war" (1 percent)

Got Your Eyes
On The New Cars?
Your "key" to immediate ownership is a
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"Only advisers, but not troops"
(16 percent)
"Train Laotians to fight for themselves" (5 percent)
"Communist threat must be met"
(4 percent)
"Advisers might prevent a big
war " (3 percent)
"Advisers would know how far to
go" (3 percent)

Troops Advisers Out Sura

Favor Oppose Sura

Student task
forces to hel p
settle unrest
RALEIGH , N.C. (AP) - Student task forces will be organized in North Carolina this winter to hel p deal with unrest in
the public schools.
This was decided Monday by
15 high school pupils fro:n
around the state who met to
plan ways in which pupils can
deal with school racial problems.
The group, called the Task
Force on Student Involvement ,
is sponsored by the Department
of Public Instruction.
Dr. Craig Phillips , state superintendent of public instruction , told the pup ils they will
have a relatively free hand in
planning their activities.

Send

ADVISERS INTO LAOS
¦ V

Why Send In Military Advisers
(31 Percent)

BY COMMUNIST TAKE-OVER

SENDING U.S. MILITARY
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section of 1,771 people across the
country was asked :

THIRD & LAFAYETTE STREETS

PHONE 8-5161

¦Lewiston '- ' senior
citizens slate
Christmas sale

Charles Wa ldos
married in city
Following their Nov. 15 marriage and a honeymoon through
the southern states. Mr. and
Mrs. Charles F. Waldo are
home at Winona. Rt. 3.
The former Mary A. Kamrowski, daughter of Mrs. Bernard Kohner , Lamoille, and H.
G. Kamrowski, C e n t e r , Mo.,
and the son of Mr . and Mis.
Chajlcs J. Waldo, Winona , fi:.
3, were married at St. Matthew's Lutheran Church with
the Rev . A. L. Mennicke officiating.
r
*
Miss Kathleen Skeels was organist and Vicar Harlyn Kusch el was soloist.
FOR HER MARRIAGE, Ihe
bride chose a gown of peau de
soie and reembroidered chantilly lace with a fitted empire
bodice and a high neckline appiiqued arid inset with lace. The
floor length skirt featured a
chapel length train edged in
lace. A forward petal headpiece held her veil of imported silk; English illusion.
Mrs. Thomas Church , Lamoille, was matron of honor
and Mrs . Larry Brand and Miss
Sue Waldo were brldesmaiids.
The attendants -wore royal blue
velvet gowns . with mandarin
collars of white lace and matching headpieces. They carried
tinted mums with white chrysanthemums. Miss T a m m y
Maschka was flower girl.
Richard Waldo , Winona , was
his brother 's best man and
groomsmen were Gerald Kamrovski, brother of the bride ,
and Donald Groth. Ushers were
Ronald and Richard Kamrowski.

Gretchen Mary Hartwich

LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
— Caledonia S e n i o r Citizens
have been invited by the Lewiston group to its regular meeting Tuesday at 1 p.m. There
will be no meeting Thursday.
Lewiston Senior Citizens have
spent part of their time during
the past few months developing their creative talents. They
are having a craft display and
are offering for sale .various
items on Dec. 2 from noon until
6 p.m. in the recreation room
of the Prigge Building. There
will be needlework , handicraft ,
some woodcraft and a surprise line of craft. Lunch will
be served and proceeds will be
used to buy supplies for future
projects. The public is invited.
Op Dec. 9 the senior citizens
have scheduled their last bus
tour of the season to Rochester. A small bus fee will be
charged. The bus will leave at
9 a.m. from the clubhouse.
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HARMONY CIRCLES
HARMONY , Minn. (SpccialV
— Circles of the Harmony United Methodist Church will meet
tonight as follows : circle 3 will
be hosted by Mrs. Burleigh
Ewalt at 8 at her home and
circle 4 will meet with Mrs.
Manville Bates at 8 at her
home.
ANDERSON OPEN HOUSE
ARKANSAW, Wis. (Special)
— Mr. and Mrs. Rueben Anderson, Arkansaw , will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary
Sunday with an open house from
2 to 5 p.m. at the United Methodist Church, Arkansaw . No invitations will be sent.
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Dear Abby:

73-year-old s
can be lovers

VI

Mr
. aai Mrs. Charles F. Waldo

graduate of Winona Senior High
Dr. and Mrs. Hoger F. Hartwich Sr,, 176 W,
School, is engaged in farming.
Wabasha St., announce the engagement of their
, '¦ The bride was entertained bv
daughter, Gretchen Mary, to Benjamin R. AtkinI the Mmes. Frank Grcth , John
son, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick R. Atkinson ,
Waldo, Donald Groth and RichTopeka, Kan.
ard Waldo at a prenirptial parMiss Hartwich was, graduated from Georgetown
ty at the Ridgeway Scfciool. Mrs.
University, Washington , D.C , has done graduate
Thomas Church and Mrs. Larry
Brand were hostesses at anwork at the University of Santander , Spain and has
other party at the Pickwick
her masters' degree in Spanish from St. Mary 's
School.
College, Winona. She is presently teaching Spanish
and French at Central High School, St. Paul.
KLEPPER OPEN HOUSE
Mr. Atkinson was graduated from Washburn UniETTRICK , Wis. (Special) versity, Topeka, and has done graduate work at / . ' " The 25th weddnig anniversary
A RECEPTION was held at of Mr; and Mrs. Alvin Kleppen,
the University of Kansas. He teaches biology at St.
the American Legion Club , Wi- | Ettrick , will be observed with
Paul Central High School.
nona , following the ceremony. I open house from 2 to 5 p.m.
The wedding will be solemnized Dec. 20 at the
The bride is a graduate of Sunday at French Creek LuthCathedral of the Sacred Heart.
Cotter High School and is em- eran Church. The couple have
ployed by Waynco Division of ! two children , Darrell and DarMiUer Felpax. Her husband , a ' iene, both, of Ettrick.
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BATON WINNERS
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
— Trudt Edel Beyer and Gerald Edel : Beyer, daughter and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Argene
Beyer , rural Lewiston, won
first place honors in the U. S.
Twirling Association meet at
Circle Pines Minn. last week.
Trudi placed first in the intermediate solo class for 9-10year-olds and first in the flag
class, open to children to 12
years. Gerald placed first in
the boys' advanced class up to
nine years.

'eij T,LEROY i lTf5 50CM A TERRIFIC BARGAIN 1.^
C8PNT TELL ME YOU'RE GOING TO LET IT GO
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DUE 70 LACK OF FOOD
BULK IN YOUR DIET
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By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: I just read that letter from the 70-year-old
widow who married a . charming 73-year-old , -well-to-do
widower. It seems he failed to tell her .that he had had
svrgery 6 years before1, and all he could offer her was a
lcvelv home and a Bin rummy partner.
Your , answer — "Most 70-year-old
women marrying a 73-year-old man would
be content witth a lovely home and a gin
rummy partner ," showed you to be surprisingly naive. Speak for yourself , Abigail.
1 am a; 72-y^a r-old "bride. " I buried
two husbands and divorced two, and there's
plenty of life in this old girl yet!
ANGIE IN MEMPHIS
DEAR ABBY: Where is th at charming,
well-to-do 73-year-old widower who can offer
a woman only a lovely home and a gin
rummy partner?

¦ tin-Am--

¦¦

'•--..i-*- ;- - ..m-ry,..:

Abby

I'm a 55-year-old widow, and people tell me I look much
¦younger. I'd love to meet a man like that. 'With me, he
¦wouldn't have to apologize for his performance in the bedroom. I'd much rather sit in the kitchen and play gin
Tummy.
NETTIE IN MIAMI
DEAR ABBY: I can't believe that sex is so Important
to a 70-year-old woman that she would pass up a charming,
well-to-do gentleman of 73 because he couldn 't perform.
People that age get married for companionship. Talk
about dirty old men. She is a dirty old lady!
JANE
DEAR ABBY: I read about that 70-year-old widow who
married a 73-year-old man and wanted to get rid of him
because hd was no good at lovemaking anymore. She said all
he could do was play gin rummy.
Well, she can throw him my way. My old man is R8, and
he is no good at lovemaking anymore either , and he doesn't
even know how to play gin rummy.
DORIS IN LA.
DEAR ABBY: I had to laugh over the letter from the
70-year-old widow who <(xpected romance with a 73-year-old
husband . I think she was pulling your leg. I don 't know of
any woman over 50 who is that interested in sex. And it' s
common knowledge that most men over 50 aro also havin g
their troubles in that department even if they won 't admit it.
AfteV 40, I think sex is very much overrated. The energy
spent on it isn 't worth the little you get out of it. I think
middle-aged men should get out more and go fishing.
BETTY IN K.C.
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DEAR BETTY: A doctor in Kentfield , Calif. , has
tome news for you. His letter:
DEAR ABBY: I usually agree with you , but when you
sny that a 70-year-old woman shouldn 't be disappointed to
find that her 7;)-year-oId bridegroom was all finished as a
lover , you obviousl y haven 't read DR, KINSEY. He says that ,
at age 73, 60 percent of the males are still potent ,
A KENTFIELD , M.D.
What' s your problem? You 'll feci better if you get It oil
your chest . Write to Abby, Box 6O7O0 , Los Angeles , Calif.,
riOOOO. For a personal reply enclose stamped , addressed
envelope,
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from Ecuador . . .

Christmas tree ornaments ,
soft warm scarves , sashes ,,

DOWNTOWN ON LEVEE PLAZA

j

The newest . . , most II K I I I wel qht . . . nnd warmest cost you can buy. Long wearing nylon
quilled shrll in li.hic <-ind Injjli colors with soft , light 100% Dacrnn polyester filling.

|

Imported European fabrics . . . plus extrao rdinary Amer ican varieties from fnmous Mills, Piny

i

Some are pile lined
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Smart , nil-time favorites In nil wool plnlds , tweeds and solid colors.

HI

loomed vests . . .

I
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Fashion strategy maneuvers Hie Cape into IIIR wnrm, winter position when it's all wool and
pile lined, I'l.'iid.s, Chrvks nnd Solid Colors . . , some with fringed scarf. One size fits evrry-
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Dr. Hendel speaks
at TOPS meeting

presented an award at the next
meeting. Anyone interesting in
joing the chapter may call Mrs.
Chester Chuchna or Mrs. Frank
Dr. Grace Hendel, head of Ramer.
'•:. ¦
' ¦
the home economics department
at the College of Saint Teresa, Arcadia girl stars
spoke to the members of the
Light 'n Lovely TOPS Chapter in college play
recently. She spoke on the vari- ARCADIA, Wis. ( Special) ous crash or fad diets and told Miss Kathy Koetting, daughter
why they are harmful.
of John J. Koetting, principal
Dr . Hendel told how a well of Arcadia High School, was
balanced meal should be pre- featured in the starring role of
pared for dieting, and stressed Mag in the Cardinal Stritch Colthe ways dieting can be made lege Little Theater production
enjoyable. Dr. Hendel urged all of Brian Friel's "Lovers, pre"
members to be certain to have
their doctor approve their sented earlier this month.
The production , in two acts,
methods of dieting,
featured
Miss Koetting and
Plans were made for the
group's annual Christmas par- Dale Glutzman , Milwaukee, a
ty to be held Dec. 10 at the teacher at the Whitefish Bay
High School.
Park Plaza.
Miss Koetting is a junior in
It was announced several
contests are in progress and the speech education. She is the
members who lose the most granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
weight in the month will be Henry Vogel Sr., Arcadia.

PTA Council holds
workshop at Lincoln

¦

SCHOOL BAZAAR . . . The Children's
Day bazaar at St. Stanislaus Catholic School
was held Monday with proceeds going to the
school. Children from grades one to eight
participated in the bazaar, including a jail,
spook house, cake walk, fish pond, fortune

THE MMES. Marie Fjelstad,
Don Schmanski, and W. S. L.
Christensen presented the evening's program. Mrs. Donald T.
Burt; also a member of the
group, was unable to attend.
They presented capsules of how
operas are done in Europe versus the American way and
showed slides of their 22-day
European tour conducted by Mr.
and Mrs. James S. Lombard ,
Minneapolis.
Lombard is the former director of the University cf Minnesota, department of concerts
and lectures. He has also man-

RELIEF CORPS
The Woman's Relief Corps
will not meet Thursday.
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Vows pledged
at Rushford
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. ARPEGE PEHFUME
ARPEGE OR MY SIN - 2-or. Spray
ARPEGE OR MY SIN -Perfume Mist
ARPEGE OR MY SIN -Dusting Powder
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$B.50 nnd $15.00 '
$6.00
$fi.00
$5.00

(Alf Studio)

Burns Valley.
The bride is a graduate of
Lewiston High Schol and is cmployed by Watkins Products.
The bridegroom is a graduate
of Rushford High School and is
employed by Miller Felpax
Corp.
Pre-nuptial parties were given by the Misses Patty Johnson ,
Reps, Carol Jonsgaard and
Kathleen Hundor f .
¦

^y^^S CT

ETZKOWITZ and Schaflander
set up a pilot community co-op
center in the Bedford-Stuyvesant section of Brooklyn. The
center's primary goal was to
save young ghetto children from
violence and neglect by placing them in a child care center on a twelve-hour-a-day basis, at minimal cost to mothers. The authors believe, Mrs.
Peterson said, that the only
hope for ending the destructive
cycle of pathological behavior
In the ghetto Is to reach children at thei most crucial stage
of growth — before the age of
two.
"Ghetto Crisis," Mrs. Peterson concluded "is not just another study — it is the story of
men and women who did something. "
The experience, of another
ghetto worker was told by
Mrs. Paul Klein, Houston. Mrs.
Klein was a fellow-teacher for
two years with Vernon Goering,
who taught music in Caledonia
during the regular school year
and worked as a volunteer summers in a southern ghetto.
PRICES IN the ghetto are
far higher than in non-ghetto
areas," Goering told Mrs. Klein.
Slides taken by him depicted
life in the ghetto and showed
some of the activities the volunteers undertook — activities
considered "ordinary" for the
average child , such as baking
cookies, sewing, picnics, ice
cream cone treats;
Current news and magazine
articles were used by Mrs. William Green in presenting background information oh ghetto
conditions. "The problem begins in the home or lack of a
home," she said, and cited as
another great problem , the inability of many of the children
to read. She observed that educational methods are on thc
whole geared for the middleclass child and that the ghetto
child must have learning activities planned within bis ability.
The great need, she said , is to
bring the child back to society.
"The child needs understanding
and above all self-respect before
he can face the world. "
Miss Ar villa Ludwitzke, Program Services chairman , introduced the program , presented
as part of the society 's study
this year of "subcultures within
'our culture' which are identified ns 'other.' "
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HOMEMADE PIES FOR j

THANKSGIVING
ORDER NOW

Pumpkin, Mince Meat ,
Apple , Cherry. Blueberry
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The Winona Dai|y News
is the area 's onl y advertising
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versial book, "Ghetto Crisis ,"
by Henry Etzkowitz and Gerald
M. Schaflander, two white men
who lived and worked in one
of the major black ghettos.

because they want i t

hcistmas
-

Background information on
existing ghetto conditions, some
economic, social/ and educational needs for helping ghetto
children, and the personal experiences of several ghetto
workers were used to present the topic, "The Ghetto," to
members of Iota Chapter, Delta
Kappa Gamma , international
society for women educators.
The meeting was held Monday
evening in Central United Methodist Church.
Reviewed by Mrs. Lyle-Pete£
son, Houston, was the contro-

RUSHFORD, Minn. - MLs .
Barbara Vickerman, daughter
of Mrs. Lucille Vickerman , Utica , became the bride of Dale
Jonsgaard , son of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Jonsgaard , Rushford ,
Nov. 15 at Rushford Lutheran
Church with the Rev. Owen
Gaasedelen officiating.
Given in marriage by her
brother , Virgil Vickerman, the Becks honored
bride wore a gown of chantilly
lace with a high neckline and at Lake City
a fingertip veil. She carried
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
red roses and stephanotis.
¦ — Mr. and Mrs. John J. Beck,
Miss Carol Vickerman , Utlca , Lake City, were honored guests
was maid of honor and brides- at a dinner party at their hom«
maids were Miss Robyn Reps, Saturday evening In observance
Miss Janice Klug and Miss Deb- of their golden wedding annibie Alp. Their gowns had dark versary sponsored by their chilblue velvet bodices and light dren , Approximately SO persons
blue satin skirts covered with were present.
light blue crepe. They carried
Joh n J . Beck and the former
blue tinted carnations.
Sarah Henn were married Nov.
Lowell Rasmussen , Rushford , 22, 1919, ln Lake City. The couwas best man with Dale Haug- ple farmed in Town of Lake
land , Duane Meyer and Jim Township, rural Lake Cily, and
Hellrud as groomsmen. Gerald are still living there.
Jonsgaard and Virgil VickerThe couple has three sons,
man were ushers.
John , Minneapolis ; Willinm,
A reception followed the cer- New Brighton , and James , rural
emony at the church. The cou- Lake City; nine grandchildre n
ple will be al. home in Ea.U and four great-grandchildren .
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GBeffoS) topic of
Delta Kappa Ga mm a

Mr. and Mrs. Dale Jonsgaard
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PICKWICK , Minn. - T h e
Pickwick FTA held its monthly
meeting Nov. 18 with guest
speaker James Heinlen, Winona
County probation officer . He
spoke on today 's youth and how
their environment affects them.
New purchases voted upon include a new flag and toys and
games for the classrooms .
Hostesses were the Mmes.
Everette Larson, Catherine
Johnsgaard and Peter Vander¦ '' ¦
zee. '
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NORGAARDEN OPEN HOUSE . . . Mr. and Mrs. Ole
Norgaarden, Preston, Minn., will observe their golden wedding anniversary with an open house Sunday from 2 to 4:30
p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Christ Lutheran Church ,
Preston. Hosting the event will be their children and spouses,
Mr- and Mrs. Norman Anderson, Preston , Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Norgaarden , Burnsville, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Utley, Reedsburg, Wis. No invitations have been sent.

Plc.kvy.iek. PTA hears.
probation officer
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RELIEF CORPS
The Woman 's Relief Corps
will not meet Thursday as
scheduled , in Sunday's social
calendar.
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aged the Upper Midwest Metropolitan Opera committee ; every spring. The party, totaling
29 members from various states
began their toUr of seven countries from New York across the
Atlantic to Amsterdam , Hamburg, Copenhagen, Berlin, Vienna, Milan, taking a bus to
Florence, Italy because of no
airport , then back to Milan to
catch a flight to Geneva, Switzerland, to Paris, then to Frank- kovsky. While in Vienna the
group saw the Lipizzaner
furt and home to New York.
Horses at the Spanish -: Riding
OPERAS HEARD and seen School and heard the Vienna
by the group were: "Faust by Boys' Choir.
Gounod" in Holland ; "Magic Sightseeing included the U.S.
Flute" by Mozart in Hamburg, embassy in Hamburg, the many
Germany; "La Boheme" by beautiful churches and cathePuccini in East Berlin; "Zar drals with their massive pipe
Unt Zimmerman " by Lortzing organs, museums, the palace of
in Vienna; "Carmen" by Bizet Copenhagen, the many canals
in Vienna; "Dialogues of the in Amsterdam/ the Zyder Zee,
Carmelites" by Paulenc in the narrow streets, stores and
Geneva and "Pelleas and Meli- souvenir shops, bridges, parks
sande" by Debussy in Paris.
with exotic floral arrangeIn Paris the group viewed the ments, grand hotels, opera
Ballet Swan Lake by R. Nou- houses, art galleries and fine
reeu, and wjiile in Berlin saw dining rooms.
the Bolshoi Ballet in the Nut- A social hour followed the procracker Suite by Peter Tschai- gram.
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teller and various games* Seen in the spook
house are, from left , Dan Eichman, Julie
Eichman, Bob Krett, Sally Sieracki , Kathy
Luanj i Modjeski and Miss Sally MyThomas,
¦
' aka. ' ' .• ¦ .

E uro pe a n f bu r,to pic
of Music Gu i Id meeting
The Music Guild met Monday
evening at Kryzsko Commons,
Winona State College.
Richmond McCluer announced
that St. Mary 's Chapel will be
the? location of the Messiah, a
tri-college concert to be given
Dec. 14.
Members were informed that
the- St. Paul Chamber Orchestra will be at Winona State College- Dec. 1-2, a workshop Dec.
2 te be open to the public.

A workshop training session
sponsored by the Winona Area
PTA Council was held at Lincoln Elementary School Monday.
Ray Lemke, slate and national program chairman- Mrs.
J. M. Lieble, state administrative assistant, and Mrs. Donald
Hittner, state hospitality chairwoman, conducted the program.
According to the program , the
PTA's commitment is to carry
out the obejetives of PTA, such
as facing issues and concerns
related to youth today, being
concerned about financing an
adequate up-to-date education,
being concerned with health
programs and moral and spiritual values, and being concerned
about cooperating with the
school In regard to family life
education.
One method suggested to accomplish working out problems
is to break up the mass body
at a PTA meeting into small
groups and have problems discussed this way.
Lincoln PTA's new program
of having parents meet the first
half hour in the child's classroom with a moderator to conduct discussion of problems related to that grade, was well
received.
Refreshments were donated
by the Lincoln PTA with Mrs.
Cecil Haskett and Mrs. Dona Jd
Larson in charge.
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BOOK & STATIONERY
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Three killed
in Michigan
plane crash

SAGINAW, Mich. (AP) —
Three men were killed when a
private plane crashed while trying to land at Saginaw County's
Tri-City Airport Monday night.
Authorities identified the victims as Merritt S. Cooley, 58, of
Davisburg, Mich., the pilot;
Jack Davis, 33, of Holly, Mich.,
and Vernon Theyson, 49, of Duluth , Minn.
They were on a return flight
from Sault Ste. Marie to Pontiac. Earlier in the day, the two
Michigan men flew to Saginaw
to pick up Theyson, who . also
was identified as an employe of
the U.S. Department of Commerce.
The craft , a Cessna 182,. was
given the clearance to land on
the northeast runway, but came
in from the southwest, veered
upward and then crashed in a
grassy area between two landing strips.
The plane's nose struck the
ground and ihe craft flipped,
throwing out the two passengers.
The plane slid 359 feet, coming
to rest on a runway.
"It doesn't make sense that it
was a pilot goof ," said airport
manager Robert Denison, ''I'm
not saying it's not impossible."
Federal officials were called
to investigate the crash. The
weather was hazy at the time of
the accident.
Cooley, who owns a water
softening service, was a veteran pilot, with 611 hours of flying
time, including numerous crosscountry flights.

Ohio residents will
be able to stand
up to bar and drink

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) _ As
of Thursday, it will be legal to
stand up at a bar and drink in
Ohio/ .
On that day a law passed by
the last legislature goes into effect and supercedes the old statute which required bar patrons
to be seated to be served.

Mr. and Mr«. Gulick Ambrosen, Sauer Memorial Home, are
among the many de"af mutes
who will offer silent thanks on
Thanksgiving Day. (See news
story- on Page 3).
However, many, many others
will give thanks for living by
shouting praises to the Lord of
harvest, who has so richly blessed them throughout the ye*ar.
As family members are reunited for the great feast of
the year they may recite the
following prayer by Robert
Louis Stevenson :
"lord , behold our family here
assembled. We thank Thee for
this place in which we dwell;
for the love that unites us; for
the peace accorded us this day ;
for the hope with which we expect the morrow ; for the health,
the work, the food and the
bright skies that make our lives
delightful; fpr our friends in

all parts of the garth , and our
friendly helpers."
Church bells will be issuing
the following invitation on Wednesday eveninjg and Thursday
morning: "Come, ye thankful
people, come. Raise the song
of harv.st-liome."

PROTESTANT
McKINLEY UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
A special service of Thanksgiving will be held at McKinley United Methodist Thursday
morning at 10. The Rev. Glenn
Quam will deliver a sermon
entitled "The Cost of Reconciliation." The* offering of the
morning will go toward -work
with transients in the local area.
Organ music will be provided
by Mrs. Harvey Gordon with
special music by John Van Tassel! and the sanctuary choir.
Length of the service will be

from 30-45 minutes.
are read by the Second Reader, you and your family to begin
FIRST CHURCH OF
Mrs. Thomas Kline. The soloist, this special day with thanks
CHRIST, SCIENTIST
Miss Judith B-usdicker , will be to your Lord for the bountiful
A Thanksgiving Day service, accompanied cn the organ by blessings He has given you."
IMMANUEL UNITED
including a period of expres- Miss Susan Kline.
METHODIST CHURCH
sions of gratitude by members FIRST CONGREGATIONAL
CENTRAL UNITED
of the congregation, will be held
CHURCH
METHODIST CHURCH
Thursday at First Church of
"How the Greatest Nation
Christ, Scientist, Main and San- Emerged" will be discussed by Two similar worship services
born streets. The public is wel- Dr. Fred E. Luchs Wednesday will be held at Immanuel and
come to attend the hour-long evening at 7:30 at the First Central U n i t e d Methodist
service, which starts at 11 a.m. Congregational Church. Miss churches. Members of the CenTheme of the" service was tak- June Sorlien, organist, will play tral - Immanuel - Homer Parish
en from First Thessalonians: "Prayer
of
Thanksgiving" may attend either the 8 p.m.
"Rejoice evermore. Pray with- by Stickles and "Postlude in E Wednesday service at Immanuel, or the 10:15 a.m. Thursout ceasing. In everything give flat ," Haydn.
thanks, for this is the will of CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE day service at Central. Dr. EdGod in Christ Jesus concerning FAITH LUTHERAN CHURCH ward S. Martin, of Central
you."
The Church of the Nazarene Methodist, will speak at both
The First Reader, Mrs. Le. and Faith Lutheran Church will services on the theme, "Our
Ayres, conducts the services hold a joint worship service Pilgrim Heritage." The ladies
and reads passages from the "Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. at the chorus at Immanuel will proChristian Science textbook , Church of thd Nazarene, High- vide special music <m Wednes"Science and Health with Key way 61 and Orrin Street. Speak- day, and Central cMr will sing
to the Scriptures,'' by Mary ing on the theme, "Thanks Be Thursday. ImmanuePs offering
Bake** Eddy. Bible selections To God," will be the Rev. Byron will be sent to relief of the vicClark, Church of the Nazarene, tims of hurricane Camille, and
and the Rev. Gordon Arneberg, Central's will go toward the loFaith Lutheran. Special music cal church benevolence fund.
GOODVIEW TRINITY
will be' provided by members
LUTHERAN CHURCH
of both churches. The pastors
Thanksgiving Day services
said the public is invited.
VALLEY BAPTIST CHURCH will be held at Goodview TriniValley Baptist Church will ty Lutheran Church at 9 a.m.
conduct a Thanksgiving service Sermon for the morning by the
didn't get to eat with the girls," Wednesday evening at 7 in the Rev. Larry Zessin, will be
he answered.
lower auditorium of Sauer Me- "Confidence , Man , Confidence,"
Hamilton's and Crawford's morial Home. "Giving Thanks " based on Psalm 85:9-12.
cook also does all the grocery will be offered by Jay Hamer- The senior choir will sing
shopping and after they are fin- nick and there will be special "Sing to the Lord of Harvest,"
ished eating puts everything violin music by Susan Gott. The directed by Miss Joyce Schroeaway before she leaves.
Rev. :B.- 'J. Williamson , mission der. Mrs. Gary Evans will be
After appearance of the ad- pastor, said the public is in- organist
REDEEMER LUTHERAN
vertisement, their telephone vited to the candlelight servCHURCH
rang incessantly from 4 p.m. ice, featuring silent me'ditation
until midnight, Crawford said. and a time for personal testi- "The City Dump : -Thanks or
Regret?" will be offered by the
"We have two lines. We'd an- mony.
Rev. Charles A. Tansill at 11
swer one and the other would
ST. MATTHEW'S
a.m. on Thanksgiving Day at
ring." Others called just to find
LUTHERAN CHURCH
out if the ad was a "put on." The usual Thanksgiving serv- Redeemer Lutheran Church. He
Their criterion for cooks in- ices will be held at St. Mat- will be assisted by Mrs. Walter
:
cluded neatness, young, single, thew's Lutheran Church Thurs- Marquardt , organist.
CENTRAL LUTHERAN
attractive, intelligent, and they day at 10 am. They sermon
CHURCH
"had to be able to put up with theme will be taken from Jerea lot, plus they had to be an miah's Prophecy, Chapter 5, Central Lutheran Church will
have two Thanksgiving servicexceptional cook."
verse 24, "Let Us Now Fear es: Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. and
Crawford said the advertise- the Lord Our God." Miss Kath- Thursday at 9:15 . a.m. Hymns
ment was the "best investment leen Skeels and Mrs. Gerald will include "Now Thank We
Mueller will play, as a piano All Our God" and "To God We
we ever made."
"If this is one indication, we and organ duet , "Hymn of Render Thanks and Praise. ' 1
are both wondering what mar- Thanksgiving." M i s s Skeels On Wednesday evening the senwill be organist for the service. ior choir will sing "Thanks Be
riage would be like.
"We've both concluded that if The senior and juni or choirs, To Thee. " Selections will be
one married, this : sort of thing directed by Vicar Harlyn Kus- sung by the youth choir on
might reach a point of diminish- chel, will sing "Come, Ye Thursday morning. Mrs. T.
Thankful People, Come!" Two Charles Green will be organist.
ing returns."
cornucopias -will decorate the The Rev. George Goodreid,
altar.
rector of St. Paul' s¦¦; Episcopal
CALVARY BIBLE CHURCH Church, will preach on "Be SatThe annual Thanksgiving ser- isfied and Filleth" at a lo a.m.
vice at Calvary Bible Church, Family Holy Communion serv676 West Sarnia, will be held ice On Thanksgiving Day. The
Wednesday evening a* 7:30 p.m. New Liturgy will le used.
a high pitch between Israel and The church choir under the Organ prelude will be "A
its Arab neighbors, most coun- direction of Mrs. Gwendoline Song of the Golden Harvest" ;
tries in that area are sitting Bauer will sing "Prayer of senior Choir anthem , "For the
tight. An Israeli spokesman Thanksgiving." Congregational Blessings of the Field," and
said, "We are still studying the singing will be hymns of praise organ postlude; voluntary on
problem." Arab diplomats say and thanksgiving.
"Old Hundred."
no additional ratifications by A period of thanksgiving and
their governments can be ex- prayer will be conducted by
CATHOLIC
pected under present circum- Mr. Elmer Munson, chairman
stances.
A special Mass will be offerof deacons.
In view of the fact that 90 The Rev. David E. Mathews, ed by the Most Hev. Loras J.
countries signed the treaty pastor, will speak on "Ten Peo- Walters , bishop of the Diocese
when it was approved by the ple and Ten Views of Thanks- of Winona , at 9 a.m. Thursday
at the CATHEDRAL OF THE
U,N. General Assembly 18 giving."
months ago, the pace of ratifica- A special Thanksgiving offer- SACRED HEART. During an
offertory procession, parishiontions has been surprisingly ing will be received.
ers will bring special gifts for
slow.
ST. MARTIN'S
the poor to the altar. Other
LUTHERAN CHURCH
Although France refuses to "Thanksgiving — Thanks for Masses that day will be held at
join the pact , it has made it Giving — Thanks for Forgiv- 7 and 8 a.m. and 5:15 p.m., said
clear it will abide by its ban on ing " will be delivered by the the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Harold J.
the dissemination of nuclear Rev. A. U. Deye Thursday at Dittman, rector.
The Rt. Rev. Msgr. Emmett
weapons to nonnuclear coun- 9 a.m. at St. Martin 's Lutheran
tries , The Peking government Church. His text will be Psalm F. Tighe announced the 9 a.m.
has refused to recognize any 118:1. Pastor Deye extends an Mass on Thanksgiving Day at
arms control measures.
invitation: "We cordially Invite ST. CASIMIR'S: "We will all
gather together to thank God
for the many favors we have
received."
At a special offertory procession at ST. JOHN'S Thursday
at the 9 a.m. Mass, the Rt; Rev.
Msgr. James D. Habiger said
parishioners will offer gifts
symbolic of the things for
which they are thankful , such
as food and the symbols of
work , living, country and the

to
Bachelor^Hnd way
man's
pocketbook^ f/]roug/} sifomaG/)

By MIKE CARRIGAN
GRAND FORKS, N.D. CAP); —
Two Grand Forks bachelors are
thinking about starting a brokerage business furnishing names
of attractive, single girls willing
to cook ¦ supper for unmarried
men. •. ¦ .•
The bachelors, Bob Hamilton
and Joe Crawford, received
mere than 40 telephone inquiries, and nearly as many applications, after their advertisement for such an arrangement
appeared in the Nov. 11 city
briefs columns of the Grand
Forks Herald.

Thanks to the advertisement
the two men now have two
cooks, "a regular one and a substitute, and both cute as a bug's
ear," according to Crawford j a
debate coach and economics
teacher at Red River High
School.
Their advertisement read in
part: ''Young, attractive female
needed to cook supper for two
bachelors, 4 to 6 p.m. Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday. Excellent
pay, but no fringe benefits. Call

Cook number one , according
to Crawford—selected from a
field of 10 girls actually interviewed—is single, a registered
nurse, 23, attending the University of North Dakota. She is tall,
5-8%, brunette, and "very intelligent, with a terrific sense of
humor and a fantastic cook,"
according to Crawford.
Cook number two, 22, blonde,
a teacher and single, has equak
ly impressive qualifications.
Dinner is at six, under the arrangement. When Crawford and
Hamilton, a pilot for charter
planes, "come home from a
hard day 's work we sit down
and watch the news. A drink is
all ready to go. When dinner is
ready, she calls."
Thus far they 've enjoyed
steaks, baked and au gratin potatoes. "She also bakesPbread
and makes pies. So far we've
had pumpkin—but expect to
have blueberry," Crawford said.
The two men dine alone. Why ?
"Because we were both bus
boys during college and we

Nuclear treaty faces obstacles

was ratified by the United'
States, the Soviet Union and
Britain. Britain gave its final
approval some time ago.
It now has 24 of the 43.ratifications needed and probably
will get the others within
months. Some like the Soviet
Ukraine are expected to act
quickly.
The big problems are the fact
that communist China and
France—each with nuclear
weapons—remain outside the
pact and that a dozen nations
with nuclear potential are delaying ratification.
If this situation continues, it
could seriously impair the effecThe pact could not have en- tiveness of the treaty by permittered into force anyway until it ting additional countries to ac-

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — . Despite U.S. and Soviet
ratification of the treaty banning the spread of nuclear
weapons, there are other obstacles to overcome before it can
become fully effective.
The least, perhaps, is getting
19 additional nations to ratify
the pact, thereby fulfilling requirements for bringing it into
force.
The action by Washington and
Moscow is expected to give the
necessary push to countries that
have been holding back until
they made sure.the two leading
nuclear powers would adhere to
the treaty.

Fred Naas

quire nuclear weapons.
So far Canada is the only one
of the nations with nuclear potential to adhere. Sweden may
follow soon and West Germany
is committed in principle to ratification, but has to work Out
some problems with its allies in
Western Europe.
Japan lias an election coming
up and public opinion is divided,
which may cause an indefinite
delay. India and Pakistan are
not happy about the guarantees
promised by the United States,
the Soviet Union and Britain for
help in the event of a nuclear attack.
There Is another difficulty in
the Middle East. With tension at

Jim Schain

Dick Horst H
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We study the insurance market continuousl y, to secure the best cove rage available for you. Our staff has the skill , experience , and loyalty to look out for your
best interests.
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Phone 3366 or 2904

HOKAH, Minn. (Special) —
The interior of the trailer home
of Mr . and Mrs. Fayne Heilfer
was burned out Saturday about
9:15 p.m.
Mr. Heiller, home with his
three small sons, 4, 5 and 6,
discovered the furnace flooding
and overheating. He called Martin Scholze and Bpb-Becker to
repair the furn_£e but before
they were able to repair tha
trouble the fire got out of control and spread to other parts
of the trailer. Hokah fire department answered the call, but
most of the belongings of the
Hei_lers were
¦ ¦ damaged or burn- .
¦

. ed.

' • .. • ¦

.. Mrs. Heiller was a patient at
St. Francis Hospital in La
Crosse at the time.

Yankee Clipper
well marked by
sea ring re-entry
ABOAKD THE USS HORNET
UP) — The Yankee Clipper: . :
spaceship was well marked by
the searing re-entry into earth's
atmosphere. .
One side and the bottom wera
scorched and most of the insulation foil around it was burned to
shreds.
The ship now rests beside the
astronauts ' quarantine trailer
on the Hornet's hangar deck.
The three balloons used to torn
it upright in the water droop
from toe top.

...

Electric
Scissors

cut smoother, cleaner—in a f ra ction
of the time it takes to cut by hand

Our best... 3-speed
cuts up to 15 layers
of cotton broadcloth

LAND O'LAKES
ICE CREAM
M

^W

Lelfald's Grocery
Morf'iMnrket
Klelmchmldfi Grocery
, .. , ,
Turner ' Market
* . .
.,,
.
0
Potato Market
Griesel Grocery
Rod Owl Store
Midland Service Station
Mayan'.Grocery

Ruppsrt's Grocery
Hom«r Store
Klnd,' Groc,rV
*
NortWene Market
.,
Johnson Grocery
Maryland,WU.
Randall'.
Albrecht'.
Barn.y '.
Stockton ,Minn,
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Permanent-magnet motor has twice the power
of magnetic-vibrator motor. Whisper quiet, thumb-tip
control adapts to sheer, medium-even heavy
upholstery fabrics. Work light eliminates shadows.
Plastic storage box. Gift boxed.

COAL
AVAILABLE FROM

JOSWICK FUEL
& OIL GO.
¦
Mobil Fuel Oil

{ *»

Coal

A SIZE AND GRADE
FOR EVERY PURPOSE

^^'t r ^^Al*- • s_. %v
^S^tv >< **c\

^Q:>i£fc>

2-speed model cuts
up to 10 layers of
cotton broadcloth

Phone 3389
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This Special Available) at tha Following Stores)
Al Nelson

Trailer home
burns at Hokah

ff shesews, shewants
Sears

CANNEL

Top off your Thanksgiving Feast with
Delicious Land O'Lakes Ice Cream.
v^

Winona County sheriff's pffitt
is investigating a purse theft
and the theft and return of a
motorcycle.
Mrs. Earl Benson, 522 Grand
St., told Sheriff George Fort
that a purse containing $1.20
cash and a check for $6 was
taken from her car as it was
parked at the Big Bear parking
lot, Highway 61, Goodview. Fort
said the purse was left on the
dashboard and the car was unlocked.
Part of a motorcycle owned
by Thomas Angst, 620 W . Sarnia
St., and reported by him to
have been stolen last summer
was recovered Sunday near the
Biesanz Cut Stone Company
quarry near Goodview,
Fort said police received an
anonymous call telling them
where the machine could be
found and upon investigation by
deputies, the frame and motor
of the machine were located in
a ditch near the quarry.

"The Ideal
Fireplace
Fuel"

Gallon

Dick Thouror

Sheriff probes
thefts of purse,
motorcycle

CHICAGO (AP) - The National Safety Council estimates
that 700 to 800 persons may die
in traffic accidents during tha
four day Thanksgiving weekend.
The period covered by the estimate extends from 6 p.m.
Wednesday to midnight Sunday.
The figures announced Monday were the first council estimate for a Thanksgiving weekend. Until now, the council bad
considered
Thanksgiving a
stay-at-home day of feasting
which generated no heavy volume of highway traffic.
The death toll over Thanksgiving in recent years moved
the council to alter its position.
Traffic accidents took 764 lrves
during the Thanksgiving we<#end last year , the highest in history for any four-day holiday
period.

SPECIALS
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arts, all tbe things which enrich
man's life.
Thanksgiving Day Eucharistic celebrations will be held at
ST. STANISLAUS at 6:30, 8 and
9 a.m. and 5:15 p.m. During the
9 a.m. Mass there will be special music by the youth. Music
will be pro\ided by parishioners
and choirs at the other Masses.
Thanksgiving Vigil services are
being conducted by the school
children Wednesday at 2 and
3 p.m. Parishioners are welcome to attend. Predominant
theme of all services, according to the Rev. Donald W. Grubisch, is "Living in America
¦ in
the Spirit of Gratitude.'' ' ., '
Two Masses will be held at
ST. MARY'S on Thanksgiving
Day : 7 and 9 a.m. Participating
in the 9 a.m. concelebrated
Mass will fee the Rt. Rev. Msgr.
Edward Klein, the Rev. Daniel
Dernek and the Rev. Leonard
McNab. An offertory procession
will be featured at the later
Mass. Members of the congregation will bring various items
to the altar for which they are
grateful, such as the Bible, crucifix, copy of the Constitution,
American flag, a pin synabolizing freedom of the press, and
bags of fruit , which are symbolic of the affluence of plenty
in our land.. Msgr. Klein said
the people are invited to bring
items of food to the altar on
Thanksgiving Day. The food
will be parcked in baskets, decorated by the children in religious education classes, and
then distributed to the poor before Christmas.

Estimate 700
to 800 may
die on roads
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Magnetic-vibrator motor. High-low speedselector switch, Work light kills shadows.
Plastic storage box.Gift boxed,
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Note: All electric scissors UL listed for 110-120 volts , 60-cycle
AC, Now in stock \% immediate pickup. Price includes a small
shipping charge .
ifot ^SM/aTaM^ fid^t
Choose now from Winona '*
Largest Toy Dept.
DABD BROTHERS
IIWDD STORE , Inc.
V & S HARDWARE
574 E. 4th Sf. Phone 4007
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The weather

WEATHER FORECAST . , . Showers are expected today
in Uie South. A cold front is moving south through the northern Midwest. Another cold front , extending from Texas to
the Great Lakes area , is moving east. <AP Photofax )

Local readings
Readings for the 24 hours endingat noon today:
Maximum temperature 53, minimum 27, noon 40, no predpitatien.

A year ago today :

Higjh 47, low 29, noon 34, no precipitation.
Normal temperature range for this date 36 to 22. Record
high 60 in 1896, record low 10 below in 1880.
Suri rises tomorrow at 7:15, sets at 4:32.

1st Qtr.
Dec. 15

Full
Dec. 23

Forecasts
S.E. Minnesota
Clearing and colder tonight; increasing cloudiness
and a little colder Wednesday with chance of snow
flurries. Low tonight 16-25;
high Wednesday 32-42. Outlook Thursday : Temperatares near er a little below
normal with no Important
precipitation.

W. Wisconsin
Partly cloudy and a little
colder tonight and Wednesday. Lows tonight in the
20s. Highs Wednesday in the ,
30s. Precipitation probabilities 20 percent tonight, 10
percent Wednesday.

Last Qtr.
Dec. 1

New
Dec. ?

Elsewhere
High Low Pr,
Albany , clear . .-. . 42 15 ¦..
Albuquerque, clear . 50 26 '• ¦' '..
¦ .. 69 49 , ,
Atlanta , cloudy / ¦
Bismarck, clear . . . 49 27 ..
Boise, cloudy ...... 46 29 ..
Boston , clear . . . . . . 48 27 ..
Chicago, cloudy .. ,. 52 40 . ....
Cincinnati, clear ... 50 23 . i
Cleveland, clear ... 43 31 .,
Denvier, clear . . . . . . 64 19 . ..
Des Moines, clear .. 58 33 / ' Detroit, clear . . . . . . 41 32 ..
Fairbanks, cloudy .14 2 ..
Fort Worth , cloudy . 55 42 ,.
Helena, cloudy ... .. 43 14 .,
Indianapolis,-. fog. - . - ' .; 48 29 ..
Kansas City, cloudy 61 37 ..
Los Angeles, clear 81 57 ...
Louisville, fog . . . . . 46 30 ...
Memphis, cloudy . . . 6 8 48 ..
Miami, cloudy . . . . . 77, . 70 ..
Milwaukee, cloudy . 42 33 ...
Mpls.-St.P., clear .. 50 35 :'.
New Orleans, cloudy 78 59 .06
New "York , clear ... 53 33
Okla. City, clear ... 63 34 .
61 30
Omaha, clear
Pittsburgh, clear ... 42 25
Ptlnd , MB ., clear ... 42 24 ..
Ptlnd , Ore., cloudy . 45 33 ,.
Rapid City, clear •• 52 22 .
Richmond, clear ... 62 27 .¦¦'.
St. Louis, cloudy :. .'• ¦ 58 39
Salt Lk. City, cloudy 47 26 ..
San Diego, cloudy .. 79 48 ..
San Fran., cloudy ¦ .. . 64 54
Seattle, cloudy . .... 48 38 ..
Tampa , cloudy . . . . . 80 56
Washington, clear .. 61 30 ..
Winnipeg, clear .. .. 40 .14 ..

..

The daily record
At Community
Memorial Hosp ital

HIXTON , Wis. (Special)-Dudley Hanson , 58, rural Hixton ,
died of an apparent heart attack
Monday afternoon while his wife
was taking him to a doctor at
Black River Falls. He had been
burning grass on his farm and
feeling ill, he asked Mrs. Hanson to take him to a physician.
He was dead on arrival at Black
River Memorial Hospital.
He had served on the Jackson
County Board from the Town of
Curran since 1966, and was on
the property , resolutions and
zoning committees. He was
chairman of the Town of Curran and a World War II veteran.
He was born Oct. 24, 1911, in
the Town of Northfield to Theodore and Lena Nelson Hanson.
He married Ellen Hedberg of
Taylor Dec. 11, 1943.
Survivors are: His wife; one
son, Parris , Northern States
Power Co. erpploye at Eau
Claire; two daughters, Mrs. Terry (Jane) Wozney , Hixton, and
Mrs. Richard (Linda) Engelbright, Wisconsin Rapids ; one
grandchild ;
four
brothers,
Archie and Walter , Northfield;
Leland , Minneapolis , and Louis,
Splendora , Tex., and three sisters , Mrs. Thelma Hedberg,
Taylor ; Mrs. Bertha Bergerson ,
Northfield!, and Mrs, Ivadelle
Bills, Onalaska .
Funeral services will be Friday at 1:30 p.m. at Our Savior 's
Lutheran Church , Hixton, the
Rev. Robert Bipes officiating.
Burial will be in Trinity Cemetery, Hixton. Pallbearers will be
Haldor Jacobson, Milan Schroeder , Robert Yeskie, Joel Olson,
Lyle West , Dennis Lund, Louis
Barber and Clayton Mahlum.
Friends may call at the Jensen Funeral Home, Hixton ,
Thursday from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.,
and at the church Friday from
11:30 a.m.

Youth jailed
after careless
driving trial

..

In years gone by

Elmer Blank

COCHRANE, Wis . (Special) . Elmer Blank , 81, Cochrane , died
this morning at Community Memorial Hospital, Winona ; He had
been hospitalized two weeks.
A life-time resident of the
MONDAY
Cochrane-Waumandee area , he
ADMISSIONS
was a road construction conj fcs. Harold Pearson , Rush- tractor , and a director of the
ford , Minn.
Cochrane State Bank.
,
Allyn Brugger , Minnesota City,
Funeral arrangements are beMinn.
ing made by the Colby Funeral
Sherry Gierok , 1068 E. 5th St. Home, Cochrane.
Elmer Johns , 253% E. 4th St.
David Wagner Jr., Minnesota
Mrs. Stella Lund
City, Minn , .' . . '
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special ) DISCHARGES
Mrs. Stella Lund, 75, Arcadia ,
Mrs. Lester MeElmury and died at 3:05 p.m. Monday at
baby, St; Charles, Minn.
Lutheran Hospital , La Crosse.
Mrs. David Drugan , 1050 W. She had been a patient 10 days.
Wabasha St.
The former Stella Gilbertson ,
Mrs. Loyley Seifert , Cochrane, she was born April 5, 1894, the
Wis. . .
daughter of Carl and Minnie
John ^Holzworth , 618 Huff St. Gilbertson. She married George
Dawn Cisewski , Minnesota Lund, May 19, 1915, at the
City, Minn.
Tamarack Lutheran Cliurch. He
Karen Bambenek , Fountain died in 1964.
City, Wis.
Survivors include three sons,
Mrs. Charles Brand and baby, Harold and Einer , Arcadia, and
Rushford , Minn.- .•
Gregory , Oakvihe,
Ontario,
Mrs. Mildred Danielson , Foun- Can.; four grandchildren ; two
tain City, Wis.
brothers, George, Madison, and
BIRTHS
Nels, Arcadia , and one sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Dzwon- Miss Ida Gilbertson, Black Rivkowski, 127 E. King St., a daugh- er Falls. One daughter and four
ter.
brothers have died.
Funeral services will be at 2
A daughter was born to Mr.
and Mrs. Leo Kryzer , Lewiston , p.m. Friday at the Tamarack
Luther, m Church , the Rev. NoMinn., Saturday.
lan Sueher officiating. Burial
will be in the church cemetery.
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
Friends may call at the KilROLLINGSTONE, Minn. — lian Funeral Home after 4 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Holan, Thursday until noon Friday and
Rochester , a son by adoption at the church from 1 until servMonday.
ices. A devotional will be conducted at the. funeral home at
8 p.m. Thursday.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
Maternity patient* 2 to 3:30 ami / t o
8:30 p.m. (Adults only.)
Visiter, to a p.llent ilmllao to two
at on» tlmt
yislllno nours: Medical and surgical
patlsnti: 2 lo 4 and 7 to 8:30 p.m. (no
ehlldr«n under i?,)

Bobby Stockhausen , 572 E.
Broadway, 4.
Billy Stockhausen , 572 E.
Broadway, 5.
Becky Lynn Johnson , 4840 8th
St., Goodview , 6.
IMPOUNDED DOGS

John S. Kujak , 19, 919 E. Wabasha St. was found guilty of
careless driving by Judge John
D. McGill after a short trial in
Minnesota
Municipal court this morning.
Fab* to partly cloudy
Assistant City Attorney Frank
southwest, variable cloudR. Wohletz was prosecutor and
, appeared , in his own beiness east and north chance
.. Kujak
of snow flurries northeast
half.
this evening. Decreasing
Kujak was sentenced to IT
cloudiness overnight, hut indays in the Winona County Jail
creasing a g a i n through
after he was unable to pay a
Wednesday with chance of
fine of $50 levied by the court.
enow flurries. Colder toThe charge stemmed from an
night and south Wednesaccident at 12:30 p.m. Oct. 6
day. Low tonight 2-18 north,
in which a panel truck driven
14-25 south. High Wednesby Kujak struck a tree near the
day 22-32 north , 30-42 south.
intersection of East 4th Street
and Mankato Avenue. K u j a k
River
and a passenger Brach Seitz, a
Wisconsin
classmate at Winona Area
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Wisconsin: Partly cloudy and
Flood Stage 24-hr. Technical School, were injured.
colder, chance of snow flurries
Rudy Meisbauer, Pleasant
Stage
Today Chg.
northeast half tonight. WednesValley,
testified that on the day
day partly cloudy and a little Bed Wing ..... 14 2.0 - .2 in question he was southbound
..
5.8
0
.....
Lake
City
colder. Low tonight 12-20 north0 on Mankato Avenue north of the
, 1 2 6.7
west half, lower 20s southeast. Wabasha
4.1 — .2 intersection when he saw KuHigh Wednesday mostly in 20s Alma Dam
2.7 — .1 jak's panel truck turn north
.
.
.
Whitman
Dam
north half, 30s south.
4.4 —- .1 into Mankato Avenue "on two
Winona Dam . . .
¦
WINONA . . . . . . 13 5.6 — .1 wheels" and hit a tree near tlie
0 intersection. He said the truck
Tremp. Pool .. .. 10.3
K of C in Wabasha
0 "practicall y tipped over while
Tremp. Dam .. .. 3.8
0 negotiating the corner.
7.2
WABASHA, Minn. (Special)- Dakota
Ed Passe, James Schmidt ,. Jake Dresbach Pool . .. 9.2 + .1' Winona Patrolman Willis H.
1.6 — .2 Wogan said that when he arAbbott , Charles Johnson and Dresbach Dam . . .
12 4.8
0 rived at the scene Kujak was
Dean Plank , officers of Knights La Crosse
Tributary
Streams
dazed and told him that he must
met
881,
Council
of Columbus
with members of the Supreme Zumbro at Theilman 29.1 -f .5 have taken the corner "too
0 fast."
Council , New Haven, Conn., Tremp. at Dodge . . . 4.0
Stanley Mahoney, field repre- Black at Galesville . 1.4 — .4 [ Seitz said that the car was
0: not out of control until after
sentative, and state secretary La Crosse at W. Sal. 4 .2
Root at Houston . . . . 5.3 — .1! it turned the corner and "veerStanley Stople Sunday,
RIVER FORECAST
The group discussed changes
ed off to the right. "
Wed. Thurs. Fri.
in thc order , leadership and
Gerald L. Knutson , :*26 Chat1.9
1.8 field St., said he examined the
1.9
community involvement . There I Red Wing
5.3
5.0 tie-rods of the Kujak truck
5.4
are 117 members in KC Council WINO NA
4.1 a month before the accident
4 .4
I La Crosse .... 4 .7
881.
and found them to be "shot."
He testified that in his opinion
as a mechanic , faulty tie-rod s
could have caused the accident,
Under examination by Wohletz ,

Two-state deaths

No. 182 - German Shepherd
and black Labrador pup , available.
Nos. 205-206 — Two tan female pups , available.
No. 218 - Large male, black ,
brown and white, part Beagle ,
available.
.
No. 220 — Small tan female
pup, available.
No. 221 — Male, black longha ired terrier , available.
No. 222 _ Small brown and
white female terrier .available.
No. 225 _ Small , black female , part cocker , available.
No. 226 - Small black male
pup - part cocker , available,
y No . 228 — Small male, white,
long-haired terrier, available.
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Monday
4 p.m. — Dan Luckett , 10
barge's down,
7:50 p.m.-Cayuga , 6 barges
down. /
:
Midnight' - George Weathers, 12 barges up.
Small craft—1.
Today
Flow—13,100 cubic feet per
second at 8 a.m.
12:50 a.m.—Ray-A , 8 barges
down.
2:25 a.m, — Double-D, 5
barges up.
7:35 a.m. - Albert M , fi barges down.
10:05 a.m, — George Banta ,
6 barges up.
HARMONY LODGE 289
HARMONY , Minn. YSpeciaD
— Officers will be installed at
the meeting of Greenfield Lodge
No. 289 tonight at 8.

Kujak said that at the time of
the accident he was aware the
tie-rods were faulty.
Judge McGill said the defendant , was obviously guilty as
was shown by his own testimony
and that of the state's witness.
Driving with knowledge of defective tie-rods he said, is certainly driving so as to endanger
Uie lives and property of others.

TUESDAY
NOVEMBER 25, 1969

Winona funerals
Mrs. Emma McGarvey

Funeral services for Mrs. Emma McGarvey, 96, Watkins
Memorial Methodist Home, will
be at 11 a.m. Friday at the
Fawcett Funeral Home, Dr. Edward S. Martin of Central United
Methodist Church officiating.
Burial will be in Woodlawn Cemetery.
There will be no visitation.

Municipal Court

. WINONA
Attorney Roger P. Brosnahan
entered a plea of not guilty to
charges of careless driving and
leaving the scene of an accident
in behalf of Marilyn Dragowick,
653 W. Sarnia St. Judge John
D. McGill scheduled trial for
9:30 a.m. Dec. 23 arid set bail
at $50 on each charge. She was
arrested at her home Friday in
connection with an accident
that day on Minnesota Street.
Margaret Weigel, 1856 W. 5th
St. pleaded guilty to parking
in front of a fire hydrant and
was fined $10. She was issued
a ticket at 9:57 a .my Nov. 12 at
Winona Senior High School.
A charge of driving a truck
4,100 lbs. over single axle
weight against Ardin F. Tripp ,
523 Maceman St ., was continued until Dec. 2 at 9 a.m. He
was released ori his own recognizance. Tripp was arrested
on Highway 61 at the Goodview
scale at 10:50 a.m. Friday by
;
tha Highway Patrol.
DISMISSALS:
Gary J. Wilmot , Anoka ,
Minn., 4,480 lbs. over single axle weight , 8:40 a.m. May 19 ,
Highway 61 at Winona * arrest
by Highway Patrol.
FORFEITURES:
Emil C. Burmeister
Warren C. Magnuson , East
(
Special)
HARMONY , Minn,
Burns. Valley Road , $30, speedEmil C. Burmeister, 85, Har6:35
mony, died Monday afternoon at ing 70 m.p.h. in a 55 zone,
highways 61-14'
p.m.
Nov.
18,
Harmony Community Hospital
arrest by Highway Pawhere he had been a patient two and 43,
trol .
months.
,
A retired farmer, he was born Warren D. Krupke PayneS*
Sept. 19, 1884, in Preston Town- ville, Minn; , $15, disobeying;
ship to Charles and Ernestine traffic signal, 5:50 p.m. Nov, 3,
ar
Burmeister and married Laura Highway 61-14 at Winona ,
Fick Nov . 28, 1907, at St. Paul's rest by Highway Patrol.
Lutheran Church , Big Springs, John O. Edstrom, Lewiston,
of which he was a member. He Minn., $20, improper passing,
8:10 p.m. Sept. 12, Highway 14
was a lifelong area resident.
at Overing's Corner , arrest by
Survivors are: Four sons, Er- Highway Patrol .
win , Hastings, Minn. ; Lester,
ASCO Inc., 1205 E. Sanborn
Ottertaii, Minn., and Harold St., $5, overtime parking, 11:0*3
and Charles, Harmony ; 12 a.m. Sept. 25 , meter 102 Main
grandchildren, and two sisters, Street.
Y
Mrs . Fred (Martha) Wendt , Har- Robert F. Griesel , 655 Frankmony, and Mrs. Laura Sens, lin St., $30, speeding. 58 m.p.h.
Manka to. His wife died in 1965 in a 40 zone, 10:25 p.m. Oct. 31,
and a son died in infancy. Two Highway 61-14 east of Winon a ,
brothers , two sisters and two arrest by Highway Patrol .
half brothers also have died.
"
.. ¦
Funeral services will be at 2
p.m. Wednesday at St. Paul's
Lutheran Church, Big Springs,
the Rev. Gerald Brown officiating. Burial will be in the Big
Springs Cemetery.
Friends may call at Abraham
An elderly woman was slightFuneral Home this afternoon
and evening and Wednesday un- ly injured and two cars totally
til noon and then at the church wrecked Moncfay at 1:15 p.m in
after l p.m.
an accident at Highway 61 and
Pelzer Street.
Sr, IA. Hadrians Schmitt
Ada Wachs, 1757 W. BroadARCADIA, Wis. (Special) - way , was treated for a head
Sister Mary Hadriana Schmitt, bruise and released from Wino70, died at St. Joseph's Hospital na Clinic after a 1961 model sehere at 10:35 p.m, Monday. She dan driven by Frieda H. Bubhad been ill two weeks.
litz, 423 W. Sth St., collided with
The daughter of Mr. and Mrs. a 1955 model sedan ^.driven by
Peter Schmitt, she was born in Ronald L. Evanson, 21, MinnesoRemlinger, West Germany, Aug. ta City. Officers said the Bub19, 1899: She came to St. Mary 's litz vehicle on Pelzer Street was
Convent , St . Paul, Minn ., in No- southbound across the highway
vember, 1936, then was a nurse and the Evanson car was eastat St . Joseph's Hospital , Shako- bound on Highway 61.
pee, Minn . In 1949 she came to
The Highway Patrol investiArcadia as a nurse at St. Jos- gated.
eph's Hospital.
Survivors include two brothers, Peter, Erbringen , West Wabasha FU banquet
Germany, and Simon , Remlinger, West Germany, and one
WABASHA , Minn. - The ansister , Miss Barbara Schmitt , nual convention of the Wabasha
Remlinger.
County Farmers Union will be
Funeral services will be at 10 at St. Patrick Church hall , West
a.m. Friday at the St. Josep h Albany, tonight at 8.30 p.m. Cy
Hospital Chapel , the Rev. Carpenter , secretary of the MinThomas Garthwaite, hospital nesota Farmers Union , will bo
chaplain , officiating. Burial will principal speaker. Lloyd Nelbe in Calvary Cerrrotery.
son , Lake City, field supervisor
Friends may call at the hos- of Green Thumb , will show
pital chape l after 1 p.m. Thu rs- slides.
day. Funeral arrangements are
Business on the agenda inin charge of Ihe Killian Funeral
cludes
the election of officers.
Home
¦

Ten yea rs ago . . . 1959

Woman injured
slightly in
2-car crash

OPEN HOUSE
LANESBORO , Minn. (Special)
— Open house will be held Friday and Saturday at. Tony 's
Service Station on Highway 16
south of Lanesboro.

Mrs. Teresa M. Curbow , acting Winona County treasurer ,
was appointed Ireasurcr this morning by the County Board
of Commissioners ,
Sam A. Edgar, general secretary of the Winona YMCA ,
is the city 's "outstanding young man of 1959."
Occasional snow flurries and continued cold weather
over the area. High today 28.

Twenty-five years ago . . . 1944

Fifty years ago . . . 1919

Australia
Watkins chief
visits here

Alex Kilgore, Melbourne, Au stralia , will leave Winona Friday
to return to his homeland. Kilgore, will be managing director
for the Watkins Products operation in Australia. He has been
at the home plant in Winona
three weeks observing the philosophy and methods of the company,
Watkins has a manufacturing
and distributing operation in
Australia substantially the same
as in the U ,S. They have been
located there since 1935 and
have seven distributors and five
branches, the main branch at
Melbourne, the others at Brisbane , Sydney, Adelaide and
Perth. There are 8o employes.
Australia , says Kilgore,, has
developed a very strong expansionist economy, like that in the
United States from 1900 to 1910.
The ideas of living and salary
style are different than here.
Eight y percent of the population
of Australia lives in the cities.
An industrial chemist, he was
division manager with drug
houses of Australia. His return
trip will be via South Africa
where he will spend three or
four days viewing the Watkins
operation at Johannesburg.
CONDITION SATISFACTORY
DRESBACH, Minn. (Special)
— Physicians at University Hospitals , Minneapolis , express
satisfaction at the condition of
Leo Liebsch , 37, who underwent
a kidney transplant operation
last Wednesday. Liebsch has
been ambulatory since the second day after the operation.

RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special)
^-It was all corn at Montini
Hall, Rushford, Saturday night
when the Rushford Lions Club
sponsored a corn show .
Corn was displayed on long
tables and there were many
entries. Women entered a corn
centerpiece contest. The Lions
served popcorn , cake and cof- .
fee. : . •
Trophy and cash prize winners in the various contests
were:
Ear corn division — H e i d i
Jean Hoegh, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Don Hoegh Jr., first;
Rushford FFA, second , and
John Highum, third.
Shelled corn division — Gene
Ziebell, Albert Aschim and Truman Bremmer, first , second
and third, respectively.
Com silage — Donald Fort,
first; Styrk Isberg, second, and
¦¦
Ronald Bremseth , third . ' ¦ . . Jensen Brothers showed the
largest ear of corn and LeRoy .
Johnson , the most unusual. .. . •
Mrs. Leland Kirchoffr won
first in the centerpieces for her
display called "Corflowers; "
Mrs. Roger Hegland , second
with "Autumn Jewels," and
Mrs. Truman Bremmer with
• 'Nature Lovers."

Hokah service
station robbed
HOKAH, Minn. ( Special) Hokah Co-op Oil Co. was broken into Thursday morning. Entrance was made through a
rear window and the robber or
robbers evidently left the building through the front door.
According to Vic Langen,
manager , cigarettes were taken and a petty cash box was
raided. It is undertermined
how much gas, candy , and other items might have been taken.
A Co-op hammer had been
used to break the knob on the
safe but it wasn't opened.
Houston county authorities
arc investigating.

IRREGULAR?
"
DUE TO LACK OF FOOD
BULK IN YOUR DIET
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Announcement

DANIEL B. GARRITY
has recently jo ined
our professional staff

Fawcett Funeral Home
1476 W. Broadway — Winona
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NEED HOLIDAY MONEY?

Seventy-five years ago . . . 1894

The wcn!h<T continues cloudy with indications of snow.
The river has been almost entirely clear of ice today
and from present appearances boats can run some time yet.

Ales Kilgore
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Harold Bishop, son of Mr, and Mrs . C. L. Bishop of
Winona , now a student at Dartmouth College, has boen
awarded a prize by a Boston newspaper for some striking
kodak pictures which he took on his visit last summer In
the Hawaiian Islands.

One-Hundred Years Aqo . . . 1869

Corn was king
at Rushford show

^^^l ___UlMl2wi£____

Monsters of steel , capable of biting a 25-cubic-yard mouthful of dirt nnd enrrying it any distance , are turning lower
Gilmore Valley into a reservoir for future flood waters.
A need for Lutheran high schools was told in a PTA
talk at St. Martin 's School by Rev. Martin ScFtz , of Waseca.

Tho first Columbus clock brought to Winona is now on
exhibition at tlm store of John "/on Rohr . It indicates ( lie
time by quartern ot hours.
Lnntlon & Ilobcrls have placed a largo double oven Columbia Garland range in the kitchen of the Young Ladies
seminary.

TROPHY WINNERS . . . In the Rushford Lions Club
corn show Saturday. From left, Stan Noylan , Lions president who awarded them; Heidi Hoegh, first in cob corn, and
Gene Ziebell, first in shelled corn. (Mrs. Robert Bunke photos)
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WIN SAFETY AWARD . . . Glendald O.
Cass , city water superintendent, holds
framed certificate of merit in the field of
industrial safely awarded th« department
by tlie American Waterworks Association.
Looking on are Robert Jensen , left , water

plant supervisor , and Robert Mellon , distribution supervisor, The award was given to
the Winon a water department for the second
yc'ar in a row , Cass said a weekly safety
program for all personnel will be started
Dec, 5. (Daily News photo)

M.T.W.T.

wiViJ".":
Sat. to Noon

r,e| n ML&T Shopping Loan — nnd money will no
lonper he a problem. You 'll hnve plenty of cash to
liny just the right Ri ft for everyone on ymu* list . . .
al any store you please. Store bills won 't come in
HI th* end of the month either because you 'll pay
for everything on the epot , and then one small amount
monthly to ML&T.

MINNESOTA LOAN & THRI FT
Winona
166 Walnut Str«»t
•
FOR PHONE LOAN SERVICE DIAL S-«76
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Darkenwald, Starzecki, Moen
named to all-NIC grid team
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. ALL-BIG TEN OFFENSE . ." . This is the All-Big Ten
offensive* team for 1969, From left, top row, are Mike Phipps,
Purdue , back ; John Iseiibarger , Indiana , back; Brian Donovan , Ohio State, center;. Jim Otis, Ohio State, back and Mike
.Adamle , Northwestern , back. Bottom row, fr om left , are Jim
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Mandich , Michigan , end ; Don Dierdorf , Michigan , tackle;
Don DeSaDe, Indiana , guard; Ron Saul , Michigan State,
guard ; Paul DeNuccio, Purdue , tackle and Ray Parson , Minnesota , end . (AP Photofax)

Parson makes all-Big Ten

CHICAGO iJ) - Co - champions Ohio State _and Michigan
dominated the 1969 Al!:Big Ten
football team announced Tuesday.
The AP selection board of
writers and TV-radio sports-

¦
,* V* . ' A- - ':*: ¦::- ' . -f '.

OFFENSE
ENDS—Jim Mandich; Michigan, 4-3,
Ui, senior, Soloii, Ohio; Ray Parson,^
Minnesota, 4-5, 211, senior, Unlontown,
PITACKLES—Don
cierdorf,
Michigan,
44, lii, lunior, canton, Ohio; Paul DeNuccio, Purdue, 6-3, 240, junior, Wheaton,
:
111.
GUARDS—Ron Saul, Michigan State ,
4-2, 23?, senior, Butler, Pa„- Don DeSalle, Indiana, (-3, 233, senior, Toledo.
CENTER—Brian Donovan, Ohio State,
4-3 , 20_, junior, Columbus, Ohio.
BACKS—Mike Phipps, Purdue, i-3, Ut,
senior, Columbus, Ind.; John Isenbargerv
Indiana, . 6-3, 205, senior, Muncie, Ind.;
Wike Adamle; Northwestern, J-», 190,
junior, Kent, Ohio; Jim Otis, Ohio Stale,
40, 214/ senior, Celina, Ohio.
DEFENSE
ENDS—Dave
Whitfield, Ohio Stale,
4-0, 185/ senior, /Viassillion, Ohio; Mark
Debevc , Ohio State, 4-1, 20?, Junior, Geneva Ohio.
TACKLES—Ron Curl, Michigan Stale,
4-0, 240, junior; Chicago; Paul Schmidlin, Ohio Stale, 6-1, 224, senio r, Toledo.
MIDDLE
GUARD — Jim Slillwagon,
Ohio State;- .4-0, 114, Junior, Mt. Vernon,
;
Ohio.
LINEBACKERS—Jack
Tatum,
Ohio
/State, 6-0, J04, Junior , Passaic, N.J.;
Vend Paraskovas, Purdue, «-o, 210, junior, Cleveland
Heights, Ohio;
Ralph
Huff, Michigan, 6-2, 220, lunior, Toledo.
BACKS—Tom
Curtis, Michigan, 6-1,
HO, senior, Aurora, Ohio; Ted Provost,
Ohio Slate, 4-3, 184, senior, Navarre,
Ohio; Mike Sensibaugh, Ohio State, 4-0,
1»0, junior, Cincinnati.

casters in the area named nine
Buckeyes and four Wolverines.
They parceled out three berths
to Purdue , two each to Michigan State and Indiana and one
each to Northwestern and Minnesota.
The Bucks, whose No. 1 rating and 22-game winning streak
were ended by Michigan 's 24-12
triumph Saturday, landed center Brain Donovan and fullback
Jim Otis on the No. 1 offensiv e
lineup.
They packed seVcri players on
the defensive unit — ends
Dave Whitfield and Mark Debevc, tackle Paul Schmidlin,
middle guard Jim Stillwagpri ,
linebacker Jack Tatum , and
backs Ted Provost and Mike
Sensibaugh .
Rose Bowl-bound Michigan
placed end Jim Mandich and
tackle Dan Dierdorf on offense
and linebacker Ralph Huff and
back Tom Curtis on defense.
With heavy-duty Otis in the

first backfield are Purdue's
Mike Phipps , the Big Ten's record yardage maker John Isenbarger of Indiana, rushing
champion; and Mike Adamle of
Northwestern , -one of the best
ball carriers in Wildcat annals.
Rounding out the line are end
Pro basketball
¦:
NBA :.

MONDAY'S RESULTS
Cincinnati 121, Milwaukee 104.
San Diego 111. Seattle 105.
TODAY'S GAMES
Los Angeles at New York.
Detroit vs. Chicago at Kansas Cily.
Allanta vs. Milwaukee at St. Louis.
Baltimore at Phoenix.
San Francisco at Seattle.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Philadelphia at Boston.
Chicago at Detroit. .
Los Angeles at Milwaukee,
New YorK al Atlanta.
'
San Francisco at San Dicoo.

ABA

MONDAY'S RESULTS
New Orleans 81, Dallas 79.
TODAY'S GAMES
Los Angeles at Washington.
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Carolina al New York.
Miami at Indiana.
Los Angeles at Pittsburgh.
Denver al New Orleans.

Ray Parson , Minnesota ; guards
Ron Saul . Michigan State, Don
DeSalle , Indiana; and tackle
Paul DeNuccio, Purdue.
Completing t h e defensive
unit are tackle Ron Curl, MSU;
and linebacker Veno Paraskevas , Purdue. ¦
The offensive line is beefed to
a 233-pound average compared
to 214 on defense.
Only pass-snaring Mandich
was an offensive holdover from
1968's first team. Three repeated on defense — Tatum ,
Provost and Curtis.
There is not a single: sophomore on either unit. In all, 11
seniors : and 11 juniors were
chosen.
Isenbarger, Stillwagon , Tatum and Curtis were unanimous
choices. Dierdorf , Mandich , and
Otis missed it by one vote.
Being elevated from the 1968
second team to first were Parson, Dierdorf , Saul, Otis, WhitfieldLand Schmidlin.

Bjorklund sixth
in NCAA meet
By TIIK ASSOCIATED 1'RKSS
- NEW YOUK (AP ) - Gary
Bjorkland finished in sixth plane
Monday in thc NCAA cross
country championships at Van
Cortlandt Park and his Minnesota Gophcivs ended in seventh
place in the team race .
Bjorklund was timed in 2'):.T7.0
for thc five-mile courso , Gopher
Don Timm finished in 2!)tli place
at 30:1.1.
The Gophers had 2' % points in
the team standings . Texas-El
Paso won the team tit le with a
low score of 74 points ,
Gerry Llndgren , Washington
State, captured the individual
championship in 28:59 ,0.

— Indoor Tennis —i
For Fun and HoaUh!

Rochesler Ilncquets Cluh , Moo
2nd St, *-i\V , slill I-™ a few
memborshi iw open, 3 indoor
coin-Is , lockers , showers , lessons for .-ill . . , lx» fi i, m(r'.s io
experts!) . Play for $|.oo per
person , doubles* during off
hours , . . j uniors for 7.r>f.
FOR INFORMA TION

Call (507) 288-485 1
How about
membership for Xrnai?

I
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TODAY
H I A W A T H A VALLEY—

Kenyon at Kasson-Mantorville,

off a slighting remark about him , the program was nearly canceled. But differences
were settled and the two chatted amiably
for the cameras. (AP Photofax )

Peggy Fleming sorry
about Namath remark

mold and added : "Look at Joe Namath , who changed from a
suede Buffalo Bill Jacket , beads
Namath—he 's a mess."
striped , bell-boltom pants
Namath was shown the clip- and
into
a
blue-striped suit , was the
ping a few moments before Peg- model of decorum.
gy arrived at a midtown studio Peggy, 20, demure in a minifor the show. The two had never skirt and dark stockings , was a
met.
green-eyed China doll .
After Peggy's arrival , (here All went well.
Peggy acknowledged that , hewere some shut-door conferences between officials of the fore winning three world crowns
show , Miss Fleming and her and the lotitl Olympic gold medsponsors. Should the two be al at Grenoble , France , she was
brought (ace-lo-fnce before thc a tomboy who liked to play
baseball ond climb trees.
cameras '.'
One of Nainsith' s assneisiles
,
't
said
Joe
don
,
"Sure
"
"I
"There 's no trouble telling
turned up with i\ clipping fro m a
Hint you are a girl now ," said
Washinglon , D .C, newspaper in care, het her go on, "
I'eg|*y snid : "I don 't remem- the New York Jets quarterback
which Miss Fleming, interviewed on Ihe question of to- ber saying anything like lhat. lo liis guest , admiringly. Peggy
day 's rebellious youth , look Ihr- 1 Bui .sometimes after a show ev- wa .s completely charmed.
establishment line ,
, erything i.s .so confusing, people "I brought two of Joe 's books
"I think it's important tlmt ¦ asking all sorts of questions and for him to sign , " Peggy admitted afterward. "They 're for my
Ihe young kids hnve .someone to so forth. "
Finally, il was decided that younger sister hack: in Califorlook up to ," Pcfj Ry now a slur of
(lie Ice Follies , wa.s quoted as the show should be taped but nia. She said she'd shool me if I
saying. "They 're in a desperate Namath , the host , should sleer didn 't get Joe's autograph. "
.situation nnd need to grab on to clear of the controversy. The Joe signed obediently, (lien
show , known as llie j oe Namatr turned lo Peggy, and in his elesomeone Ihey can admire ."
Miss Fleming was furtlici* ; Show , i.s shown twice weekly ment, suggested:
quoted ns snyiiiR many of I lie J over .some (HI stations through- "Say Peggy, b^ Ihe way,
I what are you doing tonight?"
current sports idols don 't fit lho out llie country.
NEW YORK (AP ) - Peggy
Fleming doesn 't remember callin/* ,loe Namath » "mess," hut ,
if she did , she's sorry now .
"(Jee 1 think he 's ureal—he 's
wonderful , Uv aecms so relaxed
nnd seems to have so much
fun ," the pretty Olympic figure
skating queen flushed after tupinR a ;iO-minute television show
Monday wilh America 's controversial football hero .
For a while , it appeared I lieshow might not RO on.

CL EM DARKENWALD
6-3. 200-oounder
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CANADIAN WHISKY-ABLE
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PPOOF? IWPORTEO

RON MOEN
6-1, 225-pqunder

BY

NATIONAL DISTILLERS.PRODUCTS CO.. HjEWYOIUS

Martin ashed for
$50fi00 contract

This Week's
Basketball

CAPTIVATING . . . When television
talk show host (and pro football star) Joe
Namath , left , discovered that guest (and
Olymp ic figure skatin g queen) Peggy
Fk'ming, right , might have previously passed

ord of six pass interceptions . Ras set a new Conference high of 173 rush attempts.
The NIC head coaches
conducted their balloting
last weekend at the Curtis
Hotel in Minneapolis during the league's annual fall
meeting.

Strangely enough , the
St. Cloud and Dick Sheeoffensive backfield is mihan , Bemidji; Defensive
nus a quarterback. Making
Backs — Ed Buntje, Morup the foursome are flankris and Paul Sharkey, Michierbacks Mike Trewick , a
gan Tech.
y.
St. Cloud senior, and junior
Trewick and Bah were
Mike Bah of Morris. TreNIC's leading pass receivwick was also voted to last
ers with 22 and 14 catch year's All-NIC basketball
es, respectively, w h i l e
and baseball teams. Sharkey , tied an NIC recThe running backs are the
two top rushers in the NIC
this season — sophomore
Larry Ras of Tech and
senior Leo Jacobson of
Moorhead. Ras led the Conference in both rushing and
total offense wtih ft)3 yards
gained while Jacobson , top
scorer with 30 points, ended , second in rushing with
~r 480 yards.
Rounding out the offense
are: End '— .' John Redebaugh, Bemidji; Tackle —
Bill Henderson , Moorhead;
Guards—Bob Schmidt , Morris, and Ron Ray, Michigan
Tech.
Remaining defensive stars
include: End — L e R o y
Spears, Moorhead; Tackles
— Ron Long, Moorhead and
David Dropp, Bemidji * LineRICK STARZECKI
backers—Tony Adam , Michigan Tech, David Renslow,
5-1 1, 190-pounder
OFFENSE .
Pos.
Name and School
Ht. Weight Year
E— *Clem Darkenwald , Winona ...........b-3 205
Jun.
E— John Redebaugh , Bemidji ...........6-4
220
Sen.
T—"Ron Moen, Winona . . . . . .
........6-0 : 220 . Sen.
T— Bill Henderson, Moorhead ............6-1 . 215
Sen .
G— Bob Schmidt, Morris ... .............5-10 195
Sen.
G— Ron Ray, Michigan Tech .............5-11 205
Sen. y
C—*Alej_ Pociask , Michigan Tech ........6-0
215 . Sen.
B— Mike Bah , Morris . v .;..............6-1
185.
Jun.
B— Mike Trewick, St. Cloud .............6-2
175
Sen.
B— Larry Ras , Michigan Tech . .........6-1
195. Soph.
B— Leo Jacobson , Moorhead : ..........6-1
210
Sen.
¦¦' ¦¦
¦
¦
'
¦
'
'
'
". • • " . ' ' DEFENSE .
E— LeRoy Spears, Moorhead !........ .. 6-5 ¦ 235
Jun.
E—*Bob 0'Neel,: St. Cloud . . . . . . . , .; . .; . . 6-2 V 235
Sen.
225
Sen. :
T— Ron Long, Moorhead .,, ., ..,........6-2
210
.
T—David Dropp , Bemidji . . . . , ..
Sen.
LB— Tony Adam, Michigan Tech ......... 6-0
210
Sen.
LB— David Renslow,. St. Cloud . .....;...fi-1
195
Jun.
LB— Rick. Sheehan , Bemidji .. . . . . . . . .;. . 5-9
175
Sen.
Jun .
B—*Jerry LaJeunesse, Mich. Tech ...... 5-11 155
B— Ed Buntje, Morris ......:.. .,, ...... 5-11 175 Sen.
B—*Rick Starzecki, Winona . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5-10 190
Sen.
B— Paul Sharkey, Michigan Tech ....... 5-11 175 Soph;

........ ^

M I N N E - A ' P .O L I S
(AP ) ..— Billy Martin said he
knew Da ve Bristol would become manager of the Seattle
Pilots.
r
"My salary and contract demands were such that I knew
Bristol would be selected over
me," Martin said. "My main
reason for making the trip was
to clear the air and let; people
know I still had an interest in
baseball. "
Martin , fired in October as
Minnesota Twins manager , reportedly asked for a two-year
contract at $50 ,000 a year when
meeting with Seattle officials,
who named Bristol as their
manager Monday for 1970.

SECOND TEAM
OFFENSE

ENDS—Jade
Butcher, Indiana; Jan
White,
Ohio
Sta te.
TACKLES—John
Bradley, Norlhwesterni Al Hawes, Minnesota. GUARDS-^-Jon Mcsklmen , Iowa;
Alan Jack, Ohio State. CENTER—Walter Whitehead , Purdue. BACKS—Rex
Kern, Ohio State; Stan Brown, Purdue;
Billy Taylor, Michigan; Alan Thompson,
Wisconsin.
DEFENSE
ENDS—Cecil Pryor, Michigan; Bill McKoy, Purdue. TACKLES—Bill Yanclrar,
Purdue; BUI Culler, Northwestern. MIDDLE GUARD—Henry
Hill, Michigan.
LINEBACKERS — Don Law, Michigan
State; Larry Ely, Iowa; Doug Adams,
Ohio State. BACKS—Tim Foley, Purdue; Jeff Wright, Minnesota;
Craig
Cleamons, Iowa.
HONORABLE MENTION
OHIO STATE-Bruce Jan kowskl, Charles Hutchinson, David Cheney, Tom DeLeone, Larry Zttfna , Leo Haydon. MICHIGAN—Jack Harprlng, Pete Newell, Don
Moorhead , .arvle Craw, Barry Pierion, Glenn Doughty. PURDUE — Ashley Bell, Dennis W lrgowskl , Tom Luken. NORTHWESTERN-MIko Slklch, Jot
Zigullch, Maurle Daignoau , Bruce Hubbard. IOWA—larry Lawrence , Dennis
Green, Kerry Reardon , Jerry Nelson.
MICHIGAN STATE—Tom Beard,. Rich
Saul, Don Highsmllh, Eric Allen, Frank
Foreman. INDIANA—Bob While, Harry
Gonio, Eric Stolborg. WISCONSIN —
Mel Rcddlck, Rudy Schmidt, B ill Gregory, Neil Graff, Stu Volght, Elberl Walker. MINNESOTA-JIm Cnrlcr, Walt Bowser, Phil Hnnen. ILLINOIS-Doug Rodmann . Sieve Livas, Dave Jackson, Doug
Dickcn , Tony Clements, Norris Coleman,
Bruce Erb.

MINNEAPOLIS - A 22man AU-Northern Intercollegiate Conference (NIC )
football team , voted by the
head coaches , was announced today. Included are
15 seniors, five juniors and
two sophomores.
Michigan Tech, 1969 NIC
champion , led the balloting
by placing six players on
the honor team. Moorhead
State is next with four,
while St. Cloud State, Bemidji S t a t e, MinnesotaMorris and Winona State
each placed three
Among six players who
are repeaters from the 1968
team is Alex Pociask , the
C e n te r from Michigan
Tech. Pociask was named
winner of the Glen Galligan Award which is given
annu ally to the senior who
has excelled in football
four years. Pociask has
been Tech's starting center
the past four seasons.
Other repeaters f.' r o m
1968 include three from Winona—-end Clem - Darken wald and tackle Ron Moen
on offense , and defensive
back Rick Starzecki. Other
repeaters include defensive
stars Bob O'Neel of St.
Cloud , a tackle, and defensive back Jerry LaJeunesse ol Tech. O'Neel is a
senior and La Jeunesse a junior.

Cannon Falls at Zumbrota.
Plainview at LnKo Cily.
St. - C ' hiirlos at Slewnrlvlllt.
CENTENNIALElgln al Mazeppa.
Randolph al Faribault Deal.
COULEE—
Bangor at Holmen.
Trempealeau al West Salem.
Onalaska nt Gale-Etlrick,
Melrose. Mindorc at Arcadia,
MIDDLE BORDER—
Durand at River Falls.
Ellsworth al Now Richmond ,
Baldwfn-Woodvilla al Glenwood C l lf .
Spring Valley at Hudson.
NONCONFERENCECaledonla at Preston.
Peterson at Lanesboro.
Harmony at Spring Grove.
Elkton at Wykoff.
Fairmont al Mankato.
DUNN-ST. CROIX—

Doycevilla at Pepin,
Plum Clly at St, Croix.

Somerset at Proscoll.
Elk Mound >t Colfax.
WEDNESDAY
LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Winona, Colter at Wast, St. Paul Brady,
BIO NINE—
Rochester JM al Faribault .
Red Wing al Rochester Mayo .
Albert Lea at Austin.
CENTRAL CATHOLIC—
Rochesler Lourdes at Da La S.ille.
St, - Paul Hill al St, Paul Cretin.
St, Thomas at Auitin Pacelli.
NONCONFERENCE—
Gilmanton at Oisoo-Falrchlld,
„
Aim * al Goodhue.
FRIDAY
LOCAL SCHOOLSWinona at Owatonna , 7:30 p.m,
NONCONFERENCELa Creicent al Melroie-Mlndoro.
Caledonia at Spring Valley,
Lanesboro at Rushlord .
SATURDAY
LOCAL SCHOOLSSI, Paul Cretin at Winona Collar , I
p.m.
BIG NINE CONFERENCEMnnkolo at Rochesler JM,
CENTRAL CATHOLIC—
Austin Pacelli at St. Louis Park Re.
nllde.
De La Salle at St, Thomas.
Rochester Lourdes at St. Paul Hill.
NONCONFERENCtst. Croix Central al Somerset ,
Minneapolis Soulh at Austin.

KI,K(T YAH. CAPTAIN
NKW HAVEN. Conn, (AP ) Tom Ne ville , a defensive Inckle ,
was elected Monday night to
captain Yale 's 1070 foot tin 11
team.
I
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Windsor Supreme.
The gifted Canadian '.
Traditionally valued
for special friends,
holiday good wishes.

Cousy wants to keep basketball pride

RETURNS ACTIVE . ... Bob Cousy, 41-year-old coach of
the Cincinnati Royals, has returned as an active player. After
a long hassle with the Boston Celtics , Cousy was allowed to
turn player-coach. (AP Photofax)

By ROBERT LIPSYTE
New York Times N ews Service
NEW YORK — "I'm 41 years old , and
I've sat out 6%. years and this game has
become one of sustained running," said Bob
Cousy ."I'm not really going to do anything
significant out there.'! r
He thought about that for a moment,
Bob Cousy not really going to do anything
significant out there, while he lounged in
a poised, alert way with one brow n alligator
shoe on the floor , the other on the wall as .
if ready to push him off and into a thicket .
<5>pf arms and legs fighting for a ball. "Well,
I have-kept myself in shape. I have enough
pride in the past not to want to make a jackass of myself ."
Cousy, the first truly national celebrity
that professional basketball produced , is
playing again . The technician and ball-handler supreme for the Boston Celtics for 13
seasons, and now rookie coach for the Cincinnati Royals,. Cousy has returned to action
to spark a sagging team and bolster attend' ance.

, The decision was not hard , he says. In
accepting the Cincinnati job , he said he felt
under an obligation to do all he .could to help
the club. But the execution was very difficult . According to National Basketball Association rules, as a player Cousy was still
Boston property . Arnold (Red) Auerbach ,
Cousy 's coach at Boston . and now the club's
general manager, was not so quick to give
Cousy his release.
For eight weeks there was posturing and
dickering and accusations between Cousy and
Auerbach that the other was being opportunistic, that the other was letting 20 years
of friendship go down the drain.
Cousy would claim that his re-activation
was promotional , that he'd only play two
minutes a game, and Auerbach would say,
sure, and in those two minutes he'd get the
ball to his star , Oscar Robertson , for the one
shot that would win the game.
"The whole thing was unnecessary, it
should have been settled in a y five-minute
phone call, " said Cousy. ."If this had all
happened two or three years ago, okay, but
I'm 41." . .

Cousy does not particularly look 41, or
any age for that matter; he is flat and hard
and tanned , and his crisp black hair is high
on his forehead. His hands, the magical
hands, look as big and quick as they did
when he was the last great small man of the
game. Cousy is 6 feet 1 inch tall .
Finally, last Tuesday, while the Royals
were in New York to play the Knicks, the
matter was resolved , A trade between the
clubs was worked but , and Cousy' waited only
for a groin muscle to heal before he went'
back on court.
The Knicks beat the Royals, 112-94, that
night , and it did not seem immediately apparent how. Cousy would help them. The
Knicks dFd "hot look especially sharp, but still
they won, sloppy but inspired, against a
Royal team in . transition . One star , Jerry
Lucas, is gone, a result of Cousy's insistence
on a pressing, running game with quick,
smaller forwards, and Robertson , at 31, has
not yet adjusted to the new style.
Cousy did well in six seasons as coach '
at Boston College, and seemed confident he
would raise the Royals from the lower order

of the Eastern Division. If the protracted
negotiations had left him slightly bitter at
Auerbach , it hadn 't dimmed his vision of the
Celtics he had played with , one of the greatest tang-term dynasties of the modern sport.
"The Knicks are good, they have drive
and power ," he said in that curious speechpattern formed by a slight impediment and
the traces of French, his first language.
"But the kids today aren 't as hungry as wa
were. The Knicks have something to prove,
but after they 've won, will they be fat cats?
"The kid of today wants it, but only up
to a point. Except the black athlete who sees
daylight here. That's why he's come to the
fore and dominated so many sports."
It was Cousy, as roommate and friend ,
who helped Charles Cooper through his yeaK
as the first black NBA player. But Cousy will
be remembered longer as the devoted, relentless, self-analytical, honorable magician
who helped basketball into its current surge
of popularity . "My generation ," said Cousy,
"scrambled up out of the sewers of New
York. Maybe that's why we 're still scram.;¦ '
bling."

Poise needed ,
Gale-Ettrick's
Mike Baer selected all-stater
Wold tells club

Al Wold, highly successful
basketball coach at Rochester
John Marshall High School,
shared his 1968-69 Rocket basketball thrills with members of
the Winona State College Cagers Club and Winona State
players Monday night.
The occasion was the Second
Annual Cagers Club Meet the
Team Dinner held at Kryzsko
Commons.
"A winning athlete has to
want to give 100 percent and
has to want to win at the beginning of the season not iust

AL WOLD
Featured Speaker

before a particular big game ,"
Wold said.
He then characterized his 1969
state champs, calling the players "late maturers." He explained that Mark: Hanson was
the only regular during the 196768 season. The other three seniors, Tom Senst, Craig Jensen
and Kraig Wold were all inexperienced players before the
start of last season.
"The players set their goals
at the beginning of the season
and the state championship was
one of them ,'' Wold well remembers.
"A team has to have poise
and our boys last year went
out and showed poise in every
situation. "
Talking about the 1969-70 edition of the Rockets, Wold said,
"We know that other teams will
be shooting for us, but I think
we have something going for
us." He added that the team,
will be lacking in experience
with only one letterman (Dave
Hollander) returning. "The Big
Nine will be a strong conference
again this year with Red Wing
possibly the leading title contender."
Warrior coach Ron Ekker then
introduced his basketball1 squad
to the erowd ." "We will give
everything we can to make you
proud of us during the coming
season," Ekker said. """
It was reported that the Cagers Club now has more than
100 members. A membership
drive was just completed.

MILWAUKEE W> - Fond
du Lac High School The
^
Associated Press' top-ranked "big ten" school, dominates the J969 All-Wisconsin High School football
team announced today .
T h e Cardinals placed
three players on the "dream
team" witlf-vMike Becker
named to . both the offensive
and defensive first teams.
Eau . Claire Memorial,
Plattevilie and Oshkosh
snared two spots each.
The exclusive squad was
chosen by a special committee of the Wisconsin AP
Sports Writers Association.
Players in all Wisconsin
high schools, public and private, were considered and
studied carefully before final secret balloting. Each
writer represented two congressional districts.
Only two teams were
chosen by the panel, and
each panel member was
allowed only six nominations
for an elite honarable mention list.
Westby's Conrad Bekkum
was the only repeater from
last year , and Becker was
the only one named to both
first teams. However, Don
Shimon of Manitowoc Roncalli, state champions of the
W i s c o n si n Independ-

ent Schools Athletic Association , w o n
$ a first team
x defense
n berth a n d
f was named
to a second
- t e a m offense spot.
Three
j u ni o r s
were selected. T h e y
a r e Dave
Baer
Sa eg e r
of Wisconsin Rapids, Mike
Vesperman of Plattevilie
and Mike Baer of Gale-Ettrick.
Saeger was joined at the
offensive end posts by Rich
Hagen of Eau Claire Memorial the brother of a for. mer All-Stater, Phil Hagen,
now the starting quarterback at the University of
Minnesota.
Named to the tackle spots
are Bob Hoffman of Antigo
and Steve Ferguson of Lomira. Bekkum and Becker
grabbed the guard posts and
Tom . Osterholz of Plattevilie is the center.
The star-studded backfield
is composed of quarterback
Gregg Bohlig of feau Claire
Memorial and running backs
Don Tieman of Green Bay
West, Larry Cotter of Shorewood and Win Barnes of
Oshkosh.
Bohlig, a 5-foot-ll, 170pound senior, was named

the most valuable player in
the Big Rivers Conference.
He completed 117 of 196
passes for 1,834 yards and
20 touchdowns this season .
He also ran 84 times for 452
yards and passed for 10 twopoint conversions.
Against La Crosse Central, Bohlig was named AP
Player of the Week when he
completed 22 of 27 passes
for 296 yards and five touchdowns, ran seven times for
44 yards, kicked one extra
point , ran for another conversion and passed for three
more. ,
T i e m a n spreads 190
pounds over his 6-1 frame.
At Green Bay East , where
Coach Jerry Dufek has had
four All-Staters in the last
four years, Dufek calls Tieman the one with the most
potential. And that includes
Jerry Tagge , now starting
at quarterba ck at the University of Nebraska. • ¦'.' .
A power runner who hits
his holes quickly,. Tieman 's
biggest**asset is his excellent balance.
Shorewood's Cotter also
uses his exceptional balance
to pick up vital yardage. He
set a school rushing record
this season with 1,256 yards
in 185 carries. In the final
game against Wauwatosa
West, Cotter rambled for
249 yards and four touchdowns. He led the Suburban
Conference in scoring with

16 TDs. For the second straight
year, Barnes has finished
second in rushing in the Fox
River Valley . conference.
But, there's nothing secondplace about his credentials.
The Titans have lost only
one game during Barnes'
varsity career, that a 21-0
blanking to Fond du Lac
this year. He gained 746
yards in 15i carries despite
playing more than hall of
the season with a shoulder
injury and being withheld
from lopsided g a m e s.
Against Sheboygan South,
Barnes ' first two carries
gained 23 and 41 yards.
The defense is rounded
out by three deep backs —
Bob Dubrish of Green Bay
East, Mike Baer of GaleEttrick and Steve Bania of
South Milwaukee.
Baer is small; but has the
ability to be where the ball
is. In Gale-Ettrick's last 16
games, Baer has intercepted
16 passes. He is a sure tackier and fills well on the
sweep. He has exceptional
speed and quickness and
always is assigned to cover
the opponent' s top receiver.
Dubrish has a terrific
competitive spirit to go
with his size (6-2 by 190)
and agility . (He covers his
man very tight and picked
off six passes this season.
Playing the strong safety,
Dubrish was a leader on

Eight teams in
mat invitational

Warmath calls
Parson best

The First Annual Winona A & B Squad Invitational
Wrestling Tournament w ill
be held , at Memorial Hall ,
Winona State College Friday with eight teams competing.
Teams competing include
Bloomington L i n c o l n ,
Bloomington Kennedy, Eau
Claire Memorial , La Cross.
Central , Stewartville , Rochester Mayo and DoverEyota.
Host Winona will not be
competing in the meet due
to a conflict . The Winhawks
wrestle South St. Paul Saturday.
All 12 weights will be
wrestled. The weights are:
95, 103, 112, 120, 127, 133,
138, 145, 165, 175 and heavyweight.
ROCKET GRAPPLEItS . . . The Rochester John Marshall Rocket wrestling team shown above will be one of
eight teams competing in the First Annual Winona A & B

Squad Invitational Wrestling Tournament at Memorial Hall ,
Winona State College Friday. Preliminaries begin at 11 a.m.,
consolations at 6 p.m. and the finals at 8 p.m,

Name Bristol Pilots manager
sion club wa.s announced at a
news conference Monday by
Marvin Milkes , Pilots' general
manager.
Milkes picked the former
North Carolina schoolteacher
over Billy Martin , deposed Minnesota manager who led the
Twins to the champ ionship of
the American League West this
year.
Martin got the word by telephone at his Minneapolis home
early Monday and told Milkes:
"Naturally, I' m sorry we
couldn 't get together, But the
Pilots made a great choice . ..
I'll be available to you and
Dave if he needs any information on the league and players, ' '
Bristol , youngest manager in
the majors , has hnd no Ameri^-/ tKUlB^M
(¦; '.<"* . '•¦ ':. Why can League connections during
his 19-year baseball career, but
!¦ *
*%|t ! he said the switch didn 't bother
^ W^jM? ' ' him.
Ilrintol got the suck at Cincin-

SEATTLE (AP ) - Dave Bristol was back in the . biff league
baseball managing business
again todaj , this time in Seattle , and there was only one direction for him to move—up.
Bristol , out of the managerial
ranks for less than two months
after being fired by the Cincinnati Reijs at the end of the 1869
season , signed a "mulliyear "
contract with the tail-end Seattle Pilots Monday at nn undisclosed salary.
Best guesses wore that the
contract was for two years at
about $40,000 a year.
Selection of the lUi-.v enr-old
of the Amei ican League expan-

Check th*

advantages of
Ihe NEW
Sentry Aulo

Policy -

nati after 3y, years at the helm
when the Reds faded from contention in the National League
West in the final week of the
'69 season , finishing third ,
Hie immediately went to the
Montreal Expos as a coach but
was given permission to talk
with Milkes about the Seattle
job when it came open last week
with the firing of first-year manager Joe Schullz '.
Schultz was let go after a
group of Seattle businessmen
closed a deal for majority control of :he Pilots.
Bristol is taking over a cluh
which finished last in the Amer-
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DAVE BRISTOL
New Seattle Ski pper

MONDAY'S RES ULTS
No garnet scheduled ,
TODAY'S GAMES
No giitii tchedulod .
WEDNESDAY'S GAMES
Mnnlreil al Toronto.
floilon i t Nrw York.
Drlroif al Philadelphia.
Lot Ant) «ki al Chicago ,
Pittsburgh at Minneioli ,
Oakland at St. Louii.

GARY CUOZZO

"got that gift for being
where the ball is. In the last
16 games, he has intercepted 16 passes. He started as
a sophomore and is a very
sure tackier . He fills well on
the sweep and does our punt
returning. He has exceptional speed and quickness and
returned three of the 16 interceptions for touchdowns .
We always assign him to the
other team 's top receiver. "
A junior, Baer is a C-plus,
B-minus student with tremendous attitude, L u n d
said.

JOE KAPP

Cuozzo or Kapp?
MINNEAPOLIS Ml - Minnesota Vikings Coach Bud Grant
will decide his starting quarterback Wednesday for Thursday 's
National Football League game
against the Detroit Lions.
The Vikings hold a two-game
lead over the Lions in the Centra l Division race, Minnesota is
9-1, Detroit 7-3.
Garry Cuozzo has comic off
the bench for two straight
weeks to lead Ihe Vikings to victories over Green Bay 9-7 and
Pittsburgh 52-14 while Joe Kapp
has had trouble moving the
team. Kapp had three passes intercepted in the first half
against the Steelers.
Grant also will decide or
whether Bobby Bryant , who injured a knee , or Ed Sharockman will start at cornerback ;
Charlie West or Karl Kassulke,

who was out with an ankle iiK
jury , at strong safety, and Ron
Yary or Doug Davis, who has
missed three games with a
twisted knee, at offensive tackle, r ' ¦¦".
The Vikings carry a ninegame winning streak — most
victories and longest winningest ¦
streak in the team 's history —
into the Thanksgiving Day battle, Detroil has won four
straight games since losing to
Minnesota 24-10 in the Twin Cities Oct. 26.
Minnesota is 5-0 against Central Division opponents, with the
Detroit game the last against a
division foe , The Vikings conclude their regular season with
games at Los Angeles Dec. 7,
at home against San Francisco
Dec. .14 nnd at Atlanta Dec. 21.

Carter to pass to rch
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - The
1970 Minnesota Gophers football
captain will he named Wednesday morning at ceremonies in
Norlhrup Auditorium. The new
captain will be selected by a
vote of teammates.
Outgoing captain Jim Carter
will pass the symbolic leadership torch to the new captain.
Participating in the ceremonies will be players , Coach
Murray Warmath and his staff ,
thc univers ity band and cheerleaders.

He and Milkes pointed tn the
New York Mets as an example
of what an expansion club can
do but said they hoped it
wouldn 't take Seattle nine years
to become a pennant contender.
"We'll have to build from CRIMSON WIN 1-0
within ," Bristol said, "You can 't
CAMBRIDGE , Mass. (AP ) tradie your way to a pennant . " Unbeaten Harvard has won the
¦
NCAA District One Soccer
Champ ionshi p and will meet
Arcadia wrestlers Harlwick , N.Y., College for the
Eastern title on a date to be determined , with the winner of
overwhelm Blair
that game going on to the NCAA
ARCADIA , Wis, - Arcadia 's finals early naxt month.
The Crimson took the district
Raider wrestlers opened tho
season on a successful note crown Monday with a 4-0 rout of
here Monday night crushing Brown as goalie Bill Meyers
registered his ninth shutout of
Blair 45-7.
the season.
Meljo n
•»— Halnei (A) pinned
i>4|
107— Rull (A) pinned Feliranek IB) :Hi
11]—Kampa (A) pinned Uqua (D) a 115;
1J3—R. Ilarmeyer IB) dec, Rull (A)
1-71 130-MMisnwikl (A)
drew with
Harmeycr i\. 2-3 ;
137-W.ilatiko (Al dec, D. Hjirmeyer
(B) «•(>/ MS-Heich (A) drew with Shay
(B) l-li Promchlnikl (Al pinned Stellar (Bl 1 :14/ 1«S—Hilllg IA) won by forfeit; 175-Wlengalla (A) dec, Clall (Bl
j. <, iaj— Aronld (A) pinned Slephenton
(B) 3.SJ; Hwt. —Slaby (A) pinned Johnion (U) U7 .

(Sgj^fc

• NATION-WIDE claim
service.
• PACKAGE SAVINGS
• CONVENIENT PAYMENT
PLANS . . . PAY AS YOU
DKIVK - monthly, quarterly, semi-annually or annually.
• PLUS many more benefits.
Get tb« whole itory from

ican League West this year after
injuries sent the Pilots^ into a
prolonged losing streak ,

CHICAGO (AP) — Minnesota 's only man on the ,1969 AllBig Ten football team announced today by The Associated Press is a tight end who
Coach Murray Warmath says
"is one of the most outstanding
players I've ever been associated with. "
Ray Parson ,. 240-pound tight
end , was one of two ends selected on the first.team. Warmath has called Parson "the
best tight end I have ever
coached. "
Parson led Minnesota receivers with 27 catches for 3i)l yards
and thro e touchdowns.

the East defensive backfield
that didn 't allow a single
scoringypass this year.
Bania intercepted seven
passes this season and is
called an exceptionally fine
tackier by his coach, Bill
Spaltholz of South Milwaukee. He is very aggressive
and has good speed and
quickness. The co-captain
of the Rockets, Bania was
named his team 's Most Valuable Player.
Gale-Ettrick Coach Russell Lund says Baer has
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Brunswold looks
to junior varsity
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is another in a series on Big
Nine Conference cage teams.) .

Bowling

Winona JV
falls 52-51

Winona 's junior varsity basketball team fell one point short
of winning in its first game of
the season Monday. The Rochester Mayo JV team won 52' '
.51.: / A

The Hawks led 15-14 after the
Three lettermen . returning from last year ' s 10-9 squad
first
quarter of play, trailed 31greeted Rochester Mayo basketball coach Wally Brunswold :
at the outsell of the 1969-70 cage season . Those letterwinners 23 at halftime and led 38-36 aftare Dennis Gastineau, Marvin Babcock , and Jerry Johnson, er three quarters.
Dick Sauer led Winona with 12
Brunswol d also expects some talent to emerge from the
ranks of last year 's junior varsity which included David ' points. Tim Smith counted 11
Barnes, Keith Kor ,. Mark Lutz, Bruce Wilson and Jerry points.
R. Mayo J.V. (JJ)
Winona J.V, (Jl)
¦ . - ¦ ¦' ¦
Barrone. . -. ¦
fg ft Ip
fg It tp
S 2 11
~i? Rochester John Marshall , Austin , Red Wing, and Winona
Smllh
S I II Badger
J 0 4
Breitenleldt I 8 J Young
are the teams that BrunswoTd points to as contenders for
Pickart
l » A Pappa»
.2 0 4
the Big Nine title.
fJ 0 f)
« o a Haack
W-W.i)
• ¦ • 4 0 I Cogswell
4 * 14
Yeske
Mayo lost to non-conference opponent Alexander Ramsey
, « III
Siem
1 1 5
Barrone
High School in a Saturday contest at.Ramsey.
Semilog
4 1 f Hasty
.' . . ff » . o

Cordes rolls
267 in City

McVey
Bell
Sauer

.

ft o a
ft « »
5 I' .II

11 10 51
Tolalj
13 5 SI
Totals
¦
1
¦
13 U M—5 1
WINONA J.V. - . . . '• . ' '.. : . ¦ . '
. . : 14 31 M—51
MAYO J.V.
...
Officials: teni, Heist.
¦ ¦

Gophers slash
old records

Foxy Cordes of Jaastad Hard- First National Bank rapped 2,ware in the City League at Hal- c43
HAL-ROD LANES*. VFW Rod Lanes rolled the city 's
Jim Huak tripped 251 for
third 267 of the season en route Koehler Body and Joh n SandMINNEAPOLIS W -, Minn*,
to his 656 series Monday night. stede of Bunke 's dropped 608. sola Gophers football records
• The game score put him into Sand Bar ¦ of ¦Centerville fired tied or broken in Saturday 's
35-10 victory over Wisconsin :
eighth place in the season 's top 98'5—2,'837. ' ' :. . . ¦
ten. Mick Schewe blasted 246— Park Rec Junior Girls — The Single game — Barry Mayer ,
Knee Knockers' Shelly Halliday 216 yards rushing (old record
€60 for Country Kitchen.
bounced 146—282 for her "two- 179 yards by Paul Giel vs. Iowa
,013.
1,082-3
KWNO plastered
That game score is good for the game series, but the Twinkies 1951 . and Mayer vs. Iowa 1968V
season 's tenth spot in its cate- took team honors by flooring 608 Season — First downs, 17*J
(old record 171, 1968); first
gory. Gary Schossow p itched —1 ,203.
213, Warren Bonow 217, Bill Bo- High School Girls — Cynthia downs passing, 66 (old record
now 232, AI : Ruppert 200 and Serwa, the Alley Gaters, top- 64, 1968); most fumbles lost , 18
Dave Ruppert 213 for KWWs pled 190 while Lynn Armstrong (ties 1968 record); offensive
1,075 scratch series. Seven pins forged 505 for the Goof Offs. yardage, 3,327 (old record 3,of handicap nudged the total to Lynn's. team shot 712—2,090 to 115, 1968); most pass complelead the league.
tions , : 121 (old record 112,
1,082:
'
Gene Lovas dumped 228—644, High School Boys — T h e 1965); '- :
Rod
Hansen
plasEight
Balls'
Big Ten team season — Most
Warren Bonow 635, Dave Ruppert 216-631, Bill Bonow 630, tered 205—563 in leading his plays, 503 (old record 483,
1968): most pass completions,
Bob Jandt 215—621, Louie 'Wera team to 775—2,206.
224—621, Al Smith 216—618, Gor- ATHLETIC CLUB: Monday- 79 (old record 70, 1965); most
die Fakler 251—618, Ray Bam- Rich Schreiber tossed 242 into pass attempts, 155 (old record
benek 237—610, and Bob Kratz Bunke's pin total while Rich 134, 1965 and 1968).
Chuchna enhanced the Quality Big Ten individual season —
215—603.
: Les Krage shot 231—558 for Sheet Metal count by an even Phi) Hagen , most pass atH&M Plumbing and Heating 600. First National Bank trim- tempts, 144 (old record 132 by
while Main Tavern's Betty Eng- med 1,005 and Joswick's notch- John Hankinson , 1965); Hagen ,
most completions, 75 (old reclerth was fashioning a. 589 count. ed 2,909.
Shorty's notched 946—2,695.
Go-Getters — Ruppert' s was ord 69 by Hankinson , 1965);
Ruth Hopf tossed 205—568, awarded 164 by Bettys-Kramer Walter Bowser, most pass inIrene Pozanc 211—546; Irene while Laura Yosten was rap- terceptions , five (old record
Bronk 539, Shirley Kaupbusman ping 422 to offer to Isabelle's four by four others).
530, Irlene Trimmer 530, Sue Center Liquor. /Isabelle's hit
Glowczewski 204—527, Yvonne 854-2,417. r /
JACKLIN WINS VOTE
Carpenter 5,14, and Esther Po*m
LONDON**AP ) - Golfer Tony
zanc 507. Bette Barth converted
Jacklin , winner of this year 's
the 6-7-10 split.
'Cincinnati holds British Open Championship, and
WESTGATE BOWL: Alley
Ann Jones, women's singles tenGaters—- Betty McDonald shot Alcindor to 13
nis champion at Wimbledon ,
214—524 for Economy Plumbing
were voted Sportsman - and
and Larry Donahue of the Sun- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Sportswoman of the Year , reshine Five tumbled 531. Econo- Cincinnati's rugged defense spectively, in a Daily Express
my powdered 947—2,669. Janice gave Ley? Alcindor another les- newspaper readers' poll pubDrazkowski marked 525, Mary son in the hard knocks of pro lished today .
Emmons 520, and Carol Firsch- basketball Monday night.
.'
;: - '¦
ing 502;
The Royals, beaded by Connie BERRY COMING BACK
Ladies — Haddad's got 190 Dierking, held the 7-foot-2 rookATLANTA (AP) — Atlanta
from Pauline Cummings, but ie to a career low cf 13 points as Falcons' quarterback Bob Berry
Delores. Brom shot 513 for Ken's Cincinnati breezed past the Mil- will be reactivated this week,
Hardware which totaled 887—2,- waukee Bucks 129-104.
Coach Norm Van Brocklin has
524. Arlene Sobeck rolled 507. San Diego beat Seattte 112-105 announced. Berry will replace
Community — Dean Aarre in the night's only other NBA injured quarterback Rand y
tossed 232 into the Pizza Hut's game.
Johnson on the roster, but it
New Orleans squeezed past was not know n Monday if Berry
coffers and Gerhard Erdmann
hit 603 for Blumentritt's Store. Dallas 81-79 in the only action in will be ready to play when the
The Pizza Hut forged 978 and the American Basketball Asso- Falcons take on the Baltimore
ciation Monday night.
Colts Nov. 30.
The tight Cincinnati defense
Berry had been sidelined with
was so effective against Alcin- a thumb injury since Oct, 5.
dor that the former UCLA super-star spent prolonged periods 31st birthday, contributed 23.
BIG NINE CONFERENCE
The Royals grabbed a 33-20
NOVEMBER
on the bench and didn 't score a
15—Fairmont »t Mankato*
point in either the second or lead at the end of the first quar26—Rochester JM at Faribault
ter , but the Bucks managed to
fourth quarters.
Red Wing at Rochester May*
Albert Lea at Austin
Meanwhile ^ Tom Van Arsdale whittle the advantage to 50-48 in
58—Winona at Owatonna
pumped in 29 points for Cincin- the second period before the
39—Minneapolis South at Austi n*
Mankalo at Rochester JM
nati and Dierking added 25. Os- Royals spurted away and out of
DECEMBER
car Robertson , celebrating his danger.
Winona
I—Faribault at
Rochester Mayo at Austin
Mankalo at Red Wing
*— Minneapolis Soulh at Rochester
Mayo*
Minneapolis Patrick Henry at
Owatonna*
U—Winona al Albert Lea
Austin at Mankalo
Owatonna at Faribault
Red Wing at Northlield*
JJ—Rochester JM at Rochester Mayo
La Crescent at Faribault*
1»—Rochester Mayo at Winona
Albert Lea at Owatonna
Red Wing at Austin
Northlield at Faribault*
20— Winona at St. Paul Harding*
Rochester JM ar Manktto
Albert Lea at Blue Earth"
23—Red Wing at Owatonna
36-27—Austin at Brainerd Invitational*
30— Eau Claire Memorial at Rochester
JMJANUARY
2—Winona at Mankalo
Rochester JM at Red Wing
Faribault at Albert Lea
3—Mankalo al Faribault
Tomah al Winona*
Richfield at Rochester Mayo*
l— Red Wing at Alexander Ramsey*
»—Red Wing at Winona
Mankalo at Owatonna
Austin at Rochester JM
Albert Lea at Northlield*
Rochester Mayo al Faribault
10—Owatonna vs. Wesl St. Paul Sibley
at St , Olaf College*
Windom at Mankalo*
14—Winona at Austin
Faribault at Mankato
Albert Lea al Rochester Mayo
Owatonna al Red Wing
17—Mound s View at Rochester JM*
2J-Poc>itsler JM ai Winona
//ankalo at Albert Lea
Au-.tin al Owatonna
Pm wing at Faribault
14— F»r.b»ull at llnrlhlleld*
Wasl<burn at Austin *
Minneapolis Ellison at Albert Lea*
v/mtn* tl Roiheilcr M/iyo
27—Waseca al Owato nna*
30—Rochester Mayo al Mankato
Owalonna at Rochester JM
Albert Lea at Red Wing
Faribault at Austin
Jl—Eau Clalro Memorial at Winona*
Mankalo vs. While Bear Lake at
si. olaf*
FEBRUARY
«—Owalonna nl Winona
Rochester Mayo at Red Wing
Faribaull al Rochester JM
Auslln al Albert Lea
7—Highland Park at Rochester Mayo*
10-Mankalo ot St. Pnler*
13-Wlnona at Faribaull
Auslln at Rocheste r Mayo
Rod Wing at Mankalo
Rnchoslor JM at Albfirl Le(
Owalonna at Morlhlmld*
14—Faribaull at Kenynn*
Rnmovrll al Austin *
lD—Farlliaull al Owalonna
Mankal o at f i u M .n

Norlhllold al Rnd W ing'
Alhrri len at Winnna
Rocheste r Mayo al Roclieslrr JM
3 1 — S t . Paul Harding at F a ri b a u l t *
Owalonna al A lbe r i Lea
7 4 — A u s t i n al Red Winn
2/—Murra y at Alberi L r a'
• Ocnoles nonconference games

Goodbye Ohio,
hello Austin

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Goodbye, Columbus. . . hello ,
Austin.
Those famed residents of Columbus, Ohio, tlie Ohio Slate
Buckeyes, went the way of all
flesh in Saturday 's football action and now Texas sits in the
catbird seat as the nation 's No.
1 college team.
When Michigan rocked Ohio
State 24-12, it made reverberations all the way to Austin , Tex.,
where the Longhorns roam. The
Associated Press* nationwide
panel
of
sportwriters and
sporlscastcrs voted Ticxas into
the top spot Monday.

Tlie Longhorns, although idle,
over the weekend , took over the
top ranking with 33 first place
votes and 748 points. Thie Buckeyes, who hnd V'lfi points last,
week , collected 509 and spilled
to fourth.
Arkansas 's Rnzorbacks , who
collide with Texas Dec. fi for the
Southwest conference title and
possibly the N(». 1 ranking,
moved up n notch to second after a day off Saturday. Arkansas
collected (i0,! points nnd no first
place votes.
Penn Slate , thrashed Till 27-7
and moved up n notch to third ;
Southern California stayed Nn. 5
after toppling IJC'I.A 1*1-12 ; Missouri humiliated Kansas liO :_l
and moved Ui'iv seventh to
sixth; Michigan shot from IfM h
lo 7lh after its upset of the dec
ado ; Noire Dame stayed No, II
nflrr spilling Air Fnrnc l.'i-fi ;
Louisiana Slnlr went from Ifll li
In ninth nn Ihe strength of ils
27-f) whipping of Tiilanr , nnt]
I'ciuicssee dropped a spot to No.

10 after its close-call 31-2R victory over Kentucky.

UCLA tumbled from No , 6 to
No. 11 after its loss to Southern
Cal , but the rest of the second
Ten remained about the same,
Auburn dropped a notch to
12th. Nebraska moved from lfitb
to 13th, Mississippi went clown
one spot to 14th and Stanford
went clown one to No. 15.
Rounding out the blue ribbon
groups were, Purdue , Florida ,
Houston , West Virginia and Toledo.
Of the remaining five first
place votes , Penn State garnered three , and Southern California and Michigan , one each.
Arkansas held a 30-poinl. lend
over Penn Stale , who collected
573 points , Southern Cal hnd
453; Missouri , 42(1; Michigan ,
337; Notre Dnmc , 234; Ixiuisinnn State , 2f>0 and Tennessee,
«•
204.
Texas plays Texas AfcM and
Arkansas , Texas Tec!*., in traditional Tliiinksgiviii g Day Rnmcs
this week before their big meeting nt Fiiyellcville.
The Top Twenty, wllh Hrst plo(r voles
In pnrrnllints and total Mills , Poinis
awaidrd Inr Hrsl IS places based on 30HI-14- I 4 1 M 0 - 1 B etc;
I. Texas (3)1
Ml
1. ArMansas
AOT
K. ,

^. Prnn Stale (31
A, Ohio Stain
3, Sou.'lirrn Cal.
(II

4.
7.
I.
t.

M,i'nurl
Michigan (11
Nolrr Dame
Louisiana Stata

10. T e n n e s s e e

11. UCLA
I?. Auburn
II. Nebraska

14.
IV
14.
It
1«.
!?.
10.

M l s s i s j pm
Stanfor d
r* in cilia
Florida
Houston
W e s t Virginia
Toledo

4U
.1)7
JM
J«0
..

.

.

in
50»
4 )3

.

J04

HI
IH
11
»?
.14
41
40
Jl
14
I

PARK REC. JR. GIRLS
Hal-Rod
W.
L
Tw.nk.cs '' . . . ¦
3
*
Mod iquad
7
3
Cnancl Markers
7
]
Alley Hot Shots . . . . . . . . . . . •
A
Knee knockers
a
4
Loved ones
...;.. s
5
bcnsdiioiials
5
5
Pom Poms ¦ . , . . ,
J
s
4
Knock ouls• ;.. .
«
Fan,aslics ' .
..,. 4
4
Swinging Juniors . . . . . . . . . . 1
7
Butler ' Balls
. .. / ¦
0 1 8
HIGH SCHOOV~ BOYS
' W.
Hal-Rod
L
Eigw Ball)
J O
Pin Toppers
2
|
Slap Shot
:..,....,,.:....:1
l
Losers
.
...........;... 1
1
Haun Mumpers . . .
..... I
J
Winners . . '
0
1
..
HIGH J CHOOL GIRLS
Hal-Red
W,
L
Goof Oils . . , . : . . . '. . . . . - . . . . - .- I
4
Actions .
: . ; . . . ..
7
s
Saturday Saps
7
j
Alley Galon . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ;
5.
Lassies; : . . . . ; .
..;... 4
.
Foul Liners . .
.
I" 11
GO GETTERS
Athletic Club
¦ W. . L
Winona Plumbing , . . ¦ .. ' . . , . '13
a
¦
'. . : . : , . 23 . 7
E.B/s Corner . . .
Rupperts Grocery
16
14
Isabell' s Center Liquor
. 14
14
George's Lovmge . . . ,. • . 13
17
MONDAY LEAGUE
. Athletic Club :
W;
L.
Joswick' s Fuel *\ Oil . . . . . . 12
I
Bunke's Apco
. . . . . . . . . . . . l O' .i 9'A
Quillin 's I.G.A. . . . . . . . . . . . IS'.i 11' ,
Quality Sheet Metal . . . . . . . . IJ
15
1st National Bank . : . .. . .. I 22
George's Bar
<
M
WESTGATE LADIES
Westgate
W.
L.
Leehn 's House , af-Beauty. - . 32
10 '
Midland Co-o p ' . . . . . . . . . . . . 24
IS
Winona Typewriter : : . . . . '. :ii ' ' 1*
Ken' s Hardware
. . ; . . . 28
li
Circle "G" Ranch . .. . . . 14
!
l
' . . . . 11
Haddad' s
jt
. ALLEY GATERS
' Westgate
w.
L.
Jeanettes Btauly Salon
It
13
Fenske Body Shop
24
IS
Economy Plumbing , . . . , .. , 23
lis .
Curley's Floor Shop . . . . . . ' 22T _ i»'.i
Llnahans
1» 20 :
Sandy 's '
m» 2l'i
Sunshine 'S*
. .. .
ISTi 23'.
i
Montgomery Wards
l',j 30',i

VFW

Hal-Rod
Blanche 's Tavern .
Sand Bar of C tervllle
John 's Fun House . . ..:,

Home Beverage

.

W,
. .: ¦ .. .
, 3
:. 2

¦
. .. , ' ?•

L.
0
0
1

1

Koeliler Body Shop . . . . . . . I
1
Robb's Motor Sales
, 1 1
St; Clair 's . .* . .: .
V
2
Bernie 's O-X . ¦¦;
T
2
J&K Office Products .. .. 1
JBunke 's Apco Radiator Serv; T
j
Hal Leonard Music
.
. B
3
Wason 's Supper Club ' . :: '. •'. B
3
PIN TOPPLER'S
Wcslgale
W.
L.
Main Tavern
15
4
'
, 11 '
7
Lakeside Cult .. .:.
Watkins Cosmetics
.. .. n
7
H*M Plumb. & Heating . V f r - M
»
Winona Paint » Glass .. .. ' .' •
'. ¦ . *»
?
Shorty 's Bar * Cafe
Winona Fruit Market •.. ' - • ' . «'• . 111*1
Polachek Electric e > . . . . : . . ' : 4 14

¦' ¦A-

CITY

Hal-Rod :
VN. L.
Country Kllchen
3
8
A.D. Bootery . : . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
8
Park Plaia
.,. 3
0
Golden Brand Foods
2
1
Oasis Bar & Cafe . : . . . . . . 1
1
Jaastad Hardware . . . . . . ; . 2 '• 1
Pepsi Cola ¦ . ., ..
2
.. ' 1
Sunshine Bar & Cafe . . . . . 1 2
K.W.N.O.
. . . ; . . . 1 - . -_• . '
Holiday Inn .
8
3
3
Williams Hotel :. ' , . . . : , . . . . . 8
Cheer's Barber Shop
8
3
COMMUNITY
. Points
. Westgate- .
Happy Chef :,' .,
37'i
1st National Bank . . . . . . . . . . :, . . 32Vj
Gibson 's
. .' 32
Tempo
::: . '. ; : ; . : :
30
Frickson's Auctioneers ........ 24
Blumcnlritts Store
24
Pitza Hut : . ' . , . . . . , . : . , . . . . . , . , 2314
Sunbeam Bread ...„ '
. . . 19
Bensons Feed Mill . : . . . . . . . . ; . . 18
USS Agri . Chemicals
. . . . n\<,
BONNIE & CLYDE
Hal-Rod
W.
L.
Flintstones
15
*
Deuces Wild
12
9 .
' .i. .' MV* 'Vi
Jet Sets .> .
Good Guys ...;*!Ss . . . . . . . o . 10%4 Wh
Mobsters
.. . . / X r r r :.. »
12
three Steppers
S
1*
HIGH SCHOOL
Westgate
W. L.
Baracuda Bearers . . . . . . i
3

^ ...

Sinners

Psychedelic Lobsters
Glenna 's Good Guys
Saints
R etries

t

5
4
- 3
3

3

4
5
a-:
i

WESTGATE JUNIORS
Weslgate
W. L.
Pythons ,
.5
I
The Gutters
4
2
Cool Gives . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . A
2
Alley Cats
......... 4
3
Fearsom e Foursome . . . . . . 3
3
The Bowlers
3
3
Beavers .
1
3
Block Busters
. a
4
MOONLIGHTERS
_
Westgate
r L.
Night Watchers
3
1
Rolling Tramps
2. 1
Restless Ones
1
2
The Speeds
1
2
FATHER & SON
Weslgate
W.
.
L.
Graham JV Graham
7
1
Smith a Smith
3
t
Kadel & Kadel
2
1
Blake & Bloke .
2
1
Dredrlck A Dccdrick ...... 2
1
Wise & Wise
1
2
Naqel & Jacobso n
1
1
Jacobson $, Jacobso n
1
2
Moore A Moore
1
2
Welch *, W 'leh .
. 1
2
JACKS t JILLJ
Weslgate
Points
McManus - Rowland
31
Baker • McGee . . .
27
Stachowltr ¦ Wieczorek
23
N'harl - Wlcka
:.. 21
Dietrich • Luhman . ,, '.
II
Chelmowski • Mod|rskl
U
GUYS

t, DOLLS

Weslgate
W.
Hoqcnson - Penllnskl
35'A
Douqlas
Neltike
23
Home Beveragn Service . . . 2 1
Glowcrcwjkl - Modjeski . . . II
Haiellon . Kosidowski
17Vi
Good T'mes
17
L-Cove Bar
14
Morrison • Borzysknwskl . . . 14
Chuchna - Ludwll?ke
13
McLaughlin . Arnold
11
KINGS & QUEENS
Wcslqale
W.
The Sliver Tops
22
The Wild Ones
11
Tho Puddlers
20H
The Road Runners
20
The Bowlers
19
The RBJs
14
Tho Hnnofulls
1514
Tht Alley Cats
. . . 10
AC LADIES LEAGUE
Make-Up Session
AlWntlc Cluh
W.
Mot Fish Shnp
1|
Chonnlno Investment Co. . 21
Winona Oil
15
Lantern cafe
15
Wlnonn Knitters
14
Koehler Aulo Bady
13

C

b
Wk
13
IJ
11
1B'4
1»
10
20
}1
13
L.
14
IJ
Wh
14
17
20
l0'/ _
14
L.
13
12
IB
in
19
20

Kell y voted NFL
tops in offense
NEW YORK (AP ) - I/M*oy
Kelly of Cleveland prohably is
too far back to make up enough
ground for a third straight rushing Iit lo but his mtul-ninning exploits j iRfiinst Now York Sunday
earned him the Associated
Press ' nomination ns offensive
player cf (lie week in the National Football Lenoir ,
Injuries slowed down Kelly in
eiii'lv season and lu missed a
few Ranic-!' due In a hamstring
pull while Calvin Hill of Dallas ,
fiale Siiyers nf C'hiciigo, Tom
Wfinde.^liick nf Philiidelphia and
Tom Matte n[ Baltimore ground
out yardage .
¦
In l!i,'i;! Michigan Slnte had a
2fl-fiHmc winning si Irak snapped
by Purdue , 0-0.

Market cuts
decline in
active trade

GRAIN

NEW YORK (AP ) - The
stock market stemmed at least
temporarily its prol onged decline early this afternoon.
Trading was moderately active.
At noon the Dow Jones average of 30 industrials showed a
gain of 1.05 to 813.95 after having been down nearly 2.
.
. The Associated Press 60-stock
average at noon was down .3 to
281.2, with industrials off .4,
rails oif .6, and utilities up .3. .
Among individual issues , traded on the New York Stock Exchange, advances took a lead of
about 170 after having trailed
declines by more than 100 in
early trading.
As -the. ' market reversed its
course the trading pace quickened and the New York Exchange ticker tape lagged by
one minute in reporting floor,
transactions.
Brokers said thatyafter U consecutive sessions in which declines outnumbered advances
the market was entitled to a
technical rebound.
Among the 20 most active Big
Board issues, advances topped
declines by the wide margin of
14 to 4 with 2 unchanged. Houston Natural Gas, off l*j_ to 477/8,
led the list with American Cyanamid , off V. to 27's. second.
Gain s among (fie more active
ly traded issues included Computer Sciences ' I Vs to 29%,
Searle 3% io 41%; Control Data
23_ to 113, Memorex %Vz to 164%,
and Polaroid 2 7/s to 13iB%.
Electronics, airlines, tobaccos
and drugs were mostly higher.
Motors , oils, rubber , issues, mail
order-retails, and y aircrafts declined.
Gainers took all 20 places on
the American Stock Exchange's
most active list. Advances included Telex , 51/i to 82, Four.
Seasons Nursing 3Vs to 77, Solitron ,2i/4 to 39%. Syritex 1% to 71,
and Systems
Engineering 2Ms to
¦
45Vi.

'•

1 p.m. New York
stock prices
Allied Ch 28% Honeywl
147
Allis Chat 25% Inland Stl , 27%
Amerada
: I B Mach 348%
Am Brnd 37% Intl Harv 26
Am Can 46 Ml /Paper 37%
Am Mtr .10% Jns & L
AT&T
52% Jostens
34%
Anconda 30 Kencott
43V4
Arch Dn 59 Kraft Co 39%
Armco SI 27 Loew's ' '-. ' ¦: 36>/4
Armour
43V2 Marcor :
SOVi
Avco Cp 233,i Minh MM 113%
Beth Stl
28% Minn P L l9i/8
Boeiny
31% Mobil Cii 48%
Boise Cas 75% Mn Chm
Brunswk 18 Mont Dak :
.
Catpillar
. N Am R 26Vs
Ch MSPP
.. N N Gas 45%
Ch RIRR
. . N o r Pac
40%
Chrysler 36% No St Pw 24%
Cities Svc 44% Nw Air
31%
Com Ed 37% Nw Banc
ComSat
52 7/ 'i Penney , *- 59%
Con Ed
26% Pepsi
52i/4
Cont Can 74% Pips Dve 47%
ContQil 26% Phillips
34*%
Cntl Data 113 Polaroid
138%
Dart Ind 50% RCA
38%
Deere
42 Rep Stl
36V.
Dow Cm 69% Rey Tb
46V_

du Pont
East Kod
Firestone
Ford Mtr
Gen Elec
Gen Food
Gen Mills
Gen Mir
Gen Tel
Gillette
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gt No Ry
Greyhnd
Gulf Oil
Homcstk

110% Sears R
74% Shell Oil
53% Sinclair
42'/a Sp Rand
81 St Brands
83 St Oil Cal
37>/4 St Oil Ind
73% St Oil NJ
32% Swift
46% Texaco
31% Texas Ins
29% Union Oil
42 Un Pac
18 U S Steel
30% Wesp El
20 Wlworth

MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-Wheat
receipts Monday 230 year ago
420; trading basis unchanged;
prices 2 lower ; cash spring
wheat basis, No. 1 dark northern 11-17 protein 1.68V4-2.07'/4.
Spring wheat one cent premium each lb. over 58-61 lbs;
Spring wheat one cent discount
each % lb. under 58 lbs.
No. 1 hard Montana winter
1.60V4-1.93V4.
Minn-S!D. No. 1 hard winter
1.54%-192%\
No 1 hard amber durum ,
choice 1.69-1.71; discounts , amber 3-5; durum 5-10.
Corn No. 2 yellow 1.09%-1.11%.
Oats No, 2 extra heavy white
64-67;
.
Barley, cars 109, year ago
105; good to choice 96-1,14; iow
to intermediate 95-1,iO; feed 7692.
Rye No. 1-2 LIO-I.3.
Flax No. 1 2.87.
Soybeans No. 1 yellow 2.30%.
¦
' ¦'
¦ "
•¦
¦
.• .

LIVESTOCK

LOS A.NGELES (AP)-In the
poat-Alcindor era , UCLA returns
lo Ihe pre-Alcinrlor era.
Coach John Wooden of the
Uclans outlined the outlook of
his club , national champions in
five of the past six years , in
a parking lot interview Monday.
Southern California basketball
writers had been smoked out
of their first meeting of the
season when a grease fire in
the kitchen of a hotel forced
evacuation.
Wooden said the Bruins ' game
this season wil l be more like
that of ihe 1964 and 1965 championship years than during the
three seasons when 7-foot 2-inch
Lew Alcindor set the pace,
"We ' re going to have a
good team , '' Wooden declared.
"We' re going back to the high
post offense where we had a
low post while Lewis was playing wilh us.
"I know thc high past, offense
bettor nnd feel wo hnve a Rood
man for thnt offense in Steve
Patterson. We 'll use a man-tomnn defense and press a lot.
"We probably won't, press as
much as in I0fi. nnd I00!i hecause wc aren't (hat. quick,
We 'll use a lighter defense been use we won 't be trying to
drive opponent:; into Alcindor.''
Wooden admitted the switch
from Ihe nflensn keyed lo threelime
All-Aniericn'n Alcindor
poses problems for players
wli'iYe known nothing else in
their collegiate careers.

NOT ICI

OUR THANKS TO YOU as Thanksgiving
Day approaches, for your patronage rrd
friendship. We will be closed all day
Thursday to allow our stall to ipend
this day with their families. Join us at
4 a.m. Friday. RUTH'S RESTAURANT,
126 E. 3rd SI., downtown Winona.

' . . ' . ' ' WHATEVER YOUR TASTE, your newspaevery day. Order

This newspaper will be responsible
ior . only one Incorrect Insertion ol
any classified advertiseme nt published In the Want Ad lection. Check
your ad and call 3321 H e correction
must be made.

BLIND ADS UNCALLE-D . FORD-2, 3, 19„ 37, 43; 5*.

Card of Thank*
GREETHURST i
We sincerely wish to lhank all of our
friends and relatives for making our
25th Wedding Anniversary a most memorable day. A spsclal thanks to Rev.
Relnke for his lovely prayer end to our
Daughter and Son ln-Law,.Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Becker for hosting this event and
Mr. and Mrs. R ichard Kronebusch tor
. co-hosting. .
Lida & BUI Greethurit . ' ,
HOLDEN —
Words cannot express how much we appreciate the kindness, sympathy and
floral tributes received during our
darkest hours of sorrow, the death ol
Harlen H. Holden. We especially thank
Rev. Glenn Quam for his services, those
who contributed Ihe use of their cars,
the pallbearers and all our friends,
neighbors and relatives who assisted us
In any way.
The Harlen H; Holden Famljy

per Is a new treat
Christmas gilt subscriptions by calling
B-296) or stopping at our ofiice. Wlnone
Dally * Sunday News.

DOES ONE of your loved ones have ¦
drinking problem? If so, contact the
• Winona Alanon Family Group, Wrlle
•
69tt W. 3rd.

Auto Service, Repairing

10

WHEELS SHAKE, need allgnmeni. Complete suspension repair. See Don at
43 i,
Hwy. Alignment Service, Jet
61.
CAR SHAKE and shimmy? Tire wear uneven? Alignment needed! $7 .95 most
cars. Taggart Tire Service, Tel. 2847,

Business Services

14

SAW FILING, - grinding, gumming, ' r»toothlng. 655 W. 4th St. Tel. 4753.
PORTABLE
SANDBLASTJNG ot
all
types, buildings, boats, machinery. Also
: chimney • rebuilding. Free estimates.
Tel. 8-4077 or 9977.
TREES, TREES, TREES - trimming,
Free
slump removal, spraying, etc.
estimates. Blong*s Tree Service, Winona. Tel. 8-5311; ¦', :

MANN J.. PETE RSON Custom Digging.
SOUTH ST. PAUL
Pole barns, fences, sign poles. Contact
SOUTH ST. PAUL Ln - (USDA) —
John Mann. Houston or Bill Peterson,
Cattle 5,000,; calves 900; slaughter steers
Rushford.
and heifers moderately active,.fully steady; cows slow , about steady; bulls, vealers and slaughter calves fully steady; av- KOCH -- ¦ ¦ . . • ¦ ¦
Plumbinrg, Roofing
21
erage lo high choice 1050-1200 lb slaugh- We would/like to express our appreciation
ter steers ,28.00; . most. choice 950-1250
Red
Cross
and gratitude to Ihe Winona
STOP THR O WIN G mone y awa y ! M.-'en
lbs 27.25-27 .75; mixed high good and
Chapter; Winona Junior High School
one - control f aucet s save y ou many
choice 26.75-27.25; , high choice 950-1064
faculty, personnel and students; the Sisgallons of expensive water every year,
lb slaughter heifers 27.25; average to
ters and students of St. Mary 's School;
In '.addition , to- ., being a most modern
high choice 27.00; most choice J5D-1050
Msgr. Dittman; Father Schllz; Fathand attractive addition lo . ki t che n a nd
lbs . 26.25-26.75 ; mixed high good and
ers Arnold and Dernek and our friends
balh. Moen faucets are first In design
choice 25.75-26.25; utility and commerand . neighbors lor their many kind
. . . . convenience : . . performance I
cial slaughter cows 18.50-19.50; canner
deeds and prayers, during our . son Stevand cutter 16.50-18.50; utility and comens ' stay in St , Marys Hospital .
mercial slaughter bulls 23.50-25.50; good
Mr. ( Mrs. Robert Jacobson,
PLUMBING 4 HEATING
' : ; . - Paul Koch Family
22.50-25.50; cutler
21.50-23.50;
choice
.
761 E. 6|h
Tel . 2371
vealers
36.00-37.00;
good
34.O0-36.0O;
choice slaughter calves 27.O0-28.OO; good NOWLAN —
MY sincere thanks to all my relatives,
21..0O-27.O0.
For clogged sewers and drains
.
neighbors arid friends for remembering
Hogs . -.1.500; . early - sales' barrows . and
me with cards, gifts, visits and flowers
gilts- about steady, moderately active;
during my sfay at'ili a Community M»I-J t«-2*J. lbs 26.75-27.00; 2-3 190-240
Tel. 9509 or 6436
1-year guarantee .. '• • '
morlal Hospital. S pecial thanks to Paslbs 26.50-27.00; sows steady; 1-3 300-400
tor Hanson for his visits and praye rs,
lbs 21.75-22.75; 2-3 400-600 lbs 21.00-22.25;
lo Dr. Garber for his wonderful care
feeder pigs steady; 1-3 12O-160 lbs 24.00"
Tel. 9394
24.50; boars steady, mostly 50 lower, . • and the nurses In and from Room 229 . 827 E.: 4th
' .. for their kindness.
19.50-21:00.'
¦* V
Mrs.
Erna
Nowlan
Female — Jobs of int. — 26
. Sheep 3;500; ; trading moderately active,
all classes generally steady; choice and
prime 85-115 lb wooled slaughter lambs PLANK My sincere thanks to everyone who re- COOK'S HELPER—Day work; full-time
27.00-27.50: good and . choice , 26.50-27.00;,
waitress, evening work. See Dosh at
membered me with cards, gifts and
utility and good slaughter ewes 7.00Shorty 's.
calls while I was In the Winona Hospi tal
8.00/ choice fo fancy 60-85 Ib feeders
was
and
since
my
return
home.
All
28.00-29.00. ' .
EXPERIENCED HAIRDRESSER-full or
greatly appreciated.
Mrs. Cla rence . Plank
part-time. Salary open. Fringe benefits.
tHICAGO
Write giving references and experience
to' D-44 Dally News.
CHICAGO 141 — (USDAl — Hogs ,4,500; R A O E R butchers steady to 50 higher; 1-2 200- I wish to ex press .Tny appreciation to rhy
relatives and friends who remembered DENTAL ASSISTANT—high sctiool grad225 lb butchers 28.OO-28.50; 1-3 200-235
uate, no experience necessary, must be
me wllh ca rds and visits during my
lbs 27.25-27.75; 2-3 230-260 lbs 26JO-27.25 ;
willing to learn and accept responsibilstay at Community Hospital. I sincere2-4 250-280 lbs 2S.5CW6.50; sows 1-3 350ity. Stale full details of qualifications
ly thank Fr. Hargeshelmer and Fr.
¦400 lbs 22.30-23.00; 2-3 500-550: lbs 21.00Docto
r
s
Phil
with
references. Reply to D-54 Dally
'
Stan
s,
.
Tupper
from
St
.
21.75.
News .
and Her b Helse, the nurses and Mr. &
Cattle 1,000; calves none; slaughter
kindness.
Mrs. Charles Metllle for their
steers steady; load high choice and
Alvln Rader * ,
GO GO DANCERS and exotic dancari,
prime 1,182 lbs slaughter steers 29.75;
wlil teach. Write P.O. Box 941, Winona.
choice 950-1,200 lbs yield flr«d» 2 to 4

Frank O'Laughlln

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Jerry's Plumbing Service

28.50-29.50; good 26.75-28,00; couple loads
high choice and prime 950-975 lb slaughter heifers yield grade 3 and 4 28.2528.50; choice 825-1,050 lbs yield grade
2 to 4 27.50-28.00; good , 25.00-26.75; utility and commercial cows 18.00-19.75;
utility and commercial bulls 24.00-26.50.
'. Sheep 100; shipment mostly good 117
lbs wooled slaughter lambs including
buck lambs steady at 26.00.

PRODUCE

Lost and Found

4 WOMAN, BETWEEN ego 7S-S0, ai
housekeeper -and . ' child-care - worker In
Catholic .children 's. , home Prefer womFREE FOUND ADS
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
an who ' can live In children's home.
free found ads will be published when
Write Children's Home Director, Box
588, Winona. Minn., giving experience
a person - finding an . article calls* Ihe
Winona Dally & Sunday News Classified • and references or Tel. Winona 8-2969.
Dept., 3321. An 18-word notice will be
published free tor 2 days in. an effort WANTED: Girls to learn beauty culture.
Harding Beauty School, 76 v/. 3rd.
to bring finder and loser together

TAM FOUND—In Westgate Bowl parking
lot. Sun. night. Navy, red and yellow
with ' navy tassel. Tel. 6463.

FRIENDLY , shaggy dog, brown
NEW YORK (AP > —Butter LARGE
and white with black, could be Shepofferings fully adequate to am- herd-Coille, found last Sat. Tel. 81213.
ple. Demand irregular.
7
Wholesale prices on bulk car- Personals
tons fresh.
SPECIAL HOURS this week only: The
Creamery, 93 Score AA 691/4 WILLIAMS HOTEL dining rooms will
not be serving on Thanksgiving Day,
cents; 92 Score A 68%-69. ¦/
hot drinks will be served In
Wholesale egg offerings light however
the bar. Sat., Nov. 29 the entire opera,
on large; adequate on mediums; lion will close at 3 p.m. Ray Meyer,
burdensome on smalls. Demand . Innkeeper..
fair today.
DANCE-Saturday, Nov. 29th to- the famHEYER-SCHUH-BENICKE trio, 9
Wholesale selling prices based ous
P.M to 1 A.M. Plan now. LEGION
on exchange and other volume CLUB.
sales.
CARPETS a fright? Make them a beautiNew York spot quotations:
ful sight with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
. shampooer $1. R. D. Cone Co.
Standards 58-61.
Whites: Fancy large 62^-64. WANTED IMMEDIATELY, 500 veterans .
Fancy medium 59-62%. Fancy Viet Vets you are eligible! Send military resume to American Legion , Box
smalls 48-491/_ .
67, Winona; if Interested In lolnlng one

CHICAGO (AP) - Butter
steady ; wholesale buying prices
unchanged ; 93 score A A 68; 92
A 67i/_ , 90 B 65V2 .
Eggs uneasy ; wholesale buy66% ing prices unchanged; 80 per
50Vi cent or better Grade A whites
62; mediums 58'/.; standards 52;
437/g checks 44.
49% (1st. Pub. Dale, Tuesd»y, Nov. 18, 1969)
52% Slate of Minnesota ) ss.
51 County of Winona ) In Probate Court
No. 17,058
.
617/k
In Re Estat* Of
28V*
Edmund A. Thoemke, Decedent.
29% Order for Hearing on Petition for Probate
Limiting Time to File Claims
120 ef Will, •nd
for Hearing Thereon
39% Lydla Poeppcl havlnjMdlled a petition
for the probate of the Will of said
47% decedent
and for the appointment of
35% The First National
Bank of Winona as
50% executor, which Will Is on file In this
Court and open to Inspection;
39% IT IS ORDERED, That th« hearing

Wooden changes
UCLA offense

Want Ads
Start Here

7

.y

Personals

of America 's fines t arganlzallons. Yes.
this Is an Invitation to you I

NEED WOMEN applicants. We may need
to hire 40-60 female assembly workers
by Dec. 14, 1969. Work was delayed by
General Electric strike but now we 're
ready to gear up to lull production.
Apply in person at Gale Products Office, 419 W. Mill Road, Galesville, Wis.
I NEED 1.0 women, 4 teenagers to teach
professional make :up techniques by ap- .
pointment. Will train. Executive position available . Write Bea Ashchaft,
Vivlane Woodard Cosmetics, Box 1008,
Rochester, Minn. 55901 or Tel. Baa
.Ashcraft 507-289-8090,

Watkins
¦r/ :. . :' 'Products ,'lric.' ' ¦ ¦
Has Several.
Office Positions
Open
- CONTACT —

Personnel Dept.
8 a m . -5 p.m., Mon.
through Fri.

THANKSGIVING DAY will soon be here;
hilt for men's suit repairs and alterations lor any occasion—W. Betslnger.

Watkins
Products Inc.

(First Pub. Tuesday, Nov. 25, 1969)

State of Minnesota ) ss.
) In probate Court
County of Winona
No. 16,928
In Re Estate of
Bertha Brey, Decedent.
Order lor Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having tiled her final account
and petition for settlement and allowance
thereof and for distribution to Ihe persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 17, 1969,
at 10:45 o'clock A.M., beiore this Court
In the probate courl room In the court
house In Winona , Minnesota, and lhat
nollce hereof be given by publication of
this order In the Winona Dally News
and by mailed notice as provided by
law.
Dated November 21, 1969.
S, A. SAWYER,
thereof be had on December lOlh, 1969,
Probate Judge.
at 10:30 o'clock A.M., beiore Ihls Court
(Probate
Court
Seal)
In the probale court room In the court
C.
Stanley
McMahon,
house In Winona , Minnesota, and that oblecllons fo fhe allowance of said will. Allorney lor Petitioner.
If any, be filed beiore said time of
(First Pub
i.isday, No/ . H, 1969 )
hearing; that the time within which
credltora of said decedent may file
NOTICE OF
their claims be limited to four months
MORTCAOE FORECLOSURE SALE
from the date hereof, and that the
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, That Heclaims so filed be heard on March 17,
fault has occurred In the conditions of
1970, at 10:30 o' clock A.M., beiore this
dated Ihe 23rd
Court In Ihe probale courl room In the that certain mortgage,
day
of January, 1959, executed by Cyrus
court ho'jse in Winona, Mlnntsota , and
Speltr, husF,
Speltz
and
Delores
M.
that notice hereof ba given by publication of Ihls order In Ihe Winona Dally band and wile , as mortgagors to The Adan ofNews and by mailed notice ai provided ministrator ot Veterans Affairs,
ficer of the United Stales of America
by law .
as mortgagee , filed for record In the
Daled November 17, 1969
olilce of the Register of Deeds In and
S. A. SAWYER
tor Ihe County of Wlnone, and State
Probate, Judge
ot Minnesota, on the 23rd day of Janu(Probate Court Seal)
ary, 1959, al 4:35 o'clock P.M., and reDarby a, Brewer, Chartered
corded In Book 155 ot Mortgage RecAllorneyi lor Petitioner
ords, page 624, the original principal
amount secured by said mortgage being
(Pub. Date Tuesday, Nov . 25, 1969)
JMO-U3;
Clly of Winona, Minnesota
That no action or proceeding has been
BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
Instituted at * law lo recover Ihe debt
-secured
by sn|d mortgage , or any part
Notice of Hearing
Ihereol, that there Is due and claimed to
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE:
be due upon aald mortgage , Including InThat applications have tieen made tor terest to date hereof, the sum ot Five
variations from the requirements nf the Thousand ^Ive Hundred Ninety-eight and
Winona Zoning Ordinance , as listed be, 31/100 Dollars, and thai pursuant to the
low:
power of sale therein contained, said
1. Schullr Transit , Inc., for permis- mortgage will ba foreclosed nnd the tract
sion lo construct a loading dock up ol land lying and bring In the County of
lo the rear lot line Instead of the Winona, Stale of Minnesota , described at
required /0-foot setback at the fol- follows, to-wlt:
lowing described property: Lots 1,
Lol Twelve (17) and Ihe Westerly
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, Block I, Athletic:
One-hall ol Lot Thlrleen (13), Block
Board Addition, or al 323 Bridge
Two (21, Greden & Spelti'a Addition
Street,
1o the Village ot Rollingstone, MinneJ. Donald T. Trnke tor permission to
sota, being located upon and formconslruct an addition lo his building
ing a part of Ihe Southeast,Quarter
up In the roar properly line Instead
of Ihe Norlheast Ouarler (SE'A of
ot Ihe required 10-foot setback at
NE-'.i) nf Section Six (6), Township
the (ollnwlnn described properly: S ,
One Hundred Seven (107) North, ol
IS feet . of Ih- E. 75 ten t nf Lol 7
Range Eight (H), West ol the Filth
and Lnl 10 rxctipl the N. .10 feet nf
Principal Meridian, Winona Counly,
the W. 75 feat , Block 1». Sanborn 's
Mlnnosnla;
Addition, or al 528 Center Street .
will he IO W by tho sherilf of aald county
Notice Is sent tn Ihe applicant and , »t public aucllon on Ihe 24th day ol
Ihe owners of properly allecled hy Ihe December, 1969, al 10 o 'clock A.M., at
apnllcatlmi ,
Ihe front or North door ot the Winona
A hearlnn on these pe|l||nns will be County Courl House In the Clly of
dlven In the Courl Ronm ol tha . piy Winona , In said County and Slate , to pay
Hall, Winona, Mlnnebota, al 7:3(1 p.m. he debt then secured by snld morlgaoe
on Oecemh-r *, 1969, at which time, In- and taxes, If any, on said premises and
terested persons may appear ellher In lha costs and disbursements allowed by
person, In writing, or by aaenl, or hy law . The lime allowed hy law for raallorney, and present any re«ons w hich dempllon hy Ilia mortgagors, Ihelr perIs
assigns
representatives
or
Ihey may tiave to Ihe oianllno or de- sonal
nylnn nl these petitions.
Iwolva monlhs from the dale ol aald sale .
Dated November 10. 1969.
They are requested tn prepare their
case , In detail, and present ill evidence
Admlnlslralor nl Velerahs
Affairs, an nillcer ol the
relnllnq tn the prMlion at the lime nl
Unlled Stales ol America,
Ihe schedu led hearlno.
Morlgeglei,
Respectfully,
Stenhen .1. Delano,
.1. C . Hoeppner, Chairman,
Allorney lor Mortgagee.
Board of Zonlno Appeals.

Winona , Minn. 55987
Male — Jobs of Interest— 27
MAN FOR general farmwork on modern
dairy farm to start at once. Separate
living quarters available, Tel. St. Charles 932-4941.
FROEDTERT MALT CORP. Is In nood
of an experienced millwright. Must be
able lo pass c:mpany test. Starling
wage $3.40 per hour . Frlnje benefits,
paid holidays, pension and Insurance .
See Plant Engineer, Frocdlcrt Malt
¦ Corp,, 500 W. 3rd St. An equal opportunity employer.
DHIA SUPERVISOR - lull-time, workmen's compensation, 1 monlh vacation,
heallh Insurance. Contact County Agent,
Winona,, Tel. 8-5101.
IMMEDIATE , OPENINGS available tor
qual/f/ed men of all ages In Dl-Acro's
manufacturing
plant. Good starling
wage , opportunity tor fast advancement, Excellent fringe benefits. Contact .
Mrs . Brandeckcr In person or call DIAero, Leko Clly, Minn, Tel , 345,3331.
"An Equal Opportunity Employer ".
SERVICE MANAGER wanted, full-lime.
Contact Wnolna Avlaton Inc. Max Conrad Field, Winona, Minn, Tol. 54HR .
C ULL

ANO part-time employment needed. Yellow Cab, 260 W, 3rd Tel 3131 .

EXPERIENCED tool and die maker tor
new fast-growing planl, Wages and
hours open. Contact Fred Schwnpe,
Novatron, 253 Slate SI., Rlvervlew Industrial Park, SI. Paul, Tel. 222-8,163.

Train for PRINTING
¦A- Hnnd Composil ion
LinccnslinR nnd Presswork
Write

GRAPHIC ARTS
Tcchnicnl School
for CataloR .

1104 Curric Ave , Minneapolis
Approved for Veteran Training
Situation* Wanted—Fem . 29
W I L L DO babysitting In my hnmr, lull
or part-lime , West location. Tfl. H-IW.

Situations Wanted —Male 30
E X P f l R I C N C E D MEAT
culler
wanln
work In Ihe Winnna a r r a . T e l . Rochester (coiircl) 2o9.019n alter 5 p.m .
—•
<1

Buiinets Opporfunit ioi

37

BLUE !,TAR Rest Hnme, Hemwn , Minn ,
for sain, '

Dog», Poti, Supplies

42

DACHSHUND P U P P I F S
M<C r r n i s l r r rrl miniatures . O W fla^ h, Rl I, I amnllle,
(Cedar
Vallnyl,
Tel
Wllnka
201A .

Dog*, P»*»/ Supplies

42 Articles for Sale

57 Rooms Without Meals

57 Articles "for Sale

86 Houses for Sale

99 Used Cars

TWO YOUNG coon deal, running good. YEAR-END SAVINGS - Save S100 or
1 Redbone and 1 Blue Tick. 6 Angus
more on new cabinets for any averand Holstein cross calves, 2-4 weeks . age size kitchen, See Standard Lumber
old, Curtit Lee, Peterson; Minn. Tel,
Co., 350 W. 3rd. Ttl. 3373.
.- . . :
875-5345. : - ¦ . - .
.
FINAL CLEARANCE on all remaining '.9
FREE TO GOOD home, registered Miniafloor model G.E . refrigerators, ranges
ture Collie cross German Shepherd
and automatic washers. Buy now and
puppies, 6 weeks old. Tel. 9641. .
savel B J, B ELECTRIC, 155 E. 3rd.

METAU BED; complete; bedspread; meat
srlnder; sausBBe stuffer and other miscellaneous. 1114 W. Broadway.

ROOMS FOR MEN - with or without
housekeep ing, no day slepetrs, Tel. 4859
between 11 and 1. '

FRONT E. 813—5-room house. Large bedroom, could be two. Garage. 2 full lots .
53,000. Ttl. 8-233-.

MAGAZINES, paperbacks, love stories ,
comics, detectives. We trade. Tremendous savings. Remember It you haven't
read It—it' s new! Hazelton Variety, 217
E. , 3rd. Tal. 4004.
.

Apartments, Flats

REGISTERED AMERICAN Eskimo pup- USED TV jets, buck and white and color;
pics. Lovable snowballs, guaranteed te
used camera equipment; t and Super 8
melt your heart. Tel. Osseo, Wis. 597movie prelectors ; 1 mm movie cam'
->3944. ,
eras; Polaroid cameras, black and
.
white and color; slides protectors ; movie
used snow tlrei; used articles
Hornet , CaftU, Stock
43 screens;
of all types; Snow Jet snowmobiles; 2
portable typewriters; chrome reverse
wheels; Keystone magnesium wheels.
HOLSTEIN SPRINGERS—large. Tel . WiNeumann's 3rd St. Bargain Stero, 129'
toka 3J10. ;¦
E. 3rd. Tel. 5781. Open evenings Mil 9.
PIGS—Tel.
Witoka
2310.
FEEDER
MOTOROLA J3" color TV, solid walnut
case, $449 w.t .; Gibson 14 cu. ft, reHOLSTEIN BULLS-! refllsltjed 2-yeerfrigerator-freezer, self defrost, $219.95
old; 2 serviceable gradfes. Charles
w.t. SCHNEIDER SALES CC 1671 W.
Boehmke, Rushford, Winn. T«V«64-788B.
5th,
HOLSTEIN SPRINGING cows and 1 hell¦ er due soon. George Fimian, Alma, Wis. OlAMONDS are a girl's best friend , until
. . sho finds Blue Lustre for cleaning cary Tel. 685-4893.
pels, Rent electric shampooer. SI. Robb
Bros. Store.
DAIRYMEN, the former Charles Bilder* back registered Holstein herd ol 15
cows, 12 are 3-5 year-olds, 9 are fresh, RCA STEREO Theater: FM-AM-FM ste:
reo radio, 23" TV and stereo record
2 will freshen this month, 2 In Dec, 2
changer . Must be teen to appreciate.
In Feb., 2 eligible heifer calves are In$295. Tel. 6106, after 3:30.
cluded. Top sides have always been
used, 3 of the 4-year-olds being Crcmel
daughters. If Interested contact Walter HANNAH'S husband, Hector hates hard
work so he Weans the rugs with. Blue
Winsand, Rt. 3, Mondovi-or Tel. GilmanLustre . Rent electric shampooer $1. H.
ton 946-3216. Choate & Co.
HEREFORD BULL—350-500 lbs, Wayne
Schmidt, Rt. 2, Winona. Tel. Witoka THE ' Best Home Cooking comes , from
APPLIANCES financed through the
2543. ' .
MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.
GOOD. THRIFTY feeder pigs, 17. Arthur
RECLINER, 5 months old, $40; large
Sandvlg, Tel, Rushford 844-7130.
maple chest of drawers, $40. Tel. 8-1852.
PUREBRED DUROC boars and gills.
Clifford Hoff , Lanesboro, Minn. Tel. YOU CAN SAVE more on Zenith color
. TV at FRANK LILLA 4 SONS, . 761 E.
Peterson 8754 125.
Blh. Open evenings. . :
REGISTERED Hereford bulls, ready for
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
has Introduced a
heavy service . Delbert Kahoun, Rushriew product, Kem Namel lnterlor Latex
ford, Minn. Tel. 864-7403,
Semi-Gloss Enamel, for kitchens, baths,
woodwork/ cabinets or wherever you
REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boars. Exuse a tough enamel finish. A rainbow
tremely heavy muscled. Performance
of
rate
ol colors and a white that , slays white,
gain—140
record : Backfat ^63,
won 't yellow. Easy clean-up with soap
days to 200. lbs. Reasonably priced. Evand water, quick•: drying In one hour.
erett Rupprecht & Sons, Lewiston, Minn.
Easy to use with brush or roller, reTel. 2720. . .
.
markably tough, good for years of
abuse. Color matched to Super KemTone Latex Wall Paint, only $2.89 a
quart, $8,99 a gallon at Sherwin-Williams, Westgate Shopping Center .

ICE SKATE EXCHANGE
Mew «, Used Ice Skates
Korfer Bicycle Strap, 400 Mankat»

IN FOUNTAIN CITY—first and second
floor apartment, available at once. Tel.
Fountain City 687-3502.

EX. EXCELLENT NEW listing. Suitable
for Income property. Located near college and downtown area . Owner has
purchased home and wants to move this
property at once. ABTS AGENCY , INC.,
159 Walnut St. . Tel. 8-4365 or after hours,
•
3184.

Freezers & Refrigerators

TWO-BEDRCOM apartment with garage,
centrally' located, available Immediately.
No students. Tel, 1-3034 after 4.

LEWISTO N
LIVESTOCK
MARKET

FULL-LENGTH Mouton coal, excellent
condition. Tel. 8-4404 weekdays after
¦ 5:30. ¦:
.

Wilt Hold Its :
Regular Thurs. Sale On

WEDly NOV, 26
AT 1 P.M.

THE THANKSGIVING turkey cen't plan
past next Thursday but you can. You
can plan a winter vacation, fun on a
snowmobile, to watch the parade and
game on a color TV set, a snowblower
to clean your sidewalk . . . and you can
finalize your plans with a low-cost,
easily-obtained loan from MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK. Be a wise bird and
j ¦ stop at their Installment Loan Dept.
today!

Because of Thanksgiving.
Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

Gifts for Her!
Lighted

Make-Up Mirrors

44

•$16.95 & up

Kindness
Hair Setters

BROODER HOUSES, 12x14', good shape.
' Used, round hanging feeders, automatic
waterers, rollaway nests, plastic coat' td egg baskets, all clean and in good
shape. Very reasonably priced. SPELTZ
CHfCK
HATCHERY, Rolltngslon*.
Minn. Ttl. 489-2311.

Wanted—Livestock

$14.99 & up

* Vanity Tray
Mirrors

46

$3.89 & up

Farm Implements

DISC SHARPENING by rolling, stays
sharp longer, no metal lost. Diamond
K . Enterprises, SI. Charles, Minn. TeL
. 932-4308.;
~
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks, fans, air Intake*,
hose parts, storage cabinets.
Ed's Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
555 6. 4th
Tel. 5532

Articles for Sale

57

TWO 650x13 studded snowtlres with rims,
$12; 2 rolloway beds, single $8, double
$10; card table and chairs, $5. $915
<
39lh.
TWO SETS bunk beds; 1 double bed ;
fable and 4 chain; 3-burncr gat plate ;
floor model TV, Centennial, works good.
Tel. 3901.
ANTIQUE DRESSER; end tables; kitchen table; RCA TV; electric razors;
men's new Insulated boots, size 9. Tel .
3776.
16 MM MOVIE proleclor, slide pro|ector,
10O0 watt portable baseboard healer, box
catpera, large metal palls, two 650x13
tires wllh wheels . 1070 E. 6th.
JOHN WOOD 30-gal. hot water heater.
George Beech, Tol. Lewiston 3874.

63

FIREPLACE WOOD-f pf sale. Tel. 2585
or 9620. Delivered, f
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enlcy
the comfort of automatic personal care .
Keep lull service — .complete burner
, care and furnace cleaning. Budget service. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
«. OIL CO., 901 E. 8th. Tel. '3389.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

SPECIAL SALE . of chairs, rockers and
recllners; Large selection. Starting as
low as J39.95. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankalo Ave.
LINOLEUM RUGS-9xl 2, pretty, patterns,
• good selection for any room S5.99. each.
SHUMSKI'S, 58 W. 3rd; Tel. 8-3389. :
FOAM PADDED 3A" high back- swivel
rocker, green or black naugahyde.
S5A.50 w.t.
BURKE'S
FURNITURE
MART, 3rd & Franklin. Open Mon. and
Frl. evenings. Park behind the store.

Good Things to Eat

65

LIVE WHITE Muscovy ducks . Tel. 8-1396.
LAZY A RUSSET potatoes, J2.98/10O)
homegrown rutabagas,. 10 lbs.,. 59c ; apples, S1.50 bu. Winona Potato Market.
APPLES—Ramsden and Welch, Homer.
Open dally 'III 7. 75c for second bu.
utilities.
GILMORE VALLEY ORCHARD apples,
111 bu. and up. Tel: 8-4415. Weekdays
open after 4; weekends all weekend.

1 MORE '

9ivlri9

PAINT DEPOT
167 Center St.

DON'T LET THE
SNOW THROW YOUFight Back with a
BOLENS SNOW THROWER
in 3 models. Also Snow
Blower to fit BOLENS
TRACTORS in stock .

F. A. KRAUSE CO.

"

Hwy. 14-61

DAILY

Winona

NEWS
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Albrecht's) . ¦
To Be Given Away
Sun. & . Mon. Winners
Joe Wise, Rollingstone, Minn.
John A. Anderson , 361 Franklin
REGISTER TODAY AT

McDONALD'S

Machinery and Tools

Mail
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
WILL BE TAKEN

CLEARANCE SALE

Rubber Trapper Gloves, 10','„ OFF.
Muskret Stretchers, $4.75 doje n.
Cigarettes, package 35c,
White Paint, $3.75 value , $2,75 a gal,
20% DISCOUNT on .12 flange
Shot Shells.
Army Combat Boots, SI per pair.
. CLOSING OUT ALL GUNS

NEUMANN
BARGAIN STORE
121 E. 2nd

I SALE SITE: Located Wz miles north of HOLMEN , Wis.,
|on County Road "V. " Watch for the Thorp miction arrows ,
Lunch on grounds.

38 HEAD OF HORSES

1 19(53 Stud Horse; 1966 Stud horse; 4-1968 Stud horses;
1968 Gelding; 1967 Stud horse; 9 Mares ; C—1968 Filly
%. Colts, all sired by Foxy He Wolf ; 1 spotted mare and
:• Filly colt , colt eligible for Paint Association; 1969 spotted
:l Filly colt; 12—1969 Filly and horse colts. All of these
horses, except the three spots , nre registered in the
American Quarter Horse Association , and are fine aniS mals Years of hard work and plannin g hnve gone into
'/. the raising and breeding of these horses. This diso-ersal is
% a great opportunity to get started with a good quality
;•: horse for show, 4-H projects, breeding or pleasure, or to
add to your existing herds . Some of the many fine bloodr lines represented in this herd arc: Three Rnrs, Nick
•ii Shoemaker , King P 23-1, Waggoner Ranch Breeding. Foxy
A Ho Wolf , Badger , Hancock , Easter King. For complete
: : information on the horses contact Frank Holty, Spring
:: Grove , Minnesota , phone B07-498-5537,

FARM MACHINERY

Property of the Late DAVID RAATZ
and MRS. BETTY RAATZ
/ THflRP ISALES CORPORA TION
ISTAH

stiwci
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LOWREY ORGAN DEALER
New & Used Pianos, Piano Tuning
Gehrlng's Electronic & Music, Inc
LewlsfOn.Minn. Tel. 5681.

For.All Makes
. Of Record Playeri

Hardt's Music Store
.

COLLEGE OR WORKING girls, newly
furnished apartment, all utilities paid.
Tel. 3044, 8-4768 or Fountain City 86876291.
ONE-ROOM
kitchenette,
suitable
for
working girl or woman. 353 E. 7th.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, available Immediately, S students. Tel. 8-4579.
FURNISHED APARTMENT, suitable for
2 . o r . 3 college students or couple. SHO
per month. 303 E. 8th, after 5 p.m .
THREE-ROOM
apartment,
completely
furnished. Tel. Rollingston ttt-9150.
THREE ROOMS and bath . Central location. Available soon. Bath complete wllh
tub and shower, hot water heat. All
neat and clean and nicely furnished.
ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St.
Tel. J-4345 or after hours, 3184.

Business Places for Rent 92
BUILDING for
6790.

116118 E. 3rd

Sewing Machines

73

USED VIKING free arm sowing machine,
In good condition. Cam controlled for
automatic stitches. WINONA SEWING
CO,, 915 W. 5ffi St.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

ONE GAS space heater, one oil burner ,
509 E. 9th.
MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS, all sizes,
on»-room
to seven rooms. Liberal
terms ond trad e allowances. GAIL'S
APPLIANCE, 515 E. 3rd. Tel. 4210.
OIL OR GAS healers. Sales, service.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th
. Tal. . 7479 . Adolph Michalowskl.

Typewriters

77

TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
sale or rent. Reasonable rales, free
delivery. See us for all your office sup
piles, desks, files or office chairs.
LUND TYPEWRITER CO., Tel. S222.

Wanted to Buy

81

STORM WINDOWS—wood frames; two,
27Wx67'/<"; two, 54"x7l" ; ono 28"x71" )
three, 20"x54" j one , 27 3A" x70V<", (those
wllh fractions can be to the next nearest Inch). George Neumann, Tel. Plainview 534-5174.

BUILDING FOR RENT—warehouse and
office, 170 E. 3rd, available Dec. 1.
. Tel. 6067. .

Garages for Rent

want ed.

Tel,

Mouses for Rent

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
frr scrap Iron, metals, rags, hldet,
raw turs and wooll ..

Sam Woisnian & Sons
INCORPORATED
3rd
Tel.

Farms, Land for Sale

98

149Vi ACRES—beautiful land, near Hwy.
61. Fine building site. Close-in. Only
J4O.000. Tel. 8-4275. 716 E. Bth.
AMBROSE JOHNSON farm to ba offered
for sale at public auction on Saturday
afternoon, November 29, after personal
property auction. Well-kept stone house ,
other buildings oh 118 acres with about
40 tillable. Joining west city limits ot
Rushfo rd, Minnesota.

Bert Boyum, Auctioneer
Rushford, -Minnesota

FARMS-FARMS—FARMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis .
Tel. Office 597-3659
Res, 695-3157 .
We buy, we sell, wt trad*

Houses for Sale

IN GALESVILLE—nearly new 2-bedroom
house, under $18,000. Carpeted. Attached
garage. Financing available. Tel. 1-28-45
after 3 p.m.

FX. NOW YOU can have a fireplace In
your living room If you purchase th is
new home. 3 bedrooms. West location
on bus line. We have financing on th is
home. Full price $26,500. ABTS AGENCY, TNC, 159 Walnut St. Tel. 8-4365 or
after hours, 3184.
NICE 2-bedroom 1-story homa, 601 E. 7th
St. Large kitchen, living room, dining
room. Priced for quick sale at on ly
$7200 . TOWN & COUNTRY REALTOR,
. Tel. 8-374) or 8-H76 or 80-2254.
ONE-BEDROOM home, east. Merchants
Nations) Bank Trust Dept.

Write (or further Information.
SHELDON'S, INC.
flox 508
Anllgo, wis. iAAO,

SMALL HOME on E, Sarnla. Beautiful
view. Tel. 7623.
HEIGHTS BLVD. 151&-new 2-story house,
4 bedrooms, family room wllh fireplace, double attached garage, air conditioned ond landscaped Hilke Homes.
Inc.. Tel. 4127 for appointment.
E. CENTRAL — modern 8-room house,
large garage. Ront terms to reliable
party. C. SHANK, 552 E. 3rd.
SMALL two-bedroom home, completely
remodeled, new carpeting throughout.
Buyer may assume present loan. Tota l
selling price, $13,900. Tel . 7736.
PROMPT Real Estate Sales
And Financing

Frank West Agency
175 Lafayette
Tel. 5240 or '400 afler hours.

Jxx BOB

&foM
W
il R&ALTOR

l20 ciNTER-m.2349
OUR HOMES
COME IN
ALL SIZES!
FIVE

Bedrooms , two baths , W CK I
Central.

FOUR

Bedrooms , 2V _ baths , choice
West location ,

Auction Sales
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes and kinds ot
tucllons.
Tel . D'koti 40 AM3
ALV1M KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, Clly end state licensed and bonded. Rt, 1, Winona. Tal.
40 B0.

THREE

Bedrooms , Vh baths , Lake
Park.

TWO

Bedrooms. Convenient West
Central.

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett J. Kohnor
Winona. Tal. Tl\A
Jim Papcnluss, Dakota. Tel. 443 5972
NOV. 2?-Sat, 1 p.m. Real Estate fc Personal Properly Auction, W . clly, limits
of Rushford, Minn., on Hwy . 30. Ambrose Johnson properly) Bart Boyum,
auctioneer/ Boyum Aguncy, cltrk.
NOV. 29-Sat , 1:30 p.m. 3', . miles N. of
Holmen, Wis., on Counly Road V , David
Rami 4. Mn. Belly Real/, nwnersi Jim
Wright , aucllnnter; Thorp Sales Corp.,

clerk.
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ROOMS fnr ront with kllchon privilege ) .
Til. 7033 .

E* 2nd Xvim
WmWil
>_3?rirt_y

Famil y Comfort

Newly carpeted four . bedroom home with garage.
Spacious living room . dining room; utility room and
den. Brand new kitchen, two
baths . Attractive financin g
available.

Neat & Nice

Wash the windows and-j nove
right in this two bedroom
home. Carpeted living and
dining rooms. Full bath .
Birch cabinets in kitchen,
Glass enclosed porch. Priced
to sell under $10,000.
Two bedroom home with garage. Completely carpeted,
newly decorated living room
and dining room. Large
kitchen with full bath on
first floor. Full basement,
$12,400.
Residence Phones After 5:
Ed Hartert . - ...:.. 3973
Pat Magin ........ 4934
Bill Ziebell .:....., 4854
Charles E. Merkel , Realtor
Lofs for Salt

CALL US TO SEE OUR
NEW LISTING S.

I

IOO

TWO BUILDING LOTS In the city. Tel.
- ... 9745. . '

Moigrcyeles, Bicycler

107

Motorcycles New & Used
Complete Parts & Service
Wlnona-La Crosse—Eau Claire
ROBB MOTORS, INC.

Snowmobiles

GO ONE BETTER . . .
Get Skl-Dool .
DICK'S MARINE
Latsch Island, Winona.
Tel. 380»
WESTGATE GARDENS
Wheelhorse, AMF, Trades, Sales ¦
!
Service, .Accessories, Clothing.
'
GET A HOMELITE
see what fun snowmoblllns can bel
Service & Sales
POWER MAINTENANCE & SUPPLY CO.
2nd 4 Johnson
Tel. 2571

Trucks, Tract's Triilers 108
DIVCO TRUCK-1 956 delivery van, needs
motor work. $100. Tel. 6943 .
FORD—TA-ton truck, WS engine. Rush
Arbor, Rushford, Minn. Tel. 864-9122,
FORD—1962 Vt-ton
box. Tel. 9627.

BOB

$do\k>o
W
ii REALTOR

120 <tww » m,2349

!

pickup

with

Used Cars

%-ton
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$2295
FURY III

1967 Plymouth Fury III 4
door sedan just traded in
having * an emerald green
top, white lower and deep
green cloth and vinyl upholstery. Small V-8, power
steering, and factory warranty remaining .

$1795

NYSTROM'S

FORD—19*4 Falrlant, t, automatic. *495.
Ideal Auto Sales, 470 Mankato Ave.

WANTEO—New and Used Car Buytri .
See .ont of lh» Friendly Loan Officers
It tht MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

Mobile Homes, Trailers 111

AMHERST—1969 mobile home, furnished.
Priced to sell, ready to move Into. Tel.
Blair 989-2853 or Whitehall 538-4831
after 7 pm .
HOMETTE
LIBERTY
HAMPTON
MARSHFIELD
SCHULT
. J>.K.'S MOBILE HOMES, INC.
NELSON, WIS.

3rd and Washington
Open 'Mon .-Wed.-Fri . Nights

Many homes to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-61 E„ Winona
Ttl. 4!7»

WINTER DEALS
1965 DODGE
Monaco

THIS CHRISTMAS
Give your Family
Fun & Togetherness
with a " * ".
TRAVELTRAILER

...

See our Units in stock
or let us order the one
ESPECIALLY FOR YOU.
Your COACHMAN CORSAIR - MALLARD
& TRAVELMASTER
Dealer. Also LIFETIME
Motor Home - MOBILE
TOP Trucker Campers.
INDOOR SHOWROOM .

F. A. KRAUSE CO.
BREEZY ACRES
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona ;

V 1963 FORD Convertible . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
/ 1962 BUICK Convertible . . , . . . ; . . . . . . . .
V 1964 FORD Galaxie 500 4 door . . . . . . . . .
y l96i FORD 2 door Hardtop . . . . . . . . . . . .
FOR
r
I 1963 BUICK Station Wagon . . . . . . . . . . . .
ONLY $1195
\ 1963 FORD Fairlane 500 2 door
X
Hardtop . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,¦.
'
1963 BUICK
/ 1961 BUICK Station Wagon ...., . . . . . . . .
Le Sabre
'PONTIAC 2 door Hardtop . . . ; . . . .; :
Station Wagon. Tu-Tone, . V 1962
rose with white top. Y-8
engine, automatic transmission, power steering, radio,
heater , white sidewall tires ,
FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING. Another CLEAN
top performing wagon.

Buick - Olds - GMC
Open Mon. & Fri. Evenings

Speedy Says

1968 PLYMOUTH
FURY HI

DO YOU COUNT >4® |
YOUR CAR
f : *£: K
AMONG YOUR
: vi^S^ ' -> ' ' " ' " '
¦;,¦ . . . . ' v j3LESS(N:iG$?. ;. " /;:v;" 7^^

4 door Sedan

• V-8 Engine
• Automatic Transmission
• Power Steering
• Radio
• Whitewall Tires
• Deluxe Wheel Covers
• Driven Only 13,000 Miles

* ® ~
If not, it's time to trade up
right now during our PreThanksgiving Day Sale . . .
,
all specially priced to move
them out! (P.S. Anything left after the sale , prices
will remain in effect until cars ARE sold.)

Beautiful Medium Green
Metallic with matching interiod. Still under Factory
Warranty.
"We service what we sell."

.

WAS

•69 Sunbeam Station Wagon , 4-spced,
New price .... $2380
radio, ..
V-8,
Tra
velall,
'66 International
$1695
automaUc
'66 Dodge Polara 9-passenger
$1695
wagon
'67 Buick Skylark 2-door hardtop,
$2095
none sharper ...
'68 Chrysler Custom 4-door sedan ,
$2875
air conditioned
'62 Chevrolet Impala 4-door hardtop, V-8,
automatic , air conditioned . Compare at ..
Chrysler
Convertibfc , loaded including
'67
....$2495
new Premium tires
'68 Plymouth Satellite 2-door hardtop, 8,
$3600
automatic, 1-owner. Over
'63 Chevrolet Impala 2-door hardtop,
$1095
full power
'61 Thunderbird .

3rd and Washington ^
Open Mon.-Wed.-Fri, Nights

to The Winona Dail y News
Telephone Your Want Ads
Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker

100% 30-DAY WARRANTY

As is.
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TRUCKS

Reduced to J ,CMK Than Cost.
f l-l
|< I
Take
Advantage
of All Tho pluses From I >
°1
I
J

^hwjdowjt. p?l
X ^ ^r m Utu,

j
/
\

. ..

M CHEVYTOWN I
El

/
\
j
(

j
/
$695 \
$395
J
$295 /

Your "Country Style" Ford-Mercury-Lincohi Dealer
MIRACLE MAUL
Open Mon.Wed.-Fri. Evenings

I
V
\

WALZ

EX-NEW CARS

$695
§695^
$495
S295
$595

( 100% Bonded Warra nty on '66 & Newer J

'62 Oldsmobile 88 4-door sedan , 8,
automatic , power
$695
Plymouth-Chrysler-Toyota
»62 Ford
2nd and Washington
Convertible
Open Mon . & Frl , Evenings
$695
'62 Ponliao Catalina 4-door , 8, automatic ,
power steering
$575
'64 Dodge Dart , 6, automatic , 1-owner ,
V^ivnouiT^Vc^ivnoLer^^^HeviiOLiT^VcHiviioLiT^I
^
very low mileage
$995
'66 Ford Garaxie 500 4-door sedan , small
V-8, automatic , power steeriiif *
$1575
'65 Chrysler 300, full power including factory
j
air , 1-owner new enr trade
$11195
!
'67 Plym outh Fury II Station W;igon ,
COMING SOON. 1-owner
I
'60
Chevrolet Impnla 4-door hardtop, new
j
automatic trnasmlssion, V-fl . .
[
•61 Plymouth Fury 4-door Sedan , B, automatic ,
I gj
CB5 fc Newer) plus 24 Mo. 15/15
12 |
power steering, power brakes , new paint.
Parts & Labor Warrant y
I _ l
¦
Real sharp!
$575
"¦j
'62 Mercury 4-door , small 8,
BB
50% 30-DAY WARRANTY
automatic
$675
In V
('64 &. OTder) plus 24 Mo. 15/15
BsH
'59 Chevrolet 2-door , 6, straight stick.
Parts & Labor Warrant y
Ktffl
As i.s.
I* |
'60
Oldsmobile 98 <i-door hardt op, loaded.
i
LUI
72-HOUR MONEY-BACK
[Ij
llu 11s tho best!
$395
'
I
'63
Ford
Galaxie 500 2-door , small V-8,
O
TRIAL
DRIVE
H|
straight stick
$775
H
ADD THE SCORE—
f l' '59 Plymouth Station Wagon , V-fl ,
aut omatic , power steering
l$l
YOU GET MORE— Fn

SJ

111'

/ LOW COST TRANSPORTATION \

Dark Green in color with
white . top and matching
green upholstery . V-8 engine, automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, radio, heater , white
sidewall tires. A NICE CAR

ROADRUNNER

1968 Plymouth Roadrunner
Coupe, fully equipped with
four speed, radio, 21,382
miles and remainder of factory warranty.

MOBILE HOMES—all jliei, starting at
12x44', 50', 52', 60' «4' «'-2 1o 4 bedrooms. Winter discount, starting at only
' $33?5. . On-the-spot financing. Houston
Mobile Homes. Tel. J. A. Twalten «?«3101, H. O. Gunderson 6M-2017, C. W.
.' Evans 895-2603. .

TRAILER HOUSE—8*x38', all furnished,
ready to move In. Cheap. Inquire at
Red Top Trailer 25 or 1769 W. Broadway, Apt. B.

107A

Red Hot RUPP Snow-Sport
5 Models on Display .
, Complete Sales & Service
Headquarters

VIUSTANG —1965, V-8, - authentic, radio,
power steering, buckets . Real good
shape. Might trade. Tel. . 3568 .

CHEVROLET-1J63 Bel Air, good condltion. Robert G. Haney, 3825 W. Sth.
Tel. W251.

ONLY $1295

HAROLD'S SALES & Service , Homer
Road, Winona , Tel. 2549. Polaris and
Snow pony, new and used machines:

Mobile Homos, Trailert

VOLKSWA&EN-1960, wltti new gas heater, «00. Tel. 2625 after 5.
.

Winona Daily Newt JR
Winora , Minnesota , 1V .
TUESDAY , NOV. 25, 196.

CHEVROLET, 1955, V-B; 1957 Chevrolet,
6-cyllnder; Both -for parts. Tel. 2991
after 5. ,

BUICK-19M J-dOor hardtop Special, excellent condition. Reasonable . See at
802 E. 2nd. Tel. 8-1947.

"We service what (we sell." ,

., New Listing

THREE-BEDROOM home, attached garage, glassed-in porch . Large lol, Vh
balhs. Fully carpeted. Tel. 9745.

I

8'5141'

FIRE & POWER EQUIP - CO ."
54-56 E. 2nd St.
Tel. 5055

99

2 door Hardtop

• 318 cu. in. V-8 engine
• Automatic Transmission
• Power Steering
• AM/FM Radio
• Vinyl Roof
• Whitewall Tires
• Still under Factory
Warranty
• Deep Dish Wlieel Covers
• Burgundy in Color with
Matching Interior

109

OLDSMOBILE — 1963 Cutlass F85. Tel.
8-1271.

1968 PLYMOUTH
FURY III

^EiiiilS^n
^
/m^i^^

W INONA

IF YOU ARE In:the market for a farm
or home, or are planning to tell real
estate of any type, contact NORTHERN INVESTMENT COMPANY , Real
Estate Brokers. Independence, Wis., or I
Eldon W. Berg, Real . Estate Salesman,
Arcadia. Wis. Tel. 323-7350.

5B47

WE BUY S Q U I R R E L T A I L S
8c each-Good Qcinllly Grey
10c each-Good Quality pox
3c additional nn all premium quality

Rooms Without Maali

96

RESPONSIBLE COUPLE desires 3-4 room
.furnished apartment, preler centrally
located, " clean and nicely furnished.
References furnished. Available Dec. 15Jan. 1. Tel. 2028.

Wa
(,ef
110
784-

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON fc METAL
CO. pays highest prices lor scrap Iron,
metals and raw (ur
Closed Saturday*
272 W. 2nd
fel. 20a7

4S0 W,

95

SMALL — 2 bedrooms, living room and
kitchen. Carpeted. No pets. Mrs . Joe
Miner, Lamoille, Minn, Tel. Dakota
643-6759.

Winona

WE BUY coon, red fox , muskrats .
will lake them on Ihe carcass .
belter prlcesl Dick' s Sport Shcp,
Rose St., La Crosse, Wis . Tel.
¦4105.

94

WINTER sfORAGE-cars. Tel. 2811, extension 35; or 9258 after 5. . .

MANUAL HEAVY portable typewriter
wanted. Good condition. Wllh case . Tel ,
7193.
LIONEL TRAINS
8-3073.

rent. 1054 W. 6th. Tel;

BY OWNER—3 bedrooms, 2 baths . Remodeled home. Lincoln School district.
Under J17.000. Ttl. 7462 after 5 or
weekends.

NEEDLES

" -

i| Massey-Harris tt diesel tractor; Massey-Harris 44 G cylin' dor gas tractor; Massey-Harris small tractor for parta ;
i
4 John Deere 11 ft . tandem disc; JD 2-bottom 14 inch
tractor plow on rubber ; JD 65 bu. manure spreader.
i MISC. ITEMS: Tradewinds Tiger Snowmobile - 297 cc
>; JLO engin e, 20 inch track , nearly new; Twin-Motor dairy
il or horse vacuum; 2 saddles and some additional tack; 2
i pot-bellied wood stoves; 500 to 7O0 board feet rough
: sawed cedar lumber. FEED: 2,000 bales of hny ; 400 bu.
¦ of oats , nnd 200 bales of straw. For more information
j contact the Thorp office iin Rochester, Minn., 507-2M-4041.
THORP ON • THE • SPOT CREDIT
•I
Sale
managed
by Owen Hogge, Spring Grove, Minn ,, 507\
( 49H-M07 . Auctioneer is Jim Wri ght , Anok a , Minn ,

...M r/onus tmrsr AUCWI. a HIAI

Musical Merchandise

91

COMPLETE UPSTAIRS apartment, furnished. $100 month. On bus . line. 3677
,th St. GdvW , Tel, 2092.

69

MELROE BOBCATS
NEW, used and reconditioned for sate or
rent by the hour, day or week . Your
Bobcat Dealer-Dakota Heavy Equip
ment Sales Company, 4 miles west ot
' Dakota oh County Road 12 at Nodine.
Tel, 643-6290.

..

SIX-ROOM heated apartment, 125714 W.
' ith. Adults. Available now. S125 per
month. Tel. 6-3768 or 8-2127.

Wanted to Rent

BEAUTIFUL blond wood finishes. No removing. No scraping. No bleaching. Old
Masters Liquid Wood.

SAT , NOV. 29
1:30 P.M.

M

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

AUSTIN WESTERN road grader , M'
.blada. Plow and wing attached . New
tires, winterized, ready to go to work.
Roy H. Munger , Rt. 3, Lake City, Minn.
Tel. 345-3552 after 6:30 .

Downtown & Miracle Mall
(Lay-by Now For Chlrstmas)

ANOTHER JHORP[AUCTION
I

\

»lh & Mankato — ii on the Plaza W.

¦'
._ ;

ONE-BEDROOM duplex, ¦ 129 E, Ith, $115.
>•
.'¦
Tel. 8-5376,

Apartments, Furnished

TED MAIER DRUGS

48 '

TWO NEW Lindsay power boxes at clostout price. Kalrnes Impl. Co., Altura,
Minn.

DOUBLEKNIT
100% Polyester
Large Selecllcn
Was J4.9S yd. NOW J3.B8 yd.
CINDERELLA SHOPPES

WANTED—small older dozer with loader .
Tel. (collect) Melrose, Wis. 488-3721,

FEMALE GOATS—any age. R. Mordan,
Dakota, Minn. Tel. Houston 896-2058
tfter 7 P.m.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market for ynur
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week.
Livestock bought every day.
Trucks available, Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
TeL Lewiston 2667 or Winona 7814.

It costs no more to own a Gibson, come
¦ In and get our prices. WINONA FIRE
& POWER ' CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel. .(Mi.
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109 Ui«d C«r«

I
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mm

"65 Ford 1-ton , :i52 V-« ,
4-speed , clean
$1575
'60 Ford 1-ton , 10 ft . stake body, V-8 ,
1-speed , real clean
$1050
'66 Chevrolet 1-ton, 9 ft . box , V-fl ,
4-K|>ccd , power brakes , 1-owner
$I7M
'63 Chevrolet Corvalr Van ,
4-spced
$:i75
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DICK TRACY
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By Roy Cran«

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chesrer Gould
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By Mort Wa lker

BEETLE BAILEY
I
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BLONDIE
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By Al Capp

BARNEY GOOGLE %d SNUFFY SMITH

By fAilton Canniff
'

-

By Fred Laswell

«

APARTMENT 3-G

By A lex Kotzky

REX MORGAN, M.D.

THE WIZARD OF ID

By Dal Curti*

By Parker and Hart

TIGER

By Bud Blak*

•*¦*

NANCY

By Ernio Bushmiller
GRIN AND BEAR IT

"

MARY WORTH

'

By Gordon Bess

STEVE CANYON
.

\ ____

—
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. , ..

By Chick Young

LI'L ABNER
REDEYE

:

—' M

¦
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| I

¦
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DENNIS THE MENACE

,,|

By Saunders and Ernst

¦

"I'm not looking for new technique* of communicfltion with
1 my peer group... Ijurt want to (tarn to read and write!"
i

'DONT Bf?lN6 /HKSUIT 6ACK! GIVE IT TO
SOKE Kit) WX lffi&STO flf?£SS UPI"

¦-

